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Inverse scope as metalinguistic quotation in operational semantics
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Rutgers University
ccshan@rutgers.edu

Abstract. We model semantic interpretation operationally: constituents interact as their combination in discourse evolves from state to state. The states are recursive data structures and evolve from step to step by context-sensitive rewriting. These notions of context and order let us explain inverse-scope quantifiers and their polarity sensitivity as metalinguistic quotation of the wider scope.

1 Introduction

An utterance is both an action and a product [1]. On one hand, when we use an utterance, it acts on the world: its parts affect us and our conversation. For example, a referring expression reminds us of its referent and adjusts the discourse context so that a pronoun later may refer to it. On the other hand, linguistics describes the syntax and semantics of a sentence as a mathematical object: a product, perhaps a tree or a function. But trees and functions do not remind or adjust; at their most active, they merely contain or map. How then does the meaning of an utterance determine its effects on the discourse and its participants? In particular, how do utterances affect their context, and in the order that they do?

We approach this “mind-body problem” the way many programming-language semanticists approach an analogous issue. On one hand, a program such as

(1) $2 \rightarrow n; n \cdot 3$

expresses a sequence of actions: store the number 2 in the memory location $n$, then retrieve the contents of $n$ and multiply it by 3. On the other hand, computer science describes the syntax and semantics of the program as a tree or a function. To view the same program as both a dynamic action and a static product, programming-language theory uses operational semantics alongside denotational semantics. A denotational semantics assigns a denotation to each expression—compositionally, by specifying the denotation of a complex expression in terms of the denotations of its parts. In contrast, an operational semantics defines a transition relation on states—for each state, what it can become after one step of computation [2]. Technical conditions relate denotational and operational semantics. For example, adequacy requires that two utterances with the same denotation must have the same operational outcome.

To analyze the example (1), we could define a state as an ordered pair of an integer $n$ and a current program, and the transition relation $\rightsquigarrow$ as a set that includes the three transitions

(2) $(0, (2 \rightarrow n; n \cdot 3)) \rightsquigarrow (2, n \cdot 3) \rightsquigarrow (2, 2 \cdot 3) \rightsquigarrow (2, 6)$.

These transitions together say that the program (1) starting with the memory location $n$ initialized to 0 yields the final result 6 with the contents of $n$ changed to 2. Unlike in denotational semantics, we specify the outcome of a program without recursively specifying what each part of the program denotes. Rather, we specify rewriting rules such as

(3) $\langle x, (y \rightarrow n; P) \rangle \rightsquigarrow \langle y, P \rangle$ for any numbers $x, y$ and any program $P$

to be elements of the transition relation, so that the first computation step in (2) goes through. In other words, we include

(4) $\{ \langle x, (y \rightarrow n; P) \rangle, \langle y, P \rangle \} \mid x$ and $y$ are two numbers; $P$ is a program

in the transition relation as a subset.

Following a longstanding analogy between natural and formal languages, we model natural-language semantics operationally. In Section 2, we review a standard operational semantics for a $\lambda$-calculus with delimited control. In Section 3, we use this operational semantics to explain quantification and polarity sensitivity. We focus on these applications because they go beyond phenomena such as anaphora and presupposition, where dynamic semantics has long been fruitful. In particular, metalinguistic quotation (or multistage programming) extends our account to inverse scope. We conclude in Section 4.

2 Context and order

We use the $\lambda$-calculus to introduce the notions of context and order, then let an expression interact actively with its context. These computational notions recur in various linguistic guises, especially in analyses of quantification, as Section 3 makes concrete.

2.1 Expressions and contexts

The set of $\lambda$-calculus expressions is recursively defined by the following grammar. In words, an expression is either a variable $x$, an abstraction $\lambda x. E$, or an application $EE$.

(5) $E \rightarrow x \quad E \rightarrow \lambda x. E \quad E \rightarrow EE$

The derivation below shows that $\lambda x. xx$ is an expression, even though no function $x$ can apply to itself in standard set theory.

(6) $E \rightarrow \lambda x. E \rightarrow \lambda x. EE \rightarrow \lambda x. E x \rightarrow \lambda x. xx$
In programming practice, constants such as 2 and multiplication \( \cdot \) are also expressions. Not shown in the grammar is the convention that we equate expressions that differ only by variable renaming, so \( \lambda x. \lambda y. x = \lambda x. \lambda y. y = \lambda y. \lambda x. x \neq \lambda x. \lambda y. x \).

We specify certain expressions to be values, namely those generated by the following grammar. In words, a value is any variable or abstraction, but not an application.

\[
(7) \quad V \rightarrow x \quad V \rightarrow \lambda x. E
\]

For example, the identity expression \( \lambda x. x \) (henceforth \( I \)) is a value. In practice, constants such as 2 and multiplication \( \cdot \) are also values. Intuitively, a value is an expression that is done computing, so the expression \( 2 \cdot 3 \) is not a value.

An operational semantics is a relation on states. (More precisely, we consider small-step operational semantics.) Our states are just closed expressions (that is, expressions with no unbound variables), and the transition relation is in fact a partial function that maps each closed expression to what it becomes after one step of computation. We define the transition relation as follows. A context is an expression with a gap, which we write as \([\ ]\). For example, \( \lambda x. x[y[\ ]] \) is a context. The set of evaluation contexts \( C[\ ] \) is defined by the grammar below, in the style of [3]. The notation \( C[\ldots] \) means to replace the gap \([\ ]\) in the context \( C[\ ]\) by an expression or another context.

\[
(8) \quad C[\ ] \rightarrow [\ ] \quad C[\ ] \rightarrow C[[E]] \quad C[\ ] \rightarrow C[V[\ ]]
\]

The first production above says that the null context \([\ ]\)—the context with nothing but a gap—is an evaluation context. The second production says that, whenever \( C[\ ]\) is an evaluation context, replacing its gap by \([E]\) (that is, the application of a gap to any expression \( E \)) gives another evaluation context. The third production says that, whenever \( C[\ ]\) is an evaluation context, replacing its gap by \( V[\ ]\) (that is, the application of any value \( V \) to a gap) gives another evaluation context. For example, the derivation below shows that \( I(\ldots)(I(I)) \) is an evaluation context. (Recall from above that \( I \) stands for \( \lambda x. x \).

\[
(9) \quad C[\ ] \rightarrow C[[I(I)]] \rightarrow C[I(\ldots)(I(I))]) \rightarrow I([\ldots)(I(I))]
\]

We now define the transition relation \( \Rightarrow \) to be the set of expression-pairs

\[
(10) \quad \{ (C[[\lambda x. E]V], C[E']) \mid C[\ ] \text{ is an evaluation context; } E' \text{ substitutes the value } V \text{ for the variable } x \text{ in the expression } E \},
\]

or for short,

\[
(11) \quad C[[\lambda x. E]V] \Rightarrow C[E[x \mapsto V]]
\]

In words, a transition is a \( \lambda \)-conversion in an evaluation context where the argument is a value expression. Letting \( C[\ ] = I([\ldots)(I(I))], \ V = I, \) and \( E = x \) gives

\[
(12) \quad I(II)(I) \Rightarrow I(I(I)).
\]

In fact, this is the only step that a computation starting at \( I(II)(I) \) can take. It takes three more steps to reach a value, namely \( I \):

\[
(13) \quad I(I)(II) \Rightarrow I(I) \Rightarrow I \Rightarrow I.
\]

In practice, \( \lambda \)-conversions are joined by other transitions such as \( 1 + 2 \cdot 3 \Rightarrow 1 + 6 \).

This operational semantics is not the only reasonable one for the \( \lambda \)-calculus. Instead of or in addition to the transition (12), \( I(II)(I) \) could transition to \( (II)(I)(II) \) or \( I(I)(II) \). Different operational semantics regulate the order in which to run parts of a program differently, by constraining the set of evaluation contexts and the rewriting that takes place inside. Our transition relation in (10)–(11) implements a call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation order: it only performs \( \lambda \)-conversion when the argument is a value (the \( V \) in (10)–(11) rules out a transition to \( (II)(II) \)) and everything to the left is also a value (the \( V \) in (8) rules out a transition to \( I(II)I) \)).

### 2.2 Delimited control

The simple expression \( I(II)(II) \) above is not sensitive to the evaluation order: pretty much any reasonable order will bring it to the final value \( I \) after a few transitions. However, as we add functionality to the \( \lambda \)-calculus as a programming language, different operational semantics result in different program outcomes. A particularly powerful and linguistically relevant addition is delimited control [3, 4], which lets an expression manipulate its context. To illustrate, we add ’s delimited-control operators shift and reset [5, 6, 7] to the \( \lambda \)-calculus.

Before specifying shift and reset formally, let us first examine some example transition sequences among arithmetic expressions. Reset by itself does not perform any computation, so the programs \( 1 + 2 \cdot 3 \) and \( 1 + \text{reset}(2 \cdot 3) \) yield the same final value:

\[
(14) \quad 1 + 2 \cdot 3 \Rightarrow 1 + 6 \Rightarrow 7,
\]

\[
(15) \quad 1 + \text{reset}(2 \cdot 3) \Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset} 6 \Rightarrow 1 + 6 \Rightarrow 7.
\]

Shift means to remove the surrounding context—up to the nearest enclosing reset—into a variable. This functionality lets an expression manipulate its context. For example, the variable \( f \) below receives the context that multiplies by 2, so the program computes \( 1 + 3 \cdot 2 \cdot 2.5 \).

\[
(16) \quad 1 + \text{reset}(2 \cdot \text{shift} f, (3 \cdot f(f(5))))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot (\lambda x. \text{reset}(2 \cdot x))(\lambda x. \text{reset}(2 \cdot x))(5))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot (\lambda x. \text{reset}(2 \cdot x))(\text{reset}(2 \cdot 5))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot (\lambda x. \text{reset}(2 \cdot x))(\text{reset}(10))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot (\lambda x. \text{reset}(2 \cdot x))(10)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot (\text{reset}(2 \cdot 10)) \Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot \text{reset} 20)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset}(3 \cdot 20) \Rightarrow 1 + \text{reset} 60 \Rightarrow 1 + 60 \Rightarrow 61
\]
To take another example, the shift expression below does not use the variable \( f \) and so discards its surrounding context and supplies the reset with the result 4 right away.

\[
1 + \text{reset}(2 \cdot 3 \cdot (\text{shift}\ f. 4) \cdot 5) \leadsto 1 + \text{reset} 4 \leadsto 1 + 4 \leadsto 5
\]

We call reset a control delimiter because it delimits how much context an enclosed shift expression manipulates.

For concreteness, the rest of this subsection formalizes the delimited-control operators shift and reset; it can be skipped if the examples above suffice. We add two productions for expressions.

\[(18) \quad E \rightarrow \text{reset} E \quad E \rightarrow \text{shift} f. E\]

The expression “shift \( f. E \)” binds the variable \( f \) in the body \( E \), so for instance the expressions “shift \( f. f \)” and “shift \( x. x \)” are equal because they differ only by variable renaming.

We add one production for evaluation contexts.

\[(19) \quad C[\ ] \rightarrow C[\text{reset}\ ]\]

We call \( D[\ ] \) a subcontext if it is an evaluation context built without this new production. Finally, we add two new kinds of transitions to our transition relation, one for reset and one for shift:

\[(20) \quad \{\{C[\text{reset} V], C[V]\} | C[\ ] \text{ is an evaluation context and } V \text{ is a value}\},\]

\[(21) \quad \{\{C[\text{reset} D|\text{shift} f. E]), C[\text{reset} E']\}
\quad | C[\ ] \text{ is an evaluation context; } D[\ ] \text{ is a subcontext;}
\quad E' \text{ substitutes } \lambda x. \text{reset} D[x] \text{ for the variable } f
\quad \text{ in the expression } E, \text{ where } x \text{ is a fresh variable}\},\]

or for short,

\[(22) \quad C[\text{reset} V] \leadsto C[V],\]

\[(23) \quad C[\text{reset} D|\text{shift} f. E]] \leadsto C[\text{reset} E f \mapsto \lambda x. \text{reset} D[x]]\].

3 Linguistic applications

Linguistic theory traditionally views syntax, semantics, and pragmatics as a pipeline, in which semantics maps expressions to denotations. We envision a semantic theory for natural language that is operational in the sense that it specifies transitions among representations rather than mappings to denotations. That is, whereas denotational semantics interprets a syntactic constituent (such as a verb phrase) by mapping it to a separate semantic domain (such as of functions), operational semantics interprets a constituent by rewriting it to other constituents. The rewriting makes sense insofar as the constituents represent real objects. Thus we may specify a fragment of operational semantics as a set of states, a transition relation over the states, and an ideally trivial translation from utterances to states.

3.1 Quantification

We now use delimited control to model quantification. We assume that the sentence

\[(24) \quad \text{Somebody saw everybody}\]

translates to the program (state)

\[(25) \quad \text{reset}(\text{shift} f. \exists x. f x < (\text{saw} > (\text{shift} g. \forall y. g y))),\]

where < and > indicate backward and forward function application. The occurrences of shift in this translation arise from the lexical entries for the quantifiers somebody and everybody, whereas the occurrence of reset is freely available at every clause boundary. This program then makes the following transitions to yield the surface-scope reading of (25).

\[
\leadsto \text{reset}(\exists x. (\lambda x. \text{reset}(x < (\text{saw} > \text{shift} g. \forall y. g y))))x
\]

\[
\leadsto \text{reset}(\exists x. \text{reset}(x < (\text{saw} > \text{shift} g. \forall y. g y)))
\]

\[
\leadsto \text{reset}(\exists x. \text{reset}(\forall y. (\lambda y. \text{reset}(x < (\text{saw} > y)))y))
\]

\[
\leadsto \text{reset}(\exists x. \text{reset}(\forall y. (\text{reset}(x < (\text{saw} > y))))
\]

\[
\leadsto \text{reset}(\exists x. \forall y. x < (\text{saw} > y)) \leadsto \exists x. \forall y. x < (\text{saw} > y).
\]

The last three transitions assume that the final formula and its subformulas are values.

This example illustrates that the context of a shift operator is the scope of a quantifier, and the order in which expressions are evaluated is that in which they take scope. This analogy is appealing because it extends to other apparently noncompositional phenomena [8–11] and tantalizing because it links meaning to processing.

3.2 Polarity sensitivity

We now extend the model above to capture basic polarity sensitivity: a polarity item such as anybody needs to take scope (right) under a polarity licensor such as existential nobody.

\[(26) \quad \text{Nobody saw anybody.}\]

\[(27) \quad \text{Nobody saw everybody.}\]

\[(28) \quad \text{*Somebody saw anybody.}\]

Following [12, 13], we treat a polarity license \( \ell \) as a dynamic resource [14] that is produced by nobody, required by anybody, and disposed of implicitly. To this end, we translate nobody to

\[(29) \quad \text{shift} f. \neg \exists x. f x \ell,\]
translate anybody to

\( \exists y. gy \ell \)

and add license-disposal transitions of the form

\[ C[V \ell] \sim C[V]. \]

In (30), \( \lambda \ell \) denotes a function that must take the constant \( \ell \) as argument.

The sentence (26) translates and computes as follows. The penultimate transition disposes of the used license using (31).

\[ \text{reset}\left(\left(\text{reset}\left(\left(\text{saw}\left(\left(\text{everybody}, \lambda x. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{somebody}, \lambda y. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{anybody}, \lambda f. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{anybody} \right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right) \]

Similarly for (27), but not for (28): the transitions for (28) get stuck, because \( \lambda \ell \) in (30) needs a license and does not get it.

As in Fry’s analyses, our translations of nobody and anybody integrate the scope-taking and polarity-licensing aspects of their meanings. Consequently, nobody must take scope immediately over one or more occurrences of anybody in order to license them. Essentially, (29)–(31) specify a finite-state machine that accepts strings of scope-taking elements in properly licensed order. It is easy to incorporate into the same system other scope-taking elements, such as the positive polarity item somebody and its surprising interaction with everybody [15–17]: surface scope is possible in (33) but not the simpler sentence (34).

(33) Nobody introduced everybody to somebody.

(34) Nobody introduced Alice to somebody.

### 3.3 Quotation

A deterministic transition relation predicts wrongly that quantifier scope can never be ambiguous. In particular, the transition relation above enforces call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation and thus forces quantifiers that do not contain each other to take surface scope with respect to each other. We refine our empirical predictions using the notion of metalinguistic quotation, as expressed in operational semantics by multistage programming [18, inter alia].

Briefly, multistage programming makes three new constructs available in programs: quotation, splice, and run. Quoting an expression such as \( 1 + 2 \), noted \([1 + 2]\), turns it into a static value, a piece of code. If \( x \) is a piece of code, then it can be spliced into a quotation, noted \([x]\). For example, if \( x = [1 + 2] \), then \([x \times [x]]\) is equivalent to \([1 + 2 \times (1 + 2)]\). Finally, \( !x \) notates running a piece of code. The transitions below illustrate.

\[ \text{reset}\left(\left(\text{reset}\left(\left(\text{saw}\left(\left(\text{everybody}, \lambda y. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{somebody}, \lambda f. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{anybody} \right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right) \]

We need to add to our transition relation the general cases of the second, third, and fourth transitions above. We omit these formal definitions, which include augmenting evaluation contexts too.

We contend that inverse scope is an instance of multistage programming. Specifically, we propose that the sentence (24) has an inverse-scope reading because it translates not just to the program (25) but also to the multistage program

\[ \text{reset}\left(\left(\text{reset}\left(\left(\text{saw}\left(\left(\text{everybody}, \lambda y. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{somebody}, \lambda f. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{anybody} \right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right) \]

This latter program makes the following transitions, even under left-to-right evaluation.

\[ \text{reset}\left(\left(\text{reset}\left(\left(\text{saw}\left(\left(\text{everybody}, \lambda y. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{somebody}, \lambda f. \text{saw}\left(\left(\text{anybody} \right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right)\right) \]

The intuition behind this translation is that the scope of everybody in the inverse-scope reading of (24) is metalinguistically quoted. The program (36) may be glossed as “Everybody saw y is such that the sentence Somebody saw y is true”, except it makes no sense to splice a person into a sentence, but it does make sense to splice the quotation \([y]\) in (36) into a sentence [19].

Several empirical advantages of this account of inverse scope, as opposed to just allowing non-left-to-right evaluation, lie in apparently noncompositional
phenomena other than (but closely related to) quantification. In particular, we explain why a polarity licensor cannot take inverse scope over a polarity item [13, 20].

(37) *Anybody saw nobody.

Surface scope is unavailable for (37) simply because anybody must take scope (right) under its licensor. All current accounts of polarity sensitivity capture this generalization, including that sketched in Section 3.2. A more enduring puzzle is why inverse scope is also unavailable. Intuitively, our analysis of inverse scope rules out (37) because it would gloss it as “Nobody y is such that the sentence Anybody saw y is true” but Anybody saw y is not a well-formed sentence.

Formally, we hypothesize that quotation only proceeds by enclosing the translation of clauses in reset! [Ireset . . .], where I is an identity function restricted to take proposition arguments only. In other words, the only transition from a program of the form C[I V], where C [] is any evaluation context, is to C[V] when V is a proposition (rather than a function such as λx . . .). We hypothesize I not because the operational semantics forces us to, but to express the intuition (some might say stipulation) that quotation applies to propositions only.

Replacing reset! [reset . . .] in (36) by reset! [Ireset . . .] does not hamper the transitions there, because ∃x. x≤(saw> y) is a proposition. In contrast, even though (37) translates successfully to the program

\[
\text{anybody} \quad \text{saw} \quad \text{nobody}
\]

it then gets stuck after the following transitions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\lambda y. \text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> [\text{shift } g. \neg \exists y. g[y] \ell]))]) [y] \ell) \\
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> [(\text{saw}> y)]))] \ell) \\
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> y))] ) \ell) \\
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> y))] ) \ell) \\
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> y))] ) \ell) \\
\to & \text{reset} (\neg \exists y. (\text{reset!} [I_reset ((\text{shift } f. \lambda x. f x \ell) < (\text{saw}> y))] ) \ell)
\end{align*}
\]

The scope of nobody, namely anybody saw — is a function rather than a proposition, so the intervening I resets blocks licensing. (The I resets block licensing even if we quote the license ℓ—that is, even if we replace the last ℓ in (38) by [ℓ].) In general, a polarity item must be evaluated after its licensor, because a quantifier can take inverse scope only over a proposition.

Our operational semantics of metalinguistic quotation, like Barker and Shan’s analyses of polarity sensitivity [8, 21], thus joins a syntactic notion of order to a semantic notion of scope in an account of polarity—as desired [13, 20]. The general strategy is to proliferate clause types: a clause in the analysis above may denote not a proposition but a function from ℓ to propositions. We can generalize this strategy to more clause types in order to account for additional quantifiers and polarity items, such as in English [15], Dutch, Greek, Italian [22], and Hungarian [23].

3.4 Other linguistic phenomena

Quantification and polarity sensitivity are just two out of many apparently non-compositional phenomena in natural language, which we term linguistic side effects [11]. Two other linguistic side effects are anaphora and interrogation. As the term suggests, each effect finds a natural treatment in operational semantics. For example, it is an old idea to treat anaphora as mediated by a record of referents introduced so far in the discourse [24–26]. We can express this idea in an operational semantics either by adding the record to the state as a separate component, as sketched in Section 1, or by integrating the record into the evolving program as it rewrites [27]. Another old idea is that wh-words take scope to circumscribe how an asker and an answerer may interact [28]. Our use of delimited control extends to this instance of scope taking.

The payoff of recasting these old ideas in a general operational framework goes beyond conceptual clarity and notational simplicity. Our notions of context and order apply uniformly to all linguistic phenomena and make borne-out predictions. For example, left-to-right evaluation explains not just the interaction between quantification and polarity sensitivity but also crossover in binding and superiority in questions [8, 9].

4 Conclusion

We have shown how an operational semantics for delimited control and multi-stage programming in natural language helps explain inverse scope, polarity sensitivity, and their interaction. We are actively investigating the foundations and applications of our metalanguage, where many open issues remain. In particular, there is currently no type system or denotational semantics on the market that soundly combines delimited control and quotation, so we have no way to understand type-logically or statically what it means for a program such as (38) to get stuck, much as we would like to.

Our approach extends dynamics semantics from the intersentential level to the intrasentential level, where side effects are incurred not only by sentences (A man walks in the park) but also by other phrases (nobody). Thus discourse context is not a sequence of utterances in linear order but a tree of constituents in evaluation order. This view unifies many aspects of human language—syntactic derivation, semantic evaluation, and pragmatic update—as compatible transitions among a single set of states. A tight link between operational and denotational semantics [5] promises to strengthen the connection between the views of language as product and language as action [1].
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Abstract
Continuations are variously understood as representations of the current evaluation context and as representations of the rest of the computation, but these understandings contradict each other: plugging an expression in a context yields a new expression whereas sending an intermediate result to a continuation yields the final answer. We show that continuations-as-evaluation-contexts are the defunctionalized representation of the continuation of a single-step reduction function and that continuations-as-the-rest-of-the-computation are the continuation of an evaluation function. Furthermore, we show that defunctionalizing the continuation of an evaluator gives rise to the same evaluation contexts as in the single-step reducer. The only difference is how these evaluation contexts are interpreted: a ‘plug’ interpretation yields one-step reduction, whereas a ‘refocus’ interpretation yields evaluation.

We then present a constructive corollary of Reynolds’s historical warning about depending on the evaluation order of a meta-language for an interpreter: The two best-known abstract machines for the λ-calculus, Krivine’s machine and Felleisen et al.’s CEK machine, are in fact the call-by-name and call-by-value counterparts of the same (evaluation-order dependent) interpreter for the λ-calculus.

1 Introduction
The notion of continuation is ubiquitous in many different areas of computer science, including logic, constructive mathematics, programming languages, and programming. Nevertheless, continuations are a remarkably elusive, even mystifying, notion. They pop up virtually everywhere as a uniform solution to control-related problems, and it seems that no two alternative solutions to these problems are alike. Worse, no particular effort seems to have been devoted to connecting these alternative solutions to the solutions based on continuations and from there, to transpose these alternative solutions to other domains.

1.1 Continuations, informally
What is a continuation? To some, it is the representation of an evaluation context, i.e., an expression with a hole; plugging an expression into this hole yields a new expression. To others, a continuation is a representation of the rest of the computation; sending it an intermediate result yields the final result of the overall computation. These two notions are plausible and even widespread (the latter one is actually the original definition [63]), but they are incompatible with each other. In the former case, a continuation expects an expression and returns another expression. In the latter case, a continuation expects a value and returns a final result.

The primary goal of this article is to reconcile these two common, but contradictory, understandings of continuations as representations of the current context and as representations of the rest of the computation.

1.2 Continuations, authoritatively
When they are mentioned at all, continuations are presented with considerable variations in textbook and lecture notes. In Concepts in Programming Languages [47], Mitchell briefly defines a continuation as a function representing the remaining program to evaluate; he mentions continuation-passing style as a way to obtain tail recursion. In Programming Languages: Theory and Practice [40], Harper summarily defines a continuation as a control stack and argues that a formal semantics is much clearer; he mentions continuation-passing style as a way to “roll one’s own” continuation. In Compiling with Continuations [5], Appel defines a continuation as a function that expresses what to do next; he then makes a substantial use of continuation-passing style. In Essentials of Programming Languages [34], Friedman, Wand, and Haynes define a continuation as an abstraction of the control context; they dedicate two chapters to continuation-passing interpreters and transforming programs into continuation-passing style. In Programming Languages and Lambda Calculi [28], Felleisen and Flatt define a continuation as an inside-out evaluation context in an abstract machine; they do not consider continuation-passing style. In Lisp in Small Pieces [53], Queinnec defines a continuation as a representation of all that remains to compute; he mentions contexts as an alternative representation of continuations.

A secondary goal of this article is to unify these common, but distinct, representations of continuations. Our thesis is that Reynolds’s defunctionalization provides the key to this unification, in the sense that control stacks and evaluation contexts are defunctionalized continuations.
1.3 Prerequisites

We expect a passing familiarity with functional programming (ML), and we build on the notions of evaluators, abstract machines, CPS transformation, defunctionalization, and syntactic theories:

Evaluators: An evaluator is a compositional function mapping an abstract-syntax tree to an observable value, if there is one; it implements a denotational semantics [58].

Abstract machines: An abstract machine is a transition function over computational states; it implements an operational semantics [52].

CPS transformation: A program is transformed into continuation-passing style (CPS) by naming all of its intermediate results, sequentializing their computation, and introducing continuations. Each CPS transformation encodes an evaluation order [20, 41, 51, 57, 62].

Defunctionalization: A program is defunctionalized by replacing each of its function spaces by a first-order data type and a first-order apply function [56]. Each data type enumerates all the function abstractions that may give rise to inhabitants of the corresponding function space [7, 8, 13, 21, 49, 56, 65].

A particular case of defunctionalization is closure conversion: in an evaluator, closure conversion amounts to replacing each of the function spaces in expressible and denotable values by a tuple, and inlining the corresponding apply function [46, 56]. (Other styles of closure conversion exist, though [6].)

Syntactic theories: A syntactic theory provides a reduction relation on expressions by defining syntax, values, evaluation contexts, and redexes [26, 28, 70]. For example, a syntactic theory for arithmetic expressions is specified as follows.

Syntax: $e ::= n \mid e + e$

Values: $n$

Redexes: $n + n'$

Evaluation contexts: $E ::= \varepsilon \mid E[n + \varepsilon] \mid E\varepsilon + e$

Plugging an expression $e$ into a context $E$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{plug}(\varepsilon, e) & = e \\
\text{plug}(E[n + \varepsilon], e) & = \text{plug}(E, e + n) \\
\text{plug}(E\varepsilon + e', e) & = \text{plug}(E, e + e')
\end{align*}
\]

Reduction relation: $E[n + n'] \rightarrow E[n'']$, where $n''$ is the sum of $n$ and $n'$. These definitions satisfy a “unique decomposition” lemma [70]: any expression $e$ that is not a value can be uniquely decomposed into an evaluation context $E$ and a redex $n + n'$ such that $e = \text{plug}(E, n + n')$.

From syntactic theory to abstract machine: Nielsen and the author have established the conditions under which one can deforest an evaluation function when it is defined as the transitive closure of one-step reduction in a syntactic theory [22]. At each step, a term is decomposed into an evaluation context and a redex, the redex is contracted, and the contractum is plugged into the evaluation context. Deforesting such an evaluation function makes it possible to avoid the construction of intermediate expressions. Our key point is to construct a “refocus” function that makes it possible to replace the decompose-contract-plug-decompose-contract-plug-... loop by an initial decomposition followed by a contract-refocus-contract-refocus-... loop. The result is an abstract machine.

For example, here is the refocus function corresponding to the syntactic theory just above:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{refocus}(\varepsilon, n) & = n \\
\text{refocus}(E[n' + \varepsilon], n) & = \text{refocus}(E, n' + n) \\
\text{refocus}(E\varepsilon + e', n) & = \text{decompose}(e, E[n + \varepsilon])
\end{align*}
\]

where decompose decomposes a computation into an evaluation context and a redex.

1.4 Overview

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We first investigate continuations as evaluation contexts and continuations as the rest of the computation; to this end, we revisit the simple example of arithmetic expressions above (Section 2). We then consider the $\lambda$-calculus (Section 3) and analyze further consequences (Section 4).

2 A simple example: arithmetic expressions

To investigate continuations as evaluation contexts and continuations as the rest of the computation, we go through the simple exercise of writing a one-step reduction function and then an evaluator for arithmetic expressions. We write each of them in direct style, and we successively CPS-transform them and then defunctionalize their continuations.

Our arithmetic expressions are minimal: they consist of literals and additions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{datatype exp} & = \text{VALUE of value} \\
& \mid \text{COMP of comp} \\
& \mid \text{VALUE of int} \\
& \mid \text{COMP of exp} + \text{exp}
\end{align*}
\]

Literals are the only values and additions are the only computations.

2.1 A one-step reduction function

We write the one-step reduction function by recursive descent, using the recursive calls to reach the left-most-innermost redex, and constructing the reduced expression at return time:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun reduce1} & \ (\text{ADD}\ (\text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ n1), \ \text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ n2))) \\
& = \text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ (n1 + n2)) \\
& \mid \text{reduce1}\ (\text{ADD}\ \text{VALUE}\ v1, \ \text{COMP}\ c2)) \\
& = \text{COMP}\ (\text{ADD}\ \text{VALUE}\ v1, \ \text{reduce1}\ c2)) \\
& \mid \text{reduce1}\ (\text{ADD}\ \text{COMP}\ c1, \ \text{e2}) \\
& = \text{COMP}\ (\text{ADD}\ \text{reduce1}\ c1, \ e2))
\end{align*}
\]

We then CPS-define reducec:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{reducec} & \ (\text{ADD}\ (\text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ n1), \ \text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ n2), \ k)) \\
& = \text{k}\ (\text{VALUE}\ (\text{LIT}\ (n1 + n2))) \\
\mid \text{reducec}\ (\text{ADD}\ (\text{VALUE}\ v1, \ \text{COMP}\ c2), \ k) \\
& = \text{reducec}\ (c2, \ \text{fn}\ e2 \Rightarrow \text{k}\ (\text{COMP}\ (\text{ADD}\ \text{VALUE}\ v1, \ e2)))) \\
\mid \text{reducec}\ (\text{ADD}\ (\text{COMP}\ c1, \ e2), \ k) \\
& = \text{reducec}\ (\text{cl}, \ \text{fn}\ e1 \Rightarrow \text{k}\ (\text{COMP}\ (\text{ADD}\ (\text{e1}, \ e2)))))
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we defunctionalize the continuations in reducec. We assume an initial continuation that is the identity function, and therefore the polymorphic type variable in the type of reducec is specialized to exp. Three functional abstractions can build inhabitants in the function space exp $->$ exp. The first is the initial continuation and it has no free variables. The second is the continuation in the second clause, and it has $v1$ and $k$ as free variables. The third is the continuation in the third clause, and it has $e2$ and $k$ as free variables. The data type of defunctionalized continuations has thus three constructors.
**2.2 An evaluation function**

We write an evaluation function by recursive descent:

```plaintext
(* eval : exp -> int *)
fun eval (VALUE (LIT n)) = n
  | eval (COMP (ADD (e1, e2))) = eval e1 + eval e2

(* main : exp -> int *)
fun main e = eval e
```

We then CPS-transform `eval`:

```plaintext
(* evalc : exp * (int -> 'a) -> 'a *)
fun evalc (VALUE (LIT n), k) = k n
  | evalc (COMP (ADD (e1, e2)), k) = evalc e1, fn n1 => evalc (e2, fn n2 => k (n1 + n2)))

(* main : exp -> int *)
fun main e = evalc (e, fn n => n)
```

Finally, we defunctionalize the continuations in `evalc`. The initial continuation is the identity function and therefore the polymorphic type variable in the type of `evalc` is specialized to `int`. Three functional abstractions can build inhabitants in the function space `int -> int`. The first is the initial continuation and it has no free variables. The second is the inner continuation in the `ADD` clause, and it has `n1` and `k` as free variables. The third is the outer continuation in the `ADD` clause, and it has `e2` and `k` as free variables. The data type of defunctionalized continuations thus has three constructors. Due to the recursive call to `evalc` in the outer continuation, the apply function of defunctionalized continuations and the defunctionalized version of `evalc` are mutually recursive:

**2.3 Conclusion**

Continuations have two sides: they can represent the context for one-step reduction and they can represent the rest of the computation for evaluation. Common to both sides is the notion of evaluation context:

- Evaluation contexts, together with the plug interpretation, are the defunctionalized representation of the continuation of a one-step reducer.
- Evaluation contexts, together with the refocus interpretation, are the defunctionalized representation of the continuation of an evaluator.

Identifying these two representations of evaluation contexts makes it possible to reconcile the two common—but contradictory—understandings of continuations as representations of the current context and as representations of the rest of the computation.

Evaluation contexts were first proposed in Felleisen’s PhD thesis [26] and since then they have had a clear impact in the formal study of programming languages. Yet they have never before been formally connected with the continuation of a one-step reduction function or with the continuation of an evaluation function.

It takes some skill to define evaluation contexts. Until the unique-decomposition lemma is proven, one is never sure whether the enumeration is complete and whether it is not somehow redundant. In contrast, the characterization of evaluation contexts as a defunctionalized continuation in a recursive descent to locate the next redex provides both a guideline and a security. Also, the unique-decomposition lemma holds as a corollary when one starts from a compositional recursive descent.
structure Eval0
  = struct
    datatype expval = FUNCT of denval -> expval
    withtype denval = expval
    (* eval : term * denval list -> expval *)
  fun eval (IND n, e)
    = List.nth (e, n)
    | eval (ABS t, e)
      = FUNCT (fn v => eval (t, v :: e))
    | eval (APP (t0, t1), e)
      = let val (FUNCT f) = eval (t0, e)
        in f (eval (t1, e)) end
  (* main : term -> expval *)
  val main t = eval (t, nil)
end

Figure 1. Canonical evaluation-order dependent evaluator

3 A constructive corollary of Reynolds’s evaluation-order dependence

In earlier work, the author and his students have observed that a
defunctionalized CPS program implements an abstract machine [2,
3, 4, 10, 11, 18]. In particular, we have found that Krivine’s ab-
stract machine [15, 39, 45] is the defunctionalized and continuation-
passing counterpart of a closure-converted call-by-value evaluator
for the $\lambda$-calculus and that Felleisen et al.’s CEK machine [28, 29,
33] is the defunctionalized and continuation-passing counterpart of
a closure-converted call-by-name evaluator for the $\lambda$-calculus [2].

The goal of this section is to show that Krivine’s abstract ma-
chine and the CEK machine can in fact be derived from the same
evaluator for the $\lambda$-calculus. This evaluator is the most canonical
one for the $\lambda$-calculus: it is in direct style, higher-order, composi-
tional, and with an environment. As pointed by Reynolds [56], it
is also evaluation-order dependent: if the evaluation order of the
defining language is call by name (resp. call by value), the evalu-
ation order of the defined language is also call by name (resp. call
by value). We specify this evaluation order with the corresponding
CPS transformation:

- Our implementation of the abstract syntax of the $\lambda$-calculus is
  as follows:

  datatype term = IND of int (* de Bruijn index *)
  | ABS of term
  | APP of term * term

  Variables are represented by their lexical offset (i.e., their de
  Bruijn index).

- Figure 1 displays an evaluation-order dependent evaluator in
  the concrete syntax of Standard ML. This evaluator is compo-
  sitional (all recursive calls on the right side of the equal sign
  are made over proper sub-parts of the terms on the left side)
  and higher order (the domain of expressible values is a func-
  tion space), with an environment (a list of denotable values).

- Figure 2 displays a first-order counterpart of the evaluator of
  Figure 1, again in the syntax of Standard ML. This evaluator
  was obtained by in-place defunctionalization of the express-
  ible values, i.e., closure conversion [46, 56].

structure Eval1
  = struct
    datatype expval = FUNCT of term * denval list
    withtype denval = expval
    (* eval : term * denval list -> expval *)
  fun eval (IND n, e)
    = List.nth (e, n)
    | eval (ABS t, e)
      = FUNCT (fn v => eval (t, v :: e))
    | eval (APP (t0, t1), e)
      = let val (FUNCT f) = eval (t0, e)
        in f (eval (t1, e)) end
  (* main : term -> expval *)
  val main t = eval (t, nil)
end

Figure 2. Evaluator of Figure 1, closure-converted

structure Eval1n
  = struct
    datatype expval = FUNCT of term * denval list
    withtype denval = (expval -> expval) -> expval
    (* eval : term * denval list * (expval -> expval) -> expval *)
  fun eval (IND n, e, k)
    = List.nth (e, n) k
    | eval (ABS t, e, k)
      = k (FUNCT (t, e))
    | eval (APP (t0, t1), e, k)
      = eval (t0, e, fn (FUNCT (t', e')) =>
        eval (t', (fn k' => eval (t1, e, k')) :: e', k))
  (* main : term -> expval *)
  val main t = eval (t, nil, fn v => v)
end

Figure 3. Call-by-name CPS counterpart of Figure 2

structure Eval1v
  = struct
    datatype expval = FUNCT of term * denval list
    withtype denval = expval
    (* eval : term * denval list -> expval *)
  fun eval (IND n, e)
    = List.nth (e, n)
    | eval (ABS t, e)
      = k (FUNCT (t, e))
    | eval (APP (t0, t1), e, k)
      = eval (t0, e, fn (FUNCT (t', e')) =>
        eval (t1, e, fn v1 =>
          eval (t', v1 :: e', k)))
  (* main : term -> expval *)
  val main t = eval (t, nil, fn v => v)
end

Figure 4. Call-by-value CPS counterpart of Figure 2


-- Source syntax:  \( t ::= \mathbf{n} \mid \lambda t \mid t \Apps t_1 \)
-- Expressible values (closures):  \( v ::= [t, e] \)
-- Initial transition, transition rules, and final transition:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{rule} & \text{condition} & \text{action} \\
\hline
\to & (\mathbf{n}, e, s) & \to (t', e', s), \text{where } \text{nth}(e, n) = [t', e'] \\
\to & (\lambda t', e', [t_1, e] :: s) & \to (t', [t_1, e] :: e', s) \\
\to & (t_0, e, s) & \to (t_0, e, [t_1, e] :: s) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The abstract machine operates on triples consisting of a term, an environment, and a stack of expressible values.

Each line in the table matches a clause in Figure 5.

**Figure 6. Krivine’s abstract machine**

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{rule} & \text{condition} & \text{action} \\
\hline
\Rightarrow \text{init} & (t, \text{nil}, \text{nil}) & \Rightarrow (t, \text{nil}, \text{nil}) \\
\Rightarrow \text{eval} & (\mathbf{n}, e, k) & \Rightarrow (\text{eval}(k, \text{nth}(e, n))), \text{where } \text{nth}(e, n) = [t', e'] \\
\Rightarrow \text{eval} & (\lambda t, e, k) & \Rightarrow (\text{eval}(k, [t, e])) \\
\Rightarrow \text{eval} & (t_0, e, k) & \Rightarrow (\text{eval}(k, [t_0, e, \text{CONT}_2(t_1, e, k)])) \\
\Rightarrow \text{eval} & (t', e', k) & \Rightarrow (\text{apply}(t', [t_1, e, \text{CONT}_2(v_0, k)])) \\
\Rightarrow \text{eval} & (t', v_1 :: e', k) & \Rightarrow (t', v_1 :: e', k) \\
\end{array}
\]

The abstract machine consists of two mutually recursive transition functions. The first transition function operates on triples consisting of a term, an environment, and an evaluation context. The second operates on pairs consisting of an evaluation context and an expressible value.

Each line in the table matches a clause in Figure 7.

**Figure 8. The CEK machine**
• Figure 3 displays the call-by-name CPS counterpart of the evaluator of Figure 2.
• Figure 4 displays the call-by-value CPS counterpart of the evaluator of Figure 2.
• Figure 5 displays the defunctionalized version of the evaluator of Figure 3, with the corresponding apply function inlined. Merging the domains of expressible values and of denotable values into one (recursive) domain of thunks pairing terms and environments, and representing the data type `cont` as a list yields the transition function of Krivine’s machine (Figure 6).
• Figure 7 displays the defunctionalized version of the evaluator of Figure 4. It corresponds to the transition function of the CEK machine (Figure 8).

Therefore, if the CPS transformation is call-by-name, the resulting transition function is that of Krivine’s abstract machine, and if the CPS transformation is call-by-value, the resulting transition function is that of the CEK machine:

\[ \text{canonical evaluator} \quad (\text{Figure 1}) \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{closure conv.} \]
\[ \text{call-by-name} \quad \text{CPS transf.} \]
\[ \text{Figure 2} \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{call-by-value} \quad \text{CPS transf.} \]
\[ \text{Figure 3} \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{defunct.} \]
\[ \text{Krivine’s machine} \quad (\text{Figures 5 and 6}) \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{defunct.} \]
\[ \text{CEK machine} \quad (\text{Figures 7 and 8}) \]

Reynolds’s point was that in general the evaluation order of the defining language, in a definitional interpreter, determines the evaluation order of the defined language if the definitional interpreter is in direct style (and does not use thunks). The author and his students have recently shown that a call-by-name interpreter leads one to Krivine’s abstract machine and that a call-by-value interpreter leads one to the CEK machine [2]. It is a further (and new) consequence of the embodiment of evaluation order in a CPS transformation [41] that Krivine’s abstract machine and the CEK machine can in fact be derived from the same canonical evaluator. In particular, other CPS transformations would lead to other abstract machines.

Krivine’s abstract machine has been discovered, the CEK machine has been invented, and each of them has been celebrated independently and on its own right. Yet, as shown here, they are two sides of the same coin.

4 Consequences

We review further consequences of the connection between evaluation contexts, continuations, and the rest of the computation.

4.1 Designing syntactic theories and abstract machines

Beside making it simple to connect one-step reducers and evaluators, the interpretation of evaluation contexts with a plug function or with a refocus function has direct consequences for designing syntactic theories and abstract machines:

• For programming languages where one can write a one-step reducer using recursive descent, one can mechanically construct the grammar of evaluation contexts and the corresponding plug function, and rest assured that the unique-decomposition lemma holds [70]. Furthermore, given such a one-step reduction machinery, one can mechanically construct the corresponding abstract machine [22].
• For programming languages where one can write an evaluator using recursive descent, one can mechanically construct the grammar of evaluation contexts and the corresponding refocus function. The result is the transition function of an abstract machine.
Conversely, one can see abstract machines such as Krivine’s machine and the CEK machine as defunctionalized continuation-passing interpreters.

The two points above are not just an academic observation—they have concrete consequences in that they have made it possible for the author and his students to uniformly transform a given evaluator into an abstract machine that was independently invented or discovered, to uniformly exhibit the evaluator underlying a given abstract machine, and to design new evaluators, new abstract machines, and new virtual machines [1, 2]. Beside Krivine’s machine and the CEK machine, examples include Landin’s SECD machine, Han- nan and Miller’s CLS machine, Curien et al.’s Categorical Abstract Machine, Schmidt’s VEC machine, and Leroy’s Zinc machine as well as abstract machines for non-strict functional languages [3], logic-programming languages [11], functional languages with computational effects, including the security technique of stack inspection [4], imperative languages, and object-oriented languages. In clear contrast, such evaluators and machines are usually considered independently and on a case-by-case basis. And when abstract machines are derived, it is the medium (i.e., the derivation) rather than the result that tends to be the message [66, 67].

In particular, starting from a monad-based evaluator for the lambda-calculus, we can pick an arbitrary monad and mechanically construct an evaluator, an abstract machine, and a syntactic theory for the corresponding computational effect. In striking contrast, abstract machines and syntactic theories for computational effects have been designed in isolation and reported as such in the literature.

On the other hand, syntactic theories have also been successfully used in situations where the unique-decomposition lemma does not hold, e.g., Concurrent ML [55]. Such situations would require first-class continuations, which are out of scope here.
4.2 Normalization

Another application of the insight presented in Section 3 and of the derivation reported at PPDP 2003 [2] concerns (not necessarily type-directed) normalization functions as encountered in the area of normalization by evaluation [9, 16, 25]. The author and his students have derived abstract machines as well as virtual machines for normalization [1]. Specifically, we have shown that a call-by-name normalization function yields a machine that generalizes Krivine’s machine, and that a call-by-value normalization function yields a machine that generalizes the CEK machine. In the light of Section 3, though, the author now realizes that these two machines are in fact derived from the same normalization function.

In noticeable contrast, existing machines for normalization have been designed in isolation rather than by derivation [15, 36].

4.3 Delimited continuations

In CPS, all calls are tail calls. Yet in some situations, it is very convenient to re-initialize a continuation and to mix CPS with non-tail calls. In a program that re-initializes continuations and where not all calls are tail calls, a continuation no longer represents the result of the computation. Instead, it is delimited by the re-initialization. Capturing such a continuation yields a first-class continuation that returns to its point of activation. Such first-class continuations can be composed. (In contrast, first-class continuations obtained by call/cc-like control operators do not return to their point of activation and therefore they cannot be composed.)

Fifteen years ago, Felleisen introduced an operator to delimit control (a “prompt”) together with other operators to abstract delimited control [27]. These control operators were specified using a representation of control as a list of activation records. Delimiting control amounted to putting a mark on this list, abstracting delimited control amounted to making a copy of the list up to the closest mark, and activating a delimited continuation amounted to concatenating the copied list to the current list of activation records [30]. Felleisen’s work triggered a series of alternative control operators, all based on representing control as a list of activation records interspersed with control marks [38, 43, 48, 54, 59, 60].

To the author, Felleisen’s operator for delimiting control fitted precisely a pervasive pattern of functional programming with layered continuations, together with another control operator, shift [20]. Consequently, the two control operators to delimit and to abstract control enjoy a number of applications—in fact, they correspond to computational monads [31]—and they are still the topic of study today [35, 44]. Furthermore, they generalize directly to the CPS hierarchy [10, 19, 23], which also corresponds to layered monads [32].

These two lines of work have been opposed because one represents control as a list of activation records, as in an initial algebra, and the other as a continuation function, as in a final algebra [30]. This opposition continues today when control is only considered as a list of activation records, fit for arbitrary surgery.\(^1\) The two representations, however, could be synergized, e.g., by seeing the former as a defunctionalized version of the latter and by identifying when the latter is not a functional version of the former. For example, Felleisen’s \(\text{fn}^\#\) control operator appears to have no CPS counterpart [20, Section 5.3].

Another advantage of characterizing delimited continuations using repeated CPS transformations is that, through the derivation outlined in Section 3 (closure conversion, CPS transformations (note the plural), and defunctionalization), one obtains abstract machines for delimited control [17]. In these machines, delimited control is represented through a series of control stacks, one for each layered continuation.\(^2\)

4.4 Landin’s SECD machine

Imagine an environment-based, call-by-value evaluator for the \(\lambda\)-calculus with a callee-save strategy, that furthermore delimits control when evaluating the body of a \(\lambda\)-abstraction. This evaluator operates on the same representation of \(\lambda\)-terms as in Section 3.

\[
\text{datatype value} = \text{FUN} \text{of value} \to \text{value} \\
(* \text{eval} : \text{term} \times \text{value list} \to \text{value} \times \text{value list} *)
\]

Fifteen years ago, Felleisen introduced an operator to delimit control (a “prompt”) together with other operators to abstract delimited control [27]. These control operators were specified using a representation of control as a list of activation records. Delimiting control amounted to putting a mark on this list, abstracting delimited control amounted to making a copy of the list up to the closest mark, and activating a delimited continuation amounted to concatenating the copied list to the current list of activation records [30]. Felleisen’s work triggered a series of alternative control operators, all based on representing control as a list of activation records interspersed with control marks [38, 43, 48, 54, 59, 60].

To the author, Felleisen’s operator for delimiting control fitted precisely a pervasive pattern of functional programming with layered continuations, together with another control operator, shift [20]. Consequently, the two control operators to delimit and to abstract control enjoy a number of applications—in fact, they correspond to computational monads [31]—and they are still the topic of study today [35, 44]. Furthermore, they generalize directly to the CPS hierarchy [10, 19, 23], which also corresponds to layered monads [32].

These two lines of work have been opposed because one represents control as a list of activation records, as in an initial algebra, and the other as a continuation function, as in a final algebra [30]. This opposition continues today when control is only considered as a list of activation records, fit for arbitrary surgery.\(^1\) The two representations, however, could be synergized, e.g., by seeing the former as a defunctionalized version of the latter and by identifying when the latter is not a functional version of the former. For example, Felleisen’s \(\text{fn}^\#\) control operator appears to have no CPS counterpart [20, Section 5.3].

Another advantage of characterizing delimited continuations using repeated CPS transformations is that, through the derivation outlined in Section 3 (closure conversion, CPS transformations (note the plural), and defunctionalization), one obtains abstract machines for delimited control [17]. In these machines, delimited control is represented through a series of control stacks, one for each layered continuation.\(^2\)

Another application of the insight presented in Section 3 and of the derivation reported at PPDP 2003 [2] concerns (not necessarily type-directed) normalization functions as encountered in the area of normalization by evaluation [9, 16, 25]. The author and his students have derived abstract machines as well as virtual machines for normalization [1]. Specifically, we have shown that a call-by-name normalization function yields a machine that generalizes Krivine’s machine, and that a call-by-value normalization function yields a machine that generalizes the CEK machine. In the light of Section 3, though, the author now realizes that these two machines are in fact derived from the same normalization function.

In noticeable contrast, existing machines for normalization have been designed in isolation rather than by derivation [15, 36].

4.3 Delimited continuations

In CPS, all calls are tail calls. Yet in some situations, it is very convenient to re-initialize a continuation and to mix CPS with non-tail calls. In a program that re-initializes continuations and where not all calls are tail calls, a continuation no longer represents the result of the computation. Instead, it is delimited by the re-initialization. Capturing such a continuation yields a first-class continuation that returns to its point of activation. Such first-class continuations can be composed. (In contrast, first-class continuations obtained by call/cc-like control operators do not return to their point of activation and therefore they cannot be composed.)

Fifteen years ago, Felleisen introduced an operator to delimit control (a “prompt”) together with other operators to abstract delimited control [27]. These control operators were specified using a representation of control as a list of activation records. Delimiting control amounted to putting a mark on this list, abstracting delimited control amounted to making a copy of the list up to the closest mark, and activating a delimited continuation amounted to concatenating the copied list to the current list of activation records [30]. Felleisen’s work triggered a series of alternative control operators, all based on representing control as a list of activation records interspersed with control marks [38, 43, 48, 54, 59, 60].

To the author, Felleisen’s operator for delimiting control fitted precisely a pervasive pattern of functional programming with layered continuations, together with another control operator, shift [20]. Consequently, the two control operators to delimit and to abstract control enjoy a number of applications—in fact, they correspond to computational monads [31]—and they are still the topic of study today [35, 44]. Furthermore, they generalize directly to the CPS hierarchy [10, 19, 23], which also corresponds to layered monads [32].

These two lines of work have been opposed because one represents control as a list of activation records, as in an initial algebra, and the other as a continuation function, as in a final algebra [30]. This opposition continues today when control is only considered as a list of activation records, fit for arbitrary surgery.\(^1\) The two representations, however, could be synergized, e.g., by seeing the

\[^1\]The danger of this surgery is that it is so plausible. For example, in the first implementation of Lisp, it was sweepingly plausible to push the bindings of the formals and the actuals on the stack at call time, and to pop them off at return time. The result was dynamic scope.

\[^2\]The author wishes to emphasize this point with an anecdote about Gasbichler and Sperber’s implementation of delimited continuations in Scheme 48 [35]. In the course of their work, Gasbichler and Sperber consulted each of the authors of control operators for delimited control, to make sure that their implementation of each delimited-control operator was accurate. This consultation apparently took some time to stabilize. In sharp contrast, it reduced to one e-mail reply from the author, with the guideline of checking that the CPS counterpart of the implementation matches the CPS specification of shift and reset. The next time the author heard of Gasbichler and Sperber’s work, it was in the list of accepted papers at ICFP 2002.
3. CPS transformation:
   \[
   \text{eval : } \text{term} \times \text{S} \times \text{E} \times \text{C} \rightarrow \text{value}
   \]
   \[
   \text{withtype } \text{S} = \text{value list}
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{E} = \text{value list}
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{C} = \text{S} 
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{D} = \text{value} \rightarrow \text{value}
   \]

4. second CPS transformation, to get rid of the non-tail call due to the presence of reset:
   \[
   \text{eval : } \text{term} \times \text{S} \times \text{E} \times \text{C} \times \text{D} \rightarrow \text{a}
   \]
   \[
   \text{withtype } \text{S} = \text{value list}
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{E} = \text{value list}
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{C} = \text{S} \times \text{E} \times \text{D} \rightarrow \text{a}
   \]
   \[
   \text{and } \text{D} = \text{value} \rightarrow \text{a}
   \]

5. defunctionalization of the two layered continuations;

6. fusion of the resulting mutually recursive functions into one.

The SECD machine is a transition function operating on a four-component state: a stack register, an environment register, a control register, and a dump register [46]. The stack register holds the data stack introduced above; the environment register holds the environment thread in the evaluator above; the control register holds the first continuation in defunctionalized form; and the dump register holds the second continuation in defunctionalized form. We therefore claim that the denotational essence of the SECD machine is this evaluator, with its callee-save strategy for the environment and its control delimiter. The rest—stack register, control register, and dump register—are mere operational artifacts.

This derivation is documented in a BRICS technical report [18]. It is based on the insight of Section 2 and at the origin of the derivation of Section 3. It solves a long-standing open problem about the particular architecture of the SECD machine, which had never been fully explained—though many variations and simplifications exist. These variations and simplifications (as well as arbitrary new ones) can be obtained by tuning this evaluator and then transforming it into an abstract machine. For example, omitting the control delimiter (which operationally is unused) yields an SEC machine.

5 Conclusion and current work

We have reconciled the notion of continuations as evaluation contexts with the notion of continuations as representations of the rest of the computation. To this end, we have factored the continuation of a single-step reducer and the continuation of an evaluator as the same evaluation contexts with two different interpretations:

As a consequence of this factorization, we have shown that the two best-known abstract machines for the $\lambda$-calculus can be derived from the same canonical evaluator for the $\lambda$-calculus:

This derivation provides a constructive corollary of Reynolds’s historical warning about the evaluation order of defining languages [56] and it scales to normalization functions and abstract machines for normalization. It is an instance of a functional correspondence that lets one reconstruct known abstract machines, construct new ones, e.g., with monadic computational effects, systematically equip them with stack inspection [14], and mechanically construct the corresponding syntactic theories.

In this article, we have considered continuations in the operational setting of reduction, evaluation, and normalization. They are, however, ubiquitous in many other areas, such as semantics [64] and logic [37] as well as in operating-systems services [24, 69].
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Abstract  We propose that the antecedent of a donkey pronoun takes scope over and binds the donkey pronoun, just like any other quantificational antecedent would bind a pronoun. We flesh out this idea in a grammar that compositionally derives the truth conditions of donkey sentences containing conditionals and relative clauses, including those involving modals and proportional quantifiers. For example, an indefinite in the antecedent of a conditional can bind a donkey pronoun in the consequent by taking scope over the entire conditional. Our grammar manages continuations using three independently motivated type-shifters, Lift, Lower, and Bind. Empirical support comes from donkey weak crossover (*He beats it if a farmer owns a donkey): in our system, a quantificational binder need not c-command a pronoun that it binds, but must be evaluated before it, so that donkey weak crossover is just a special case of weak crossover. We compare our approach to situation-based E-type pronoun analyses, as well as to dynamic accounts such as Dynamic Predicate Logic. A new ‘tower’ notation makes derivations considerably easier to follow and manipulate than some previous grammars based on continuations.

Keywords: donkey anaphora, continuations, E-type pronoun, type-shifting, scope, quantification, binding, dynamic semantics, weak crossover, donkey pronoun, variable-free, direct compositionality, D-type pronoun, conditionals, situation semantics, c-command, dynamic predicate logic, donkey weak crossover

1 Introduction

A donkey pronoun is a pronoun that lies outside the antecedent of a conditional (or outside the restrictor of a quantifier), yet covaries with some quantificational element inside it, usually an indefinite.

(1)  
   a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.
   b. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Evans 1977 made it standard to assume that the indefinite a donkey cannot take scope over the pronoun it in (1), and therefore cannot bind it, at least not in the ordinary sense of binding. To the contrary, we claim that the relationship between a donkey and it in (1) seems like binding because it is just binding. More specifically, we argue that the indefinites in (1) do take scope over their donkey pronouns, and bind them in the ordinary way, just as a quantifier such as everyone takes scope over and binds the pronoun in the bound reading of Everyone thinks he is intelligent. As far as we know, no one has ever advocated an in-scope binding analysis of donkey anaphora. It turns out that the right theory of scope and binding makes an in-scope binding analysis not only feasible but straightforward.

1.1 Why not?

One reason people discounted the possibility of in-scope binding in examples like those in (1) is a tradition going back at least to Evans 1977 and May 1977 that says that the scope of all quantifiers is clause bounded.

(2)  
   a. *[Everyone arrived] and [she spoke].
   b. A woman arrived and she spoke.

If everyone can only take scope over the first clausal conjunct in (2a), that explains why it cannot bind the pronoun in the second. But it has been known at least since Farkas 1981 (see Szabolcsi 2007 for a fuller picture) that the scope options for indefinites are strikingly different from those of every and certain other quantifiers. And in fact when everyone in (2a) is replaced with an indefinite, as in (2b), covariation becomes possible. We will assume, along with many others, that indefinites can take scope wider than their minimal clause, though unlike most, we do not provide any special mechanism like choice functions (e.g., Reinhart 1997) or singleton restricted domains (Schwarzschild 2002).

A second common reason to reject a binding relationship in (1) is the widespread belief that quantificational binding requires c-command.

(3)  
   a. [Everyone’s mother] loves him,
   b. [Someone from every city] hates it.

The universal quantifiers in (3) do not c-command the pronouns that they seem to bind. Büring (2004) concludes that these pronouns, too, are cases of donkey
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anaphora, and analyzes them using situations. Shan & Barker (2006) claim that what examples like (3) show is that c-command simply isn’t required for quantificational binding. Without concentrating on discussing and defending this claim, we use it in this paper to treat a wide range of examples to good effect.

So we’ll assume that the indefinites in (1) can take scope over their respective donkey pronouns and bind them. However, we do not get the desired truth conditions if we give the indefinites in (1) scope over the entire sentence.¹

(4) a. If a donkey eats, it sleeps.
   b. $\exists d. (\text{donkey } d) \land ((\text{eats } d) \rightarrow (\text{sleeps } d))$

If the indefinite takes scope over the entire sentence, we get the truth conditions for (4a) given in (4b). But as Evans (1980: 342) points out, the most natural reading of (4a) is not that there is some donkey that sleeps when it eats, but rather that when any donkey eats, that donkey sleeps. Evans concludes that the indefinite must take scope inside the antecedent clause, leaving the pronoun unbound.

Evans’ conclusion is hasty. We should conclude only that the indefinite must take scope under the scope of the if. Since the if takes scope over the entire conditional, it is feasible for the indefinite to also take scope over the entire conditional.

1.2 Sketch of the account

For a rough idea of how the fragment below achieves this result, consider that many treatments of donkey anaphora analyze the conditional as introducing some generic or universal quantification, giving rise to paraphrases such as “For all donkeys $d$, $\text{(eats } d) \rightarrow (\text{sleeps } d)$”. (We will discuss more sophisticated modal treatments of the conditional in section 3.3.) Instead of the arrow, as in $A \rightarrow B$, we use the logically equivalent expression $\neg (A \land \neg B)$. As long as the outer negation takes wide scope, we have (5a) as the truth conditions for (4a).

(5) a. $\neg \exists d. ((\text{donkey } d) \land (\text{eats } d) \land \neg (\text{sleeps } d))$
   b. $\forall d. \neg ((\text{donkey } d) \land (\text{eats } d) \land \neg (\text{sleeps } d))$

The indefinite interacts with the negation to give the impression of universal force, since (5a) is logically equivalent to (5b).

On the standard treatment, then, if is quantificational, but does not participate in scope ambiguities in the same way as other quantificational operators. On our proposal, the scope of if interacts with other scope-taking elements in the normal way. Section 3 shows how to arrive at the analysis in (5) compositionally.

¹ We adopt the standard convention that a dot following a binding operator indicates that the scope of the operator extends as far to the right as possible. Thus, $\exists d. \phi \land \psi$ is shorthand for $\exists d(\phi \land \psi)$.

A similar challenge arises in the case of donkey anaphora from relative clauses.

(6) a. Most men who own a car wash it on Sundays.
   b. Every man who owns a donkey beats it.

Evans (1977: 117) provides an influential assessment:

If the sentence is to express the intended restrictions upon the major quantifier—that of being a car- or donkey-owner—it would appear that the second quantifier must be given a scope which does not extend beyond the relative clause, and this rules out a bound variable interpretation of the later pronouns.

Once again, appearances are deceiving: the scope of the indefinite need not be limited to the relative clause, even on the intended reading. Section 4 shows how an independently motivated lexical entry for every gives rise to the following truth conditions.

(7) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.
   b. $\neg \exists x. \text{donkey } x \land (\text{farmer } x \land \text{owns } x) \land \neg (\text{beats } x)$

In section 4, we also generalize this analysis to strong and weak readings of the indefinite with arbitrary quantifiers.

In sum, as long as an indefinite can take scope outside its minimal clause (possibly a relative clause), donkey anaphora falls out from independently motivated compositional semantics.

1.3 Supporting evidence: donkey weak crossover

We cannot respond to all of the vast literature on donkey anaphora in the compass of a single paper. Nevertheless, we should and will evaluate our proposal against some prominent alternatives. Elbourne (2005) presents a recent survey of approaches to donkey anaphora. His own proposal is carefully motivated and empirically robust, and provides stiff competition for any new theory of donkey anaphora. Elbourne analyzes donkey pronouns as covert definite descriptions (“D-type” pronouns) that seek their referents within severely restricted situations.

One challenge for the D-type approach is the celebrated bishop problem, based on examples such as (8).

(8) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.
   b. If a bishop, he, meets a bishop, he, blesses him.

As shown below in section 3.1, bishop sentences are perfectly straightforward on a binding account: the first indefinite binds one pronoun, and the second indefinite binds the other pronoun.
Elbourne argues specifically against dynamic treatments and variable-free treatments. Since our system can be seen as both dynamic and variable-free, we will consider several of Elbourne’s arguments. One telling argument that Elbourne advances against Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1989; 1991) dynamic treatment (to be discussed in section 7) involves disjunctive antecedents.

(9) If a farmer owns a donkey or a goat, he beats it.

Given the independently motivated theory of generalized disjunction in Barker 2002, we show in section 5 that such examples fall out without further stipulation in our system. Thus Elbourne’s arguments against dynamic treatments of donkey anaphora apply not in general but only to specific dynamic theories.

One appeal of dynamic semantics is that at least quantificational anaphora is clearly sensitive to order.

(10) a. A woman arrived and she spoke.
    b. *She arrived and a woman spoke.

Only the example (10a), in which the indefinite precedes the pronoun, allows binding.

An in-scope binding analysis of donkey anaphora, then, predicts similar order sensitivity. It is well known (e.g., Büring 2004) that donkey anaphora out of a DP exhibits crossover effects.

(11) a. Most women who have a son, love his father.
    b. *His father loves most women who have a son.

Crossover occurs when a quantificational expression (most women who have a son) takes scope over a pronoun that linearly precedes it. It is called crossover because, on a movement approach such as Quantifier Raising, the quantificational DP crosses over the position of the pronoun. As the contrast in (11) shows, donkey anaphora requires the indefinite to precede the covarying pronoun, even though the quantifier most takes scope over the entire sentence in both (11a) and (11b).

Büring derives the contrast in (11) from his assumption that a DP that contains a donkey antecedent must c-command the donkey pronoun. Without invoking c-command, we explain donkey weak crossover just as we explain weak crossover. What is less well-known is that donkey anaphora in a conditional is sensitive to order just as donkey anaphora out of a DP is.

(12) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it. (= (1a))
    b. *If he owns it, a farmer beats a donkey.

The D-type account correctly predicts that anaphora from the antecedent into the consequent is good, as in the standard sentence repeated in (12a), and that similar anaphora from the consequent into the antecedent is significantly more difficult, as in (12b).

Although the contrast in (12) appears to be reliable across speakers, some judge (12b) as not so bad in absolute terms. Indeed, some cases of donkey cataphora are unexpectedly good, as in this example from Chierchia (1995: 129):

(13) If it is overcooked, a hamburger usually doesn’t taste good.

However, if the donkey antecedent is not in subject position, or if the sentence is episodic (Reinhart 1983: 115–116), acceptability degrades significantly:

(14) a. *If it is overcooked, John doesn’t like a hamburger.
    b. *If John overcooked it, a hamburger tasted bad.

As predicted by our analysis, if the order of the if clause and the main clause are reversed, the donkey anaphora becomes effortless.

In any case, if we return the if clause to its canonical position as a subordinating conjunction, as in (15), judgments are considerably more robust.

(15) a. A farmer beats a donkey if he owns it.
    b. *He beats it if a farmer owns a donkey.

The anaphora from the consequent into the antecedent in (15a) is good, but the anaphora from the antecedent into the consequent in (15b) is bad. An account based on situations at best fails to predict this contrast.

1.4 Dynamic semantics?

Before getting to the analysis, a brief note on our conception of dynamic semantics. We consider our analysis dynamic, but not quite in the traditional sense of, say, Heim 1982 or Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991. There, sentence meanings are conceived as context update functions: functions that map an initial information state to an updated information state. On our view, the essence of a dynamic analysis is a principled distinction between the side effects of an expression and its main semantic contribution (Shan 2005). Here, the main contribution is to local argument structure, and the side effects are potentially long-distance semantic relationships, including,

2 That is, unexpected given our analysis. We claim that c-command is not necessary for quantificational anaphora, but c-command or something like it could still facilitate some types of cataphora, as in Reinhart’s (1983) Near him, John saw a snake.

3 In order to guarantee that we have cataphora, it is important to consider the examples in (14) in a context in which hamburgers have not been given as a pre-established topic. In (14a), one way to achieve this is by putting the default nuclear stress pitch accent on HAMburger.
Donkey anaphora is in-scope binding. Our denotations are the ordinary ones found in any extensional semantics: individuals, truth values, and functions built from them. There is no need to assume that expressions directly manipulate the pragmatic context, whether it is a set of worlds, a set of assignment functions, or another kind of information state. Thus on our analysis, expressions can be viewed as denoting updates, but what gets updated is the semantic context, not the utterance context.

See section 7 for a more detailed comparison with other dynamic treatments of donkey anaphora, including Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1989) Dynamic Montague Grammar and Shan’s (2001) and de Groote’s (2006) variable-free analyses based on continuations.

2 Fragment

Compositional truth conditions are the crux of our claim, so we will present our analysis in detail as a concrete fragment. The fragment is directly compositional and variable-free in the sense of Jacobson 1999, although that plays no special role in the explanations below. More crucial is our use of continuations, heralded by the fact that we give a categorial grammar with two flavors of slashes: not just \ and /, which encode syntactic adjacency on the left and on the right respectively, but also \ and //, which, as we will see, govern scope-taking where an in-situ quantifier is pronounced and where it takes scope.

The fragment here is identical to a part of the system presented in Shan & Barker 2006 (see the appendix below for details of the correspondence). However, the presentation here is different and, we hope, simpler. There are three sources of simplicity. First, we need only present the mechanisms for scope-taking and binding, not wh-movement. Second, although the system relies heavily on continuations, we do not pause here to motivate them or discuss their theory; such discussions can be found in Barker 2002, Shan 2005, and Shan & Barker 2006. Third, in this paper we adopt a notation that makes the derivations far easier to understand compared with the derivations in Shan & Barker 2006.

Our new notation consists of a syntactic part and a semantic part. In syntactic categories, we write $B// (A \backslash C)$ vertically as $B\backslash A C$ and omit the double slashes. Here $A, B, C$ can be any categories. For example, we write the category $S// (DP \backslash S)$ as $S\backslash DP$. In semantic values, we write $\lambda \kappa . f([\kappa(x)])$ vertically as $f[x]$ and omit $\kappa$. Here $x$ can be any expression, and $f[\cdot]$ can be any expression with a hole $[\cdot]$. Free variables in $x$ can be bound by binders in $f[\cdot]$. For example, we write the value $\lambda \kappa . \neg \exists x . \kappa (mother x)$ as $\neg \exists x . \cdot mother x$, in which the variable $x$ in $mother x$ is bound by $\exists x$. We call the original style ‘linear’ notation, and the new style ‘tower’ notation. This tower notation will become clearer as we use it below. We first derive quantificational sentences with linear (surface) scope, then turn to inverse scope and binding.

2.1 The tower notation: taking scope

We’ll stack information about each expression like this:

(16) | Syntactic category | Expression | Semantic value |
-----|------------------|------------|---------------|
     | DP | John | $j$ |

In the simplest case, syntactic combination proceeds as in standard combinatory categorial grammar. For example, we derive $John left$ as follows.

(17) | Syntactic category | Expression | Semantic value |
-----|------------------|------------|---------------|
     | DP\backslash S | John\backslash j left | S John left |

As usual, the category under the slash (here DP) cancels with the category of the argument expression, and the semantics is function application.

Quantificational expressions have an extra layer on top of their syntactic category and on top of their semantic value. For example, below is a simplistic lexical entry for $everyone$.

(18) | Syntactic category | Expression | Semantic value |
-----|------------------|------------|---------------|
     | DP | $everyone$ | $\forall y . [\cdot]$ |

The syntactic category can be read counterclockwise, starting below the horizontal line:

(19) | Syntactic category | Expression |
-----|------------------|
     | $S | S DP$ | means \ldots to form an $S . [\cdot]$ and takes scope at an $S \ldots$ |

The expression functions in local syntax as a DP.

Saying that a DP like $everyone$ “takes scope at an $S$” means that its nuclear scope is formed from an enclosing expression of category $S$. 
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We can derive a simple quantificational sentence as follows.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
S | S & S | S \\
DP & DP^{S} \\
everyone & left \\
\forall y[.] & left \\
y & left
\end{pmatrix}
= everyone left
\]

(20)

In the general case, we have the following modes of combination.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
C | D & D | E \\
A/B & B \\
left-exp & right-exp \\
g[.] & h[.] \\
f & x
\end{pmatrix}
= left-exp right-exp
\]

(21)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
C | D & D | E \\
B & B^{A} \\
left-exp & right-exp \\
g[.] & h[.] \\
x & f
\end{pmatrix}
= left-exp right-exp
\]

Below the horizontal lines, combination proceeds simply as in combinatory categorial grammar: in the syntax, \(B\) combines with \(A/B\) or \(B^{A}\) to form \(A\); in the semantics, \(x\) combines with \(f\) to form \(f(x)\).

Above the lines is where the combination machinery for continuations kicks in. The syntax combines the two pairs of categories by a kind of cancellation: the \(D\) on the left cancels with the \(D\) on the right. The semantics combines the two expressions with holes by a kind of composition: we plug \(h[.]\) to the right into the hole of \(g[.]\) to the left, to form \(g[h[.]\). The expression with a hole on the left, \(g[.]\), always surrounds the expression with a hole on the right, \(h[.]\), no matter which side supplies the function and which side supplies the argument below the lines. This fact expresses the generalization that the default order of semantic evaluation is left-to-right.

**Type-shifter 1 of 3: Lift**  Comparing the analysis above of *John left* in (17) with that of *Everyone left* in (20) reveals that *left* has been given two distinct values. The first, simpler value is the basic lexical entry, and we derive the more complex value through the standard type-shifter Lift, proposed by Partee & Rooth (1983), Jacobson (1999), Steedman (2000), and many others.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
S | S \\
DP \end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{Lift} \quad \begin{pmatrix}
S | S \\
DP \end{pmatrix}
\]

(22)

In general, for any categories \(A\) and \(B\) and any value \(x\), the following type-shifter is available.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
x & \text{expression}
\end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{Lift} \quad \begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
x & \text{expression}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(23)

Syntactically, Lift adds a layer with arbitrary (but matching!) syntactic categories. Semantically, it adds a layer with empty brackets.

**Type-shifter 2 of 3: Lower**  The semantic value given above for *Everyone left* was \(\forall x[.][.]\), which corresponds to the syntactic category \(S | S\). To derive the syntactic category \(S\) and a semantic value with no horizontal line, we introduce the type-shifter Lower. In general, for any category \(A\), any value \(x\), and any semantic expression \(f[.]\) with a hole \([.]\), the following type-shifter is available.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A | S \\
S & \text{Lower} & A \\
f[.] & x
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(24)

Syntactically, Lower cancels an \(S\) above the line to the right with an \(S\) below the line. Semantically, Lower collapses a two-level meaning into a single level by plugging the value \(x\) below the line into the hole \([.]\) in the expression \(f[.]\) above the line.\(^4\) For

\(^4\) As the following examples show, this insertion may capture bound variables. This capture should not cause concern, since the equivalent system in Shan & Barker 2006 is presented entirely without the tower notation, and does not use this variable-capturing device. In linear notation, the semantics of the Lower type-shifter is simply \(\lambda F: F(\lambda x.x)\). See the appendix for further details.
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example, applying Lower to the analysis above for *Everyone left gives*

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S|S \\
S
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{everyone left} \\
\forall y. [ ]
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{left} y
\end{array}
\]

(25)

As discussed in section 7, this type-shifter resembles a type-shifting rule proposed by Groenendijk & Stokhof (1989), and is characteristic of continuation-based systems in general (such as in the simulation theorem in Plotkin 1975).

We can now derive a sentence that contains more than one quantifier. Like the intransitive verb *left* above, the transitive verb *loves* is Lifted to match the levels of *someone* and *everyone*.

(26)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S|S \\
S
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \text{someone} \exists x. [ ]
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{loves} \\
x
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \text{loves} \\
y
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{everyone left} \\
\forall y. [ ]
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{left} y
\end{array}
\]
\[
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\text{left} y
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\text{everyone left} \\
\forall y. [ ]
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\begin{array}{c}
\text{left} y
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\begin{array}{c}
\text{everyone left} \\
\forall y. [ ]
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\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{left} y
\end{array}
\]
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Lower can apply to the bottom two levels of a three-level expression.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{B}{C} & \quad \frac{C}{B} \\
\frac{A}{S} & \quad \frac{S}{A} \\
\frac{S}{expression} & \Rightarrow \frac{expression}{S}
\end{align*}
\]

(30)

Furthermore, binary combination can also target lower levels of a pair of expressions. In other words, binary combination generalizes to multilevel derivations:

- At the bottom level, the syntax cancels a slash while the semantics applies a function. The category of the argument must match the category under the slash (shown as \( B \) below).

- At each level above, the syntax cancels adjacent categories while the semantics composes expressions with holes. The adjacent categories must match at each level (shown as \( D \) and \( G \) below in the case of two levels).

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{F}{G} & \frac{G}{H} \\
\frac{C}{D} & \frac{D}{E}
\end{pmatrix}
& \Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{F}{H} \\
\frac{C}{E}
\end{pmatrix}

\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{F}{G} & \frac{G}{H} \\
\frac{C}{D} & \frac{D}{E}
\end{pmatrix}
& \Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{F}{H} \\
\frac{C}{E}
\end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(31)

(32)

As long as \textit{someone} uses the first Lifting method and \textit{everyone} uses the second, we end up with inverse scope.

To match the additional level produced by Lifting \textit{someone} and \textit{everyone}, we Lift the verb \textit{loves} twice: first using the first Lifting method, then using either Lifting method. To reduce the combined three-level meaning to a single level, we first apply Lower to the bottom two levels, then to the resulting two-level meaning in its entirety.

In general, quantifiers on higher levels outscope lower quantifiers. Within a given level, as demonstrated in section 2.1, quantifiers on the left outscope quantifiers on the right.

2.3 Binding

There are two halves to any binding relationship: the pronoun must create a need to be bound, and the binder must satisfy that need. We accomplish the first half by giving pronouns a lexical entry that announces a functional dependence on an entity-type argument:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{DP} & \triangleright B \\
& \quad \frac{B}{B}
\end{aligned}
\]

(34)

Here \( B \) is any category, and the category \( \text{DP} \triangleright B \) denotes functions from DP to \( B \). For instance, we derive the sentence \textit{He left} below.
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\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{S} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

On this view, sentences with free pronouns do not have the same category as sentences without pronouns (e.g., John left). This difference captures the fact that a sentence containing a free pronoun does not express a complete thought until the value of the pronoun has been specified, whether by binding or by the pragmatic context. However, the syntactic commonality of the two sentence types is still captured: below the lowest horizontal line, they are both S’s, and it is only above the line that their semantic differences are recorded.  

**Type-shifter 3 of 3: Binding** The Bind type-shifter provides the second half of the binding relationship: it allows an arbitrary DP to control the value of a subsequent pronoun. For any categories A and B, any value x, and any semantic expression f[[]] with a hole [ ], the following type-shifter is available.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
A | B & A | DP \triangleright B \\
\hline
\text{DP expression} & \Rightarrow \text{expression} \\
\lambda y.[] & f([[]]) \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
(36)
\]

Syntactically, Bind annotates the top right syntactic category with “DP▷”, offering to bind a following pronoun. Semantically, Bind copies the value of the DP and feeds it to the pronoun. For instance, applying Bind to everyone, we have

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\forall x.[] & \text{everyone} & \text{everyone} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{S} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\forall x.([[]]) & \forall x.([[]]) \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
(37)
\]

Note the extra copy of x in the semantics of the shifted (binding) version.

6 Like Jacobson (e.g., 1999), but unlike Dowty (2007), we assume that pronouns denote identity functions. Like Dowty, but unlike Jacobson, we explicitly recognize that pronouns literally take scope.

This move lets us complete the following derivation. (To simplify the exposition, we treat his like him and assign mother the functional category DP\text{\textup{\textbackslash}S}.)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{S} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
(38)
\]

This lowered value reduces to ∀x. loves(mother)x x, as desired for the bound reading. This derivation Lifts the verb loves from the category (DP\text{\textup{\textbackslash}S})\text{\textup{\textbackslash}DP} to (DP\text{\textup{\textbackslash}S})\text{\textup{\textbackslash}DP} rather than S | S, so as to cancel first against his mother on the right and then against everyone on the left. Our Lift type-shifter allows this move because its schematic category B can be instantiated as DP S or any other category, not just the S used to lift mother above.

2.4 Binding without c-command; the dynamics of weak crossover

Binding without c-command is crucial to our account of donkey anaphora. Since c-command has no special status in our theory of binding, it is perfectly possible to have binding without c-command:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{S} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
(39)
\]

This derivation yields the final interpretation ∀y. loves(mother)y.

In contrast, the order of the binder and the pronoun is crucial.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{DP} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\text{S} & \text{S} & \text{S} \\
\lambda y.[] & \text{left} & \text{left} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
(40)
\]

\[
\text{DP \text{\textup{\textbackslash}S} DP \text{\textup{\textbackslash}S} DP \text{\textup{\textbackslash}S}}
\]

\[
= \text{DP \text{\textup{\textbackslash}S} DP \text{\textup{\textbackslash}S}}
\]

\[
\text{his mother loves everyone}
\]
In this weak crossover configuration, syntactic cancellation goes through without any difficulty up until the point at which we would like to apply Lower. But the schema for triggering the Lower rule isn’t met, since lowering requires the top right category to be S, not DP $\triangleright$ S. At best, the pronoun mournfully looks left for an antecedent, while the binder looks right for a pronoun to bind. Thus we correctly predict that there is no complete derivation for sentences in which the pronoun is evaluated before its binder.

3 Donkey anaphora in conditionals

Typical donkey anaphora in conditionals involves an indefinite in the antecedent clause covarying with a pronoun in the consequent.

As discussed in section 1, we need to articulate the denotation of if into an in-situ part and a scope-taking part:

$$\begin{align*}
S & \quad S \\
(S/S)/S & \\
if & \\
\neg[ ] & \\
\lambda p \lambda q. p \land \neg q & \\
\end{align*}$$

(41)

Crucially, in the semantic value the outer negation is above the line, where it can take scope over the entire conditional. The conjunction and the inner negation are below the line, where they can distinguish the antecedent from the consequent.

$$\begin{align*}
S & \quad S \\
(S/S)/S & \\
\text{if} & \\
\neg[ ] & \\
\lambda p \lambda q. p \land \neg q & \\
\end{align*}$$

(42)

The indefinite takes scope over the consequent and binds the pronoun, which accounts for covariance. The outer negation contributed by the if takes even wider scope. After combination, we have

$$\begin{align*}
S & \quad S \\
\neg \exists y. (\lambda x. [ ]) y & \\
(\text{knocked } y) \land \neg (\text{left } x) & \\
\end{align*}$$

(43)

These truth conditions say that there is no one who knocked without leaving, which is a reasonable approximation in Predicate Logic of the truth conditions of a donkey conditional.

In the absence of donkey anaphora, our lexical entry for if increases the potential for spurious ambiguity. For example, we can analyze someone in (44) as taking scope either just over knocked or just under if, with the same truth condition.

$$\text{(44) If someone knocked, the lobby was open.}$$

This kind of ambiguity is present in all theories that allow wide-scope indefinites to take intermediate scope.

Apart from the lexical entry for if, all of the mechanisms for scope and binding were developed entirely independently of any concerns for donkey anaphora!

In fact, even the idea that a lexical item could introduce an outer negation that takes separate scope has been proposed in other empirical domains, though it is controversial (Jacobs 1980, Geurts 1996, de Swart 2000, Penka & Zeijlstra 2005, among others). Most notably, Jacobs (1980) advocates decomposing German kein ‘no’ into negation plus existential quantification in such a way that other quantificational elements can take intermediate scope between the negation and the existential. Geurts (1996) criticizes lexical decomposition as implemented by Jacobs as an unwelcome extension of the expressive power of the formal system. In the current context, however, Geurts’ criticism does not apply, since the analysis proposed here for if does not rely on any formal resources beyond those already required for basic quantification.

3.1 Multiple indefinites

The prototypical donkey sentence contains more than one indefinite (namely, a farmer and a donkey). In most treatments of binding, multiple binders are distinguished by means of different subscript indices, e.g., $x_i$ versus $x_j$. Since our framework is variable-free, we don’t use variables, let alone indices!

In our framework, each binder can occupy a different scope-taking level. We don’t need to say anything special to achieve this, however, since multiple levels are required independently in order to provide inverse scope, as discussed above in section 2.2. With access to multiple levels, it is easy to handle multiple binders.

Analyzing pronouns as two-level rules is the same thing as claiming that pronouns take scope (see Dowty 2007, who also advocates treating pronouns as scopetakers). Then, roughly speaking, a pronoun chooses its binder by choosing where to take scope. In more practical terms, distinct scope-taking levels correspond to different binders, so layers play the role of indices in some sense: a binder and the pronoun it binds must take effect at the same layer in the compositional tower. One
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pleasant consequence of this fact is that (as usual for variable-free treatments) a single lexical entry for each pronoun will do, rather than needing an unbounded number of pronouns distinguished by inaudible indices.

We’ll compose the donkey sentence (1a) from its parts, beginning with the antecedent clause. We first apply the function in (27) denoted by the indefinite determiner a to each of the two common nouns farmer and donkey, illustrated below for farmer.

\[ \lambda P. \exists x. (P x \land [\[] x) \]

(45)

We then apply Bind and Lift to each of the two indefinite DPs a farmer and a donkey, so that they occupy different binding levels.

\[ \text{Bind} \quad \frac{S \mid DP \triangleright S}{DP \triangleright S} \quad \text{Lift} \quad \frac{S \mid DP \triangleright S}{S \mid DP \triangleright S} \]

\[ \exists x. (\text{farmer} x \land ([\[] x)) \]

(46)

We build the antecedent clause from three three-level meanings.

\[ S \mid DP \triangleright S \quad DP \triangleright S \quad DP \triangleright S \quad DP \triangleright S \quad DP \triangleright S \]

\[ a \text{ farmer} \quad (\text{DP}/S)/\text{DP} \quad a \text{ donkey} \]

(47)

Next, we build the consequent by Lifting two pronouns from (34), waiting to be bound at two different levels.

\[ \frac{D P \triangleright S}{(S/S)/S} \]

(48)

We finish the derivation using the lexical entry for if given in (41) above (adjusted by an application of Lift).

\[ \exists x. \exists y. (\text{farmer} x \land (\lambda z. [\[] z) \land \exists x. \exists y. (\text{donkey} y \land (\lambda w. [\[] w)) \land \lambda p \lambda q. p \land \neg q \]

\[ \text{owns} y x \]

(49)

\[ \frac{S \mid S}{S \mid S} \quad \frac{S \mid DP \triangleright S}{S \mid DP \triangleright S} \quad \frac{DP \triangleright S \mid DP \triangleright S}{S \mid DP \triangleright S} \]

With two applications of Lower and some routine lambda conversion, we have the following analysis of the standard donkey sentence:

\[ \exists x. (\text{farmer} x \land (\lambda z. [\[] z) \land \exists x. (\text{donkey} y \land (\lambda w. [\[] w)) \land \lambda p \lambda q. p \land \neg q \]

\[ \text{owns} y x \land \neg (\text{beats} w z) \]

(50)

This truth conditions require that every farmer beats every donkey that he owns, which is the standard interpretation of the donkey anaphora interpretation of the sentence.

There is much discussion in the literature of so-called ‘weak’ readings, which require only that each farmer beats at least one of the donkeys that he owns. We follow Barker (1996) and Schein (2003), who argue that weak readings are a pragmatic
domain narrowing effect that do not correspond to a distinct set of truth conditions. Weak versus strong readings for quantificational determiners seem to behave differently (Kanazawa 1994); in section 4, we show how to arrive at either weak or strong readings for each determiner.

3.2 Unwanted uniqueness implications don’t arise

The D-type situation-based account first proposed by Heim (1990) (adapting ideas in Berman 1987) and further developed by Elbourne (2005) provides truth conditions for the standard donkey sentence that say, roughly, that every minimal situation of a farmer owning a donkey can be extended to a situation in which the (unique) farmer in that situation beats the (unique) donkey in that situation. These truth conditions are compatible with situations in which a farmer owns more than one donkey, since given a theory of situations like that in Kratzer 1989, we can choose each minimal situation so small that it contains only one farmer and only one donkey (provided we also stipulate suitable persistence behavior, as discussed by Zweig 2006).

However, as pointed out by Kamp (according to the lore in Heim 1990), sometimes even the minimal situation must contain more than one entity that matches the descriptive content of a D-type pronoun.

(51) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him. (⇒ (8))

The problem with (51) is that any situation in which a bishop meets a bishop, no matter how minimal, contains two bishops. If we take the pronoun he as a D-type pronoun expressing the content the bishop or even the bishop who meets a bishop, the uniqueness implication due to the definiteness of the description fails, since there is no unique bishop in any of the relevant minimal situations.

Elbourne (2005: 147) explains how to rescue the situation-based account. The key is to recognize that the compositional semantics treats the two bishops asymmetrically. Under Elbourne’s assumptions, quantifier raising creates an LF with the following structure:

(52) [a bishop \(x\) [a bishop \(y\) [x meets \(y\)]\(\gamma\)]\(\beta\)]\(\lambda\)

His truth conditions for interpreting LFs require the existence of a situation \(\gamma\) within which two thin particulars (call them \(x\) and \(y\)) meet; \(\gamma\) must be contained within a slightly larger situation, \(\beta\), in which we learn that one of the thin particulars (say, \(y\)) happens to be a bishop; and \(\beta\) must be contained within a still larger situation \(\alpha\) in which we finally learn that the other thin particular happens to also be a bishop. As Elbourne (2005: 147) puts it, “the inclusion relations among the situations . . . mirror the inclusion relations among the syntactic constituents of the sentence”.

We can now construct a semantic property that can tell the bishops apart. Elbourne proposes a property he calls “distinguished”, without specifying what that property is, but we can easily choose a suitable property. Let us say that a bishop \(x\) is distinguished relative to another bishop \(y\) in a given set of situations \(S\) just in case there is some \(s\in S\) that contains both \(x\) and \(y\) and the fact that \(x\) is a bishop, but not the fact that \(y\) is a bishop. Then if \(S\) is the set of situations provided by the D-type analysis in the previous paragraph, \(\beta\) will be the member of \(S\) that distinguishes one of the bishops.2

Elbourne then proposes that “he” and “him” are D-type pronouns both containing the silent NP bishop. Pragmatic enrichment then delivers truth conditions equivalent to the definite descriptions the distinguished bishop and the undistinguished bishop. In summary, Elbourne solves the bishop problem by positing a particular kind of pragmatic enrichment of silent descriptive content.

On the present proposal, of course, bishop sentences are perfectly straightforward and require no special assumptions. The derivation is identical to the one given above for the farmer/donkey sentence (after substituting the appropriate words), giving the following truth conditions (compare with (50) above):

(53) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

\[\neg\exists x. (\text{bishop } x) \land \exists y. (\text{bishop } y) \land (\text{meets } x y) \land \neg(\text{blesses } y x)\]

Thus bishop sentences pose no special difficulties on our account.

Although donkey pronouns do not entail uniqueness (as we have just seen), Kadmon (1987) and others persistently report that for some speakers donkey pronouns nevertheless contribute a flavor of uniqueness. For instance, many people report that the standard donkey sentences only clearly apply to farmers who own one donkey, and that the status of farmers who own more than one donkey is problematic. Barker (1996) argues that these residual uniqueness effects are due to a presupposition that each farmer either beats all or none of his donkeys. In the absence of a reason to suppose that farmers treat their donkeys uniformly, one way to accommodate the presupposition is to limit attention to farmers that have only one donkey. In contrast, in situations in which the homogeneity presupposition is entailed, all uniqueness implications disappear entirely, as in Heim’s famous sage-plant sentence.

(54) Most women who buy a sage plant here buy eight others along with it.

In (54), there is no temptation to claim that the generalization only applies to women who buy a single sage plant.

2 Nick Kroll and Anna Szabolcsi have independently pointed out that something more needs to be said about cases in which the two indefinites accidentally pick out the same individual. For instance, consider If a scholar cites a scholar, she spells her name carefully in a situation in which a scholar cites her own work. Perhaps equality among thin particulars, like bishophood, can be omitted in subsituations.
3.3 Extending the account to modal treatments of conditionals

Our analysis approximates the semantics of the conditional using quantification only over individuals. But conditionals display bewildering modal behavior that is not captured in our fragment. It is far from trivial to combine a dynamic account of modality and of binding in a single system (though see Braseoveau 2007 for a recent example), and we will not work out the details of such an endeavor here. Nevertheless, we give enough details to make it plausible that our overall strategy is compatible with a more nuanced account of conditionals.

One popular strategy for handling conditionals due to Kratzer (e.g., 1991) is to view the if clause as a restriction on the accessibility relation of some modal operator. The modal operator in question can be supplied by an adverbial element in the main clause (e.g., might in If a farmer owns a donkey, he might beat it). If no modal operator is overt, a silent one is assumed to be present. For instance, Heim (1982) suggests that the prototypical donkey sentence (1a) means roughly If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

Once we have a modal operator, the truth condition of the conditional depends on a modal base $f$ and an ordering source $g$, both supplied by pragmatic context. In the usual treatment, $f$ and $g$ are functions mapping each world to a set of propositions, and propositions, in turn, are modeled as sets of worlds.

We can then use the following semantic value for if.

$$
\lambda w. \lambda w'. \neg [\lambda p \lambda q. (w' \in \text{max}(g(w))(\cap (f(w) + p))) \land (w' \notin q)]
$$

This value maps each evaluation world $w$ onto a set of possible worlds which is constructed according to the following recipe: take the set of propositions provided by $f(w)$. Add the antecedent ($p$) to that set. Treating propositions as sets of worlds, intersec them. This gives the set of accessible worlds in which the antecedent is true. Next, eliminate all of these worlds that are less than ideal with respect to the partial order induced by the ordering source $g$ applied to $w$. Now remove all the worlds in which the consequent is true. Finally (the outermost negation, above the line), return the complement of this set.

This complement set will provide the input to the semantics of the governing modal. For instance, we might have either of the following modals:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{might} & : \lambda w . \exists w'. (\exists w w') \\
\text{must} & : \lambda w . \forall w'. (\exists w w')
\end{align*}
$$

Notice that might and must differ only in their modal force: might existentially quantifies over worlds, and must universally quantifies over worlds.

If $f$ is an epistemic modal base, and $g$ is a stereotypical ordering source (in which worlds are more ideal if things happen normally), then the prediction is that the sentence will be true in a world $w$ just in case there is some world $w'$ consistent with what we know, and there is no way to pick a donkey $d$ such that

- $d$ eats in $w'$,
- $w'$ is a maximally normal world (at least compared to other worlds compatible with what we know in which a donkey eats), and
- $d$ fails to sleep in $w'$.

We’re ignoring the possibility that there are no donkeys, or that supposing that some donkey eats is incompatible with our knowledge.

In order for this scheme to work, expressions with category $S$ will have to denote sets of worlds, but nothing we have said prevents this. We would also have to adjust the syntax of if and the modals to require that modals must take scope over an if clause. Other refinements would be necessary, but we will not pursue any here.

What is important for present purposes is that we have arrived at an analysis which exhibits donkey anaphora: the interaction of the modal, the if, the indefinite, and the pronoun is such that the donkey that is doing the eating must be the same donkey that is doing the sleeping. In sum, we are not aware of any reason why the approach suggested here would be incompatible with a more refined analysis of conditionals.
3.4 Why does every disrupt donkey anaphora?

If a universal occurs in the antecedent, donkey anaphora is no longer possible:

(59) If everyone owns a donkey, it brays.

More precisely, there is no interpretation on which the indefinite takes narrow scope with respect to the universal and still binds the pronoun.

As discussed below in section 7, previous dynamic accounts such as Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dynamic Montague Grammar define everyone in terms of static negation, which is stipulated to be dynamically closed, i.e., to block anaphora between an indefinite taking scope inside the negation and a pronoun outside the scope of negation.

Our account needs no such stipulation: the binding relationships follow immediately from getting the scope of the quantifiers right. Recall from (2) that unlike indefinites, the scope of every is generally limited to its minimal clause. In this case, the minimal clause is the antecedent. That means that the only possible analysis of the antecedent in (59) must close off the scope of every by applying Lower before the antecedent combines with if:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{S} | \text{S} \\
& \quad \text{S} \\
& \quad \text{Lower} \\
& \quad \text{S} \\
& \quad \text{Everyone owns a donkey} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(60) Anyone who owns a donkey ⇒ Everyone owns a donkey

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall x. \exists y. (\text{donkey } y) \land [ & ] & \forall x. \exists y. (\text{donkey } y) \land (\text{owns } y x) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Because eliminating the quantificational level at which everyone takes scope also eliminates any other quantifier on the same level and lower levels, whenever the indefinite takes narrow scope with respect to the universal, the scope of the indefinite must also be limited to the antecedent clause.

There is no obvious semantic reason why universals can’t take wide scope beyond their minimal clause, so their scope limitations are presumably purely syntactic. Like most leading accounts of donkey anaphora (including Elbourne 2005), we provide no formal mechanism here that bounds the scope-taking of universals.

4 Donkey anaphora from relative clauses

We turn now from donkey anaphora in conditionals to the other classic case of donkey anaphora, which involves indefinites embedded within a relative clause.

(61) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it. (= (1b))

To provide a lexical entry for quantifiers such as every, we proceed by analogy with conditionals. Just as we distinguish taking scope under if from taking scope in its antecedent or consequent, we distinguish taking scope under a quantifier from taking scope in its restrictor or nuclear scope.

(62) Every passenger who had no money received a warning note.

(63) Every passenger with no money received a warning note.

(64) An official from every country attended the ceremony.

For example, on the most natural interpretation of (62) and (63), the quantifier no takes scope in the restrictor of every, and the quantifier a takes scope in the nuclear scope of every. In the QR approach developed in Heim & Kratzer 1998: 221, the scope of no in (63) motivates a proposal (following May) that prepositional phrases have covert clause-like structure involving a semantically vacuous PRO. As long as quantifiers are allowed to take scope at any constituent of type t, (63) will be assigned the same meaning as (62). In (64), the quantifier every takes wide scope over an.

In contrast to these three examples, we will analyze a in (61) as taking scope under every yet over its restrictor and nuclear scope. We will also treat linear scope in (65) as an instance of spurious ambiguity in the absence of donkey anaphora, because the same truth condition obtains whether a takes scope just in the restrictor of every, as in (62) and (63), or also over the nuclear scope of every, as in (61).

(65) Every farmer who owns a donkey left.

We refer the reader to other papers (Barker & Shan 2006; Shan & Barker 2006) for detailed analyses of sentences such as (62)–(65) without donkey anaphora. Those analyses are compatible with the machinery for scope and binding in this paper, because they essentially extend it with a natural treatment of relative clauses and prepositional phrases. The end result is that the nominal farmer who owns a donkey has two meanings, one where a takes scope inside the relative clause and one where it takes wider scope. Both meanings are shown in (66).

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad \text{S} | \text{S} \\
& \quad \text{S} \\
& \quad \text{Everyone owns a donkey} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(66) farmer who owns a donkey

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda z. (\text{farmer } z) \land \exists y. (\text{donkey } y) \land (\text{owns } y z) & \exists y. (\text{donkey } y) \land [ & ] \\
\end{align*}
\]

By applying the Bind type-shifter to a donkey, we can derive another meaning in
which the donkey \( y \) is ready to bind a later pronoun.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S \mid DP \triangleright S \\
\text{farmer who owns a donkey} \\
\exists y. \ (\text{donkey} \ y) \land (\{[y]\}) \\
\lambda z. \ (\text{farmer} \ z) \land (\text{owns} \ y \ z)
\end{array}
\]

(67)

Below we present lexical entries for quantifiers like \textit{every} that take scope over this last meaning and yield the right truth conditions compositionally.

The usual notion of a quantificational determiner is that it takes a nominal and returns a generalized quantifier, so it has the category \( S \mid S \triangleright S \) \( / \mathbf{N} \). In the present framework, we provide an extra layer to the translation of \textit{every}, as used in the following derivation of (61).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S \mid S \\
\text{every} \\
\exists y. \ (\text{donkey} \ y) \land (\{[y]\}) \\
\lambda z. \ (\text{farmer} \ z) \land (\text{owns} \ y \ z) \\
P_x \land \lnot \cdot \ [ ] \\
\lambda x. \ [ ]
\end{array}
\]

DP \triangleright S

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S \mid S \triangleright S \\
\text{beats it} \\
\lambda w. \ [ ] \\
\lambda z. \ (\text{farmer} \ z) \\
\lambda z. \ (\text{owns} \ y \ z) \\
\lambda P. \ [ ]
\end{array}
\]

(68)

This derivation gives the truth condition

\[
\neg \exists x \exists y. \ \text{donkey} \ y \land ((\text{farmer} \ x \land \text{owns} \ y \ x) \land \neg (\text{beats} \ y \ x))
\]

(69)

as desired. The indefinite makes its usual contribution to the compositional truth conditions: on the one hand, it restricts the generalization to farmers who own a donkey; on the other hand, it binds the pronoun in the verb phrase.

This analysis extends to proportional quantificational determiners. For instance, we can assign \textit{most} the denotation

\[
\text{MOST}(\lambda x \lambda p. \ [ ] )
\]

\[
\lambda P. \ [ ]
\]

(70)

where \textit{MOST} is defined by

\[
\text{MOST}(F) = (|[x : Fx] | < 2 \times |[x : Fxf]|)
\]

(71)

writing \( t \) and \( f \) for the two truth values. In the standard treatment, \textit{most} takes as arguments a pair of sets; here, it takes instead a set of pairs such that \( \langle x, t \rangle \) is in the set iff \( x \) satisfies the restriction, and \( \langle x, f \rangle \) is in the set iff \( x \) satisfies both the restriction and the nuclear scope (cf. Pietroski’s 2006 analysis of quantifiers in terms of Frege-pairs). The net result is that at least half of the entities that satisfy the restriction must also satisfy the nuclear scope. Clearly, we can accommodate any conservative two-place quantificational determiner by replacing \textit{most} with a different function.

The lexical entry for \textit{most} as given delivers weak truth conditions (each farmer in the witness set need only beat one of its donkeys). We can provide strong truth conditions by replacing \( p \lor \cdot \) with \( p \lor \neg \cdot \) in (70), and \( < \) with \( > \) in (71).

We note in passing a difference in how indefinites interact with conditionals versus with quantificational determiners like \textit{every}. As (15a) above and (72) below show, an indefinite in the consequent of \textit{if} takes scope immediately under \textit{if} as easily as an indefinite in the antecedent does.

(72) A donkey runs for shelter if it is raining.

As we discuss further in section 7.3, our formal system already generates the attested reading of (72) in which every donkey runs for shelter if it is raining. In contrast, an indefinite in the nuclear scope of \textit{every} cannot take scope immediately under \textit{every}.

(73) a. Every academic witnessed a raucous debate.

b. *\( \exists x \) \( \exists y. \ \text{academic} \ x \land \text{raucous-debate} \ y \land \text{witness} \ y \ x \)

(74) ??Every academic enjoys a raucous debate.

It is impossible for the truth condition of (73) to be that every academic witnessed every raucous debate, and it is dubious whether (74) can mean that every academic enjoys every raucous debate. It appears, then, that a \textit{raucous debate} can take either narrow scope in the nuclear scope of \textit{every}, or wide scope beyond \textit{every}, but not in between. Such unavailability of intermediate scope has been observed elsewhere (Fodor & Sag 1982; Kratzer 1998; Lin 2004), but is not accounted for by our formal system.

5  Coordination and donkey anaphora

As noted by Stone (1992), disjunction constitutes a challenge for at least some dynamic theories of anaphora, including DPL.

(75) If a farmer owns a donkey or a goat, he beats it.

The problem for DPL is that the indefinites \textit{a donkey} and \textit{a goat} introduce two distinct discourse referents, neither of which is a suitable antecedent for \textit{it}. This
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challenge is hardly insurmountable, but does seem to require assumptions that go beyond the mechanisms provided by the basic theory of DPL.

The D-type analysis has no trouble with disjunction: every situation that verifies the antecedent will either have a donkey in it or a goat, so there will always be a suitable object for the pronoun it to describe. The descriptive content of the pronoun will be something neutral between the two descriptions, something like the animal, or perhaps the donkey or goat. Elbourne (2005: 19) concludes that disjunction provides an argument in favor of the D-type approach over DPL.

Partee & Rooth (1983) suggest allowing phrases like John or Bill to introduce new variables. The treatment of generalized disjunction proposed in Barker 2002 achieves the desired result without any stipulation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda R x L. (\lambda \kappa. (\kappa L \lor \kappa R))(\lambda x.[]) \\
\end{align*}
\]

This lexical entry is polymorphic: A can be any category. In particular, we can choose \( A = DP \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(DP \left( \begin{array}{c} DP \\ \text{or} \\
\end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} S \\
DP
\end{array} \right) ) / (DP \left( \begin{array}{c} S \\
DP
\end{array} \right) )
\end{align*}
\]

This derivation gives the truth condition

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{called (mother j) j} \lor \text{called (mother b) b}
\end{align*}
\]

In other words, the disjunction of John and Bill is perfectly able to serve as the antecedent of a singular pronoun without any stipulation.

9 Leu (2005) argues that in the general case, the content of the D-type pronoun will have to be essentially contentless, roughly the entity.

10 There is no restriction to “conjoinable” types, since that is implicit in the claim that disjunction takes scope over an S, i.e., eventually yielding a result of type t. The semantic value is expressed slightly awkwardly as a redex in order to avoid multiple holes [ ]. This awkwardness is purely expository, however; it is perfectly straightforward to compute the denotations of derivations involving or using the linear notation from Shan & Barker 2006, in which the value of or is \( \lambda R x L \lambda \kappa. L \kappa \lor R x \).

A similar derivation goes through for donkey anaphora, i.e., when the disjunction is in the antecedent and the pronoun is in the consequent: If John or Bill left, he called. In order to bind the pronoun, the disjunction must scope over the consequent, in which case the truth conditions come out equivalent to

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \text{left} j \right) \rightarrow \left( \text{called} j \right) \land \left( \text{left} b \right) \rightarrow \left( \text{called} b \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Crucially, this truth condition requires whoever left to call.

If the disjuncts are indefinites rather than names, we can choose \( A = S \text{ DP} \) (the category of a generalized quantifier) to get appropriate truth conditions for sentences such as If a farmer owns a donkey or a goat, he beats it.

Stone and Elbourne claim that similar anaphora can occur with disjoined sentences (as opposed to disjoined DPs):

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda \kappa. (\kappa L \lor \kappa R)((\lambda x.[]) (x \lambda)
\end{align*}
\]

This awkwardness is purely expository, however; it is perfectly straightforward to compute the denotations of derivations involving or using the linear notation from Shan & Barker 2006, in which the value of or is \( \lambda R x L \lambda \kappa. L \kappa \lor R x \).

On the D-type analysis, all that is required is that each minimal situation involved in the antecedent of (80) contains a man. On our system, we simply choose \( A = S \text{ DP} \text{ DP} \Rightarrow S \), which allows each disjoined clause to provide its own binder independently of the other disjunct.

Thus, although disjunction poses difficulties for some specific dynamic theories of meaning, it by no means poses difficulties for all dynamic theories. In particular, it seems to work out fine in the analysis proposed here.

It is a notable virtue of the D-type analysis that it correctly fails to predict donkey anaphora for conjoined DPs.

(81) If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

In contrast with the standard bishop sentence above in (53) in which meet is used transitively, it is difficult to interpret the pronouns in (81) as taking the indefinites as antecedents. On the D-type account, this contrast is supposed to be because the two indefinites are treated symmetrically in the intransitive case, at least as far as the construction of the situations characterized by the antecedent is concerned. Hence the covert definite descriptions contributed by the pronouns cannot be enriched to distinguish the two bishops, and the example is rendered infelicitous by the failed uniqueness presupposition of the definite descriptions.

In applying our account to (81), there are two points to be made. The first is that the way described above in which disjunction automatically gives rise in effect to a joint discourse referent does not apply to this kind of conjunction. As noted by Elbourne, the meet in (81) requires a plural entity as its argument, so this is
sum-forming conjunction, not generalized conjunction. In any case, the conjunction must mark the conjoined DP as syntactically plural, in which case it cannot serve as the antecedent to a singular pronoun.\footnote{Kanazawa (2001) argues compellingly against Neale’s (1990) suggestion that donkey pronouns are semantically number-neutral.} So the conjunction as a whole cannot provide an antecedent for either pronoun.

The second point is to admit that our account predicts that the conjuncts can serve as separate antecedents. But in the general case, this is necessary:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(82)] If a woman and a man meet, she asks him for his number.
\end{enumerate}

The D-type account can also explain the availability of anaphora in this case, since the content of each conjunct provides plenty of leverage for the pronouns to distinguish between the participants in the antecedent situation on the basis of their semantic properties.

However, it is possible to find cases in which the conjuncts are semantically distinct, yet the overall situation is symmetric enough that donkey anaphora becomes infelicitous:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(83)] a. If John and Bill meet, he falls asleep.
\item b. If a butcher and a baker meet, he pays him.
\item c. If a man walking a dog and a woman walking a dog meet, it barks at it.
\end{enumerate}

The D-type and continuations accounts both predict that these sentences have various readings involving donkey anaphora, yet anaphoric interpretations are difficult in a way that we feel is just like the difficulty of (81). Independently of any grammatical theory of anaphora, we need an account of anaphora resolution. Anaphora resolution is a notoriously difficult area of research (see, e.g., Kehler 2002), in part because so many factors seem to influence the process. The difficulty with the sentences in (83) is that they provide no traction for deciding which of the possible anaphoric relations is the intended one. Since even the D-type account needs some principle of this sort to explain the infelicity of the sentences in (83), we suggest that this is all that is necessary to explain any difficulty associated with (81): the various donkey anaphoric analyses are perfectly grammatical, but pragmatically unresolvable.

\section{Donkey weak crossover}

In our system, binders must be evaluated before the expressions they bind. In the examples considered in this paper, evaluation order corresponds to linear word order. The prediction is that the same mechanism that rules out weak crossover also rules out examples in which a donkey pronoun precedes its antecedent.

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(84)] (Weak crossover)
\item a. Everyone’s mother loves his father.
\item b. *His father loves everyone’s mother.
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(85)] (Donkey weak crossover) (= (12))
\item a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.
\item b. *If he owns it, a farmer beats a donkey.
\end{enumerate}

Because our system embodies a default of processing from left to right, we correctly rule in the (a) examples, and correctly rule out the binding in the (b) examples.

Crucially, the same sensitivity to evaluation order obtains when the order of the antecedent and the consequent are reversed.

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(86)] (Donkey weak crossover) (= (15))
\item a. A farmer beats a donkey if he owns it.
\item b. *He beats it if a farmer owns a donkey.
\end{enumerate}

We assume that the order of the clauses does not affect the semantics of the conditional. Then if does not differ between (85) and (86), except in one minor syntactic detail, the direction of a slash: \( \frac{S}{S} \) for (85), \( \frac{S}{S} \) for (86).

Most importantly for our purposes here, there is no donkey anaphora derivation of (86b). We take this as strong evidence that donkey anaphora, like all quantificational anaphora, is sensitive to order, favoring a dynamic account. We also take (86) to show that donkey anaphora is independent of the semantics of the conditional, contrary to the predictions of situation-based accounts such as Elbourne 2005.

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(87)] *His father loves most women who have a son.
\end{enumerate}

Similarly, we correctly predict that an indefinite in a relative clause, such as a son in (87), can only bind a donkey pronoun that is evaluated after it.

\section{Comparisons with other dynamic accounts}

So far we have concentrated on comparisons with Elbourne’s D-type analysis as a well-known modern theory of donkey anaphora with broad empirical coverage. We are now ready to compare our system with other explicitly dynamic accounts. We first explain how our system treats binding and scope uniformly by comparing it to Dynamic Montague Grammar. We then discuss the compositional flexibility that results from this uniformity and that extends our empirical coverage.

\footnote{There are processing differences between the two clause orders, however. For instance, in order for the outer negation of the conditional to take inverse scope over the existentials in (86a), an inner application of Lift is necessary that was not necessary for the derivation given in section 3.1 for (85a).}
7.1 Dynamic Montague Grammar

The dynamic approach to donkey anaphora is deep and rich, including Kamp 1981, Heim 1982, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1989, 1991, and many more. We concentrate here on Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1989) Dynamic Montague Grammar (DMG), since it is a paradigm example of a dynamic and compositional treatment that has some striking similarities to our approach, yet significant technical, empirical, and philosophical differences, as it turns out.

DMG introduces a type-shifter ‘↑’ to turn a static clause meaning q into its dynamic counterpart ↑ q. In this definition, the down operator ↓ from intensional logic deals in assignments (‘states’) rather than worlds.

\( ↑ q = λ p. q ∧ \downarrow p \)

The connective ‘;’ conjoins two dynamic sentence meanings.

\( ϕ; ψ = λ p. ϕ(↑ ψ( p )) \)

For example, John walks and John talks translates as

\( ↑ (∧ walk( j )); ↑ (∧ talk( j )) = λ p. walk( j ) ∧ talk( j ) ∧ ψ \).

An additional type-shifter ‘↓’ extracts a static truth condition from a dynamic sentence meaning.

\( ↓ ϕ = ϕ(↑ true) \)

For example, applying ↓ to (90) yields the truth condition

\( walk( j ) ∧ talk( j ) ∧ true = walk( j ) ∧ talk( j ) \).

These elements of DMG manage the proposition p in (88) and (89) much as the elements of our system manage continuations: roughly, DMG’s ‘↑’ corresponds to (a special case of) our LIFT; DMG’s ‘;’ corresponds to (a special case of) our combination schema (21) and (likewise) stipulates left-to-right evaluation; and DMG’s ‘↓’ corresponds to our LOWER. Indeed, when Groenendijk & Stokhof (1989) write that “we can look upon the propositions which form the extension of a sentence as something giving the truth conditional contents of its possible continuations”, they use the word ‘continuation’ in a sense very similar to the way we use it.

Is DMG a continuation semantics, then? For binding, DMG only lifts clause meanings: from walks( j ) to ↑ walks( j ). Analogously, for quantification, Montague’s PTQ only lifts noun-phrase meanings: from the individual j to the continuation consumer λ κ. ϕ(j) (Barker 2002). In contrast to DMG and PTQ, our grammar allows lifting any constituent, not just sentences or noun phrases. This uniformity cashes out our claim that the mechanism by which quantifiers find their scopes is one and the same as the mechanism by which pronouns find their antecedents.

7.2 Binding requires scope

Whereas the point of our system is to bring scope and binding together, the point of DMG is to pull scope and binding apart, as is necessitated by the assumption (which we reject) that the indefinites in (1) cannot take scope over their donkey pronouns. DMG thus sports two binding strategies. On the one hand, it provides a stock of variables that are evaluated with respect to an assignment function in the usual way. On the other, it provides a separate system in which the role of variables is played by discourse markers, which are evaluated with respect to a state. The translation of a mediates between the states and the continuations, so that A₁ man walks reduces to

\( λ p. ∃ x. man( x ) ∧ walk( x ) ∧ \{ x/d_1 \} ↑ ψ \),

which is equivalent in DMG to

\( ∆ d_1( [ ↑ man( d_1 ) ]; [ ↑ walk( d_1 ) ]) \)

in terms of the dynamic version ∆ of the existential quantifier. The static existential quantifier \( ∃ \) in (93) binds the variable x in the normal way, which supplies an object to the state switcher \( \{ x/d_1 \} \), so that the discourse marker d₁ evaluates to that object wherever it occurs (free) in the continuation p. Thus dynamic binding arises from the interaction between a special case of continuations and a special kind of variables.

A famous fact about DMG is that

\( ( ∆ ϕ ) ; ψ = ∆ d( ϕ ; ψ ) \).

This equation says that, even if a (dynamic) existential quantifier takes scope only over the first element \( ϕ \) in a sequence, it can nevertheless bind discourse markers in subsequent elements \( ψ \). Crucially, this equation finds no counterpart in our system. Our only binding operators are \( ∃, ∨ \), and \( λ \), all of which require scope. Thus, in our system, whenever a quantifier binds a pronoun, it takes scope over the pronoun.

But pulling scope and binding apart complicates DMG. DMG provides two kinds of negation, both operating on dynamic clause meanings, that differ in whether an indefinite that takes scope within the negation can nevertheless bind a pronoun outside that negation, because any pronoun outside that negation must also be outside the scope of that quantifier, and a quantifier can only bind a pronoun within its scope. It is for the same reason in section 3.4 that every blocks donkey anaphora.

Because DMG allows an existential operator to bind pronouns outside its scope, it must take special steps to ensure that other operators, including negation, block that ability. Our account refrains from the allowing and obviates the blocking.
7.3 Other accounts based on continuations

As we have just seen, ours is not the only account of donkey anaphora that can be viewed as depending to some extent on continuations. The account of de Groote (2006) reformulates DMG in an elegant continuation-based system. He takes the meaning of a clause to be a relation between its left context, which contains individuals introduced so far, and its right context, a continuation. A clause that introduces a discourse referent does so by adding an individual to the left context and passing the result to the right context. Similarly, Shan (2001) uses monads, closely related to continuations (Wadler 1994), to implement a variable-free dynamic semantics and to predict donkey weak crossover.13

We are naturally sympathetic to continuation-based theories of donkey anaphora. However, like DMG, neither de Groote’s theory nor Shan’s lets indefinites, other quantifiers, and pronouns interact in a uniform system of scope taking. Since we argue that binding exploits the same scope-taking mechanisms required for quantification, we believe that a complete understanding of quantificational binding must be situated within a uniform theory of scope. Our greater empirical coverage relies on the fact that this uniformity provides two kinds of compositional flexibility: first, to let an indefinite take existential scope outside an enclosing operator; second, to manipulate the dynamic meaning of a clause as a semantic value.

The first flexibility is introduced in section 2.2, where we use multiple layers of continuation lifting in order to generate inverse scope. For example, to generate the inverse-scope reading of everyone loves someone, we use two layers of lifting: someone takes effect in the outer layer (higher level) whereas everyone takes effect in the inner layer (lower level). Precisely the same machinery turns out to support multiple donkey indefinites (section 3.1) with good results on bishop sentences (section 3.2), and to predict donkey weak crossover (section 6). In particular, we exploit multiple layers of lifting to generate the intended reading of (86a). Similarly, our compositional semantics offers three ways to interpret (96):

(96) A farmer sells lemonade if it is sunny.

It is easy for a dynamic semantics to generate the reading in which a farmer takes narrowest scope: the farmers take turns selling lemonade on sunny days. Using multiple layers of lifting, the indefinites in (86a) and (96) can take scope outside their enclosing negation, so we generate two other readings for (96) as desired: the farmers all sell lemonade on sunny days; a certain farmer sells lemonade on sunny days.

The second flexibility is that a lifted meaning in our system is a semantic value that can be fed to and returned from functions just like any other value. For example, the lexical meaning for $a$ in (27) is a function that returns a lifted individual when combined with a common-noun property by ordinary function application. The denotations of every in (68) and or in (76) also involve functions that return lifted meanings, and we can use or to coordinate indefinites and binders as usual. Another example of the second flexibility is how the lexical meaning for he in (34) uses $\lambda y.\ [\ ]$ on the higher level to abstract over a propositional meaning where indefinites and other quantifiers may take scope (as in he loves someone). Such abstractions play a crucial role in our modal meaning for if $(\lambda w w'.\ \neg\ [\ ]$ in (55)) and our proportional meaning for most $(\lambda x\lambda p.\ [\ ]$ in (70)).

8 Conclusion

The picture that we have drawn is very simple: a quantifier can only bind a pronoun that it takes scope over. But since indefinites can take scope over more than their minimal clause, they can bind donkey pronouns. The fact that they fail to c-command those pronouns is irrelevant, because c-command is not a requirement for binding. However, since evaluation order is a requirement for binding, donkey indefinites must be evaluated before the pronouns that they bind, which in the examples discussed here means they must linearly precede those pronouns. If the pronoun comes first, donkey weak crossover results.

We have presented a formal fragment implementing these ideas that involves three type-shifters that apply freely: Lift, Lower, and Bind. Given independently motivated lexical entries for quantifiers and pronouns, along with an innovative lexical entry for if, we derive a wide range of predictions about donkey anaphora. To be sure, we leave many questions unanswered. For instance, we have limited the discussion above to quantificational binding. What about other types of anaphora? Because our Bind type-shifter applies to proper names such as John just as it applies to quantifiers such as everyone, the sentence John, loves his, mother has a derivation on which John grammatically binds his. Therefore our system has something to say about at least some non-quantificational anaphora. But there are other cases of non-quantificational anaphora that cannot be handled by our system, such as He has to offer her an apology if John wants Mary to talk to him again (cf. the ungrammatical (15b) with quantificational DPs instead of proper names). Our working assumption is that quantificational binding may be subject to different grammatical constraints than anaphora in general. In fact, we suspect that one of the factors that may have lead Reinhart (e.g., 1983) and others to impose what we have argued to be an erroneous c-command requirement on quantificational anaphora was a valiant but ultimately futile attempt to unify quantificational anaphora with...

13 Like Jacobson (1999), Shan (2001) does not deal with binding out of a possessor (see Barker 2005), whereas we do.
anaphora in general.

We have also limited ourselves to intrasentential binding. But like other dynamic treatments (Heim 1982, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, etc.), nothing prevents us from defining a convention for dynamically combining sequences of sentences. And in general, it is easy to imagine how our system could allow an expression to give rise to a side effect in one sentence that affects the evaluation of some expression in a different sentence. But just like our predecessors, we have nothing to say about how to understand what is going on when a side effect persists across different types of speech acts, let alone across different speakers (Did you see a man, run past? Yes, he, turned left.).

At several points we have emphasized that our theory predicts that relative scope and binding potential depends on the order in which expressions are evaluated. One of the virtues of our system is that it makes it natural for a quantifier to be able to take inverse scope (that is, to get evaluated before some quantifier that linearly precedes it, by occupying a higher level in the tower) without necessarily allowing a pronoun to be evaluated before its binder. But there are well-known cases of quantificational binding in which the pronoun does linearly precede its binder:

(97) Which of his, relatives does every man, love _ the most?

Perhaps surprisingly, these so-called reconstruction cases fall out without special stipulation given certain independently motivated assumptions about the syntax and semantics of wh-expressions. The basic idea is that, as a result of its syntactic displacement, the evaluation of the fronted wh-phrase which of his relatives is postponed until after the quantifier every man has already been evaluated (Shan & Barker 2006: 123, Barker 2008).

It bears mentioning that although we have argued that donkey pronouns are the most ordinary type of pronouns, and therefore that donkey anaphora does not justify resorting to a D-type analysis, there are many other uses of pronouns that appear to argue in favor of an E-type or D-type analysis.

(98) After everyone dropped his paycheck on the floor, everyone picked it up again.

There is a salient reading of (98) on which the pronoun appears to mean something like his paycheck, with the virtual his bound by everyone. As long as we generalize the lexical entry for pronouns as in Shan & Barker 2006 and Barker 2008, our system is perfectly able to bind into a functional pronoun in the style of, e.g., Jacobson 1999. However, it remains as much a mystery for us as for everyone else how that functional pronoun comes to have the content of the paycheck function.

None of these open questions diminishes our belief that understanding quantificational binding requires a theory that unifies scope-taking with binding. We have proposed just such a theory, one based on continuations, which allows expressions to dynamically manipulate their semantic context. To what degree this approach will provide useful insights into further mysteries remains to be discovered.

9 Appendix: converting to lambda terms

This appendix illustrates how to convert semantic towers into lambda terms in the linear notation of Shan & Barker 2006. Recall that \( f[x] \) is shorthand for \( \lambda \cdot f[\alpha(x)] \).

Accordingly, our type shifters correspond to lambda terms as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
L & = \text{Lift} = \lambda x. \lambda \cdot \cdot x \\
\text{Lower} & = \lambda X. F(x, x) \\
B & = \text{Bind} = \lambda X. \lambda x. X(\lambda x. \cdot x)
\end{align*}
\]

These type shifters are called Up, Down, and Bind in Shan & Barker 2006. Tower combination can also be expressed in linear notation, whether the lifted function (f) finds its lifted argument (x) to the right (S_r) or to the left (S_l):

\[
\begin{align*}
S_r & = \lambda L. \lambda R. \lambda . L(\lambda . R(\lambda f. R(\lambda x. X(\lambda f. X(x)))))) \\
S_l & = \lambda L. \lambda R. \lambda . L(\lambda x. R(\lambda f. R(\lambda x. X(\lambda f. X(x))))))
\end{align*}
\]

In Shan & Barker 2006, S_r is posited as a primitive called Scope, whereas S_l can be derived as Scope ◦ (Scope (Up Lift)), where ◦ denotes function composition and Lift is as defined in that paper.

Thus we can compute the semantics of the donkey sentence from (42) as follows.
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Tagless Staged Interpreters for Simpler Typed Languages

Jacques Carette¹, Oleg Kiselyov², and Chung-chieh Shan³

Abstract. We have built the first family of tagless interpretations for a higher-order typed object language in a typed metalanguage (Haskell or ML) that require no dependent types, generalized algebraic data types, or postprocessing to eliminate tags. The statically type-preserving interpretations include an evaluator, a compiler (or staged evaluator), a partial evaluator, and call-by-name and call-by-value CPS transformers.

Our main idea is to encode HOAS using cogen functions rather than data constructors. In other words, we represent object terms not in an initial algebra but using the coalgebraic structure of the λ-calculus. Our representation also simulates inductive maps from types to types, which are required for typed partial evaluation and CPS transformations.

Our encoding of an object term abstracts over the various ways to interpret it, yet statically assures that the interpreters never get stuck. To achieve self-interpretation and show Jones-optimality, we relate this exemplar of higher-rank and higher-kind polymorphism to plugging a term into a context of let-polymorphic bindings.

It should also be possible to define languages with a highly refined syntactic type structure. Ideally, such a treatment should be metacircular, in the sense that the type structure used in the defined language should be adequate for the defining language.

John Reynolds [28]

1 Introduction

A popular way to define and implement a language is to embed it in another [28]. Embedding means to represent terms and values of the object language as terms and values in the metalanguage. Embedding is especially appropriate for domain-specific object languages because it supports rapid prototyping and integration with the host environment [16]. If the metalanguage supports staging, then the embedding can compile object programs to the metalanguage and avoid the overhead of interpreting them on the fly [23]. A staged definitional interpreter is thus a promising way to build a domain-specific language (DSL).

We thank Martin Sulzmann and Walid Taha for helpful discussions. Sam Staton, Pieter Hofstra, and Bart Jacobs kindly provided some useful references. We thank anonymous reviewers for pointers to related work.
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Fig. 1. Our typed object language

We focus on embedding a typed object language into a typed metalanguage. The benefit of types in this setting is to rule out meaningless object terms, thus enabling faster interpretation and assuring that our interpreters do not get stuck. To be concrete, we use the typed object language in Figure 1 throughout this paper. We aim not just for evaluation of object programs but also for compilation, partial evaluation, and other processing.

Pašalić et al. [23] and Xi et al. [37] motivated interpreting a typed object language in a typed metalanguage as an interesting problem. The common solutions to this problem store object terms and values in the metalanguage in a universal type, a generalized algebraic data type (GADT), or a dependent type. In the remainder of this section, we discuss these solutions, identify their drawbacks, then summarize our proposal and contributions. We leave aside the solved problem of writing a parser/type-checker, for embedding object language objects into the metalanguage (whether using dependent types [23] or not [2]), and just enter them by hand.

1.1 The tag problem

It is straightforward to create an algebraic data type, say in OCaml, Fig. 2(a), to represent object terms such as those in Figure 1. For brevity, we elide treating integers, conditionals, and fixpoint in this section. We represent each variable using a unary de Bruijn index. For example, we represent the object term

\[
\lambda x. x \text{ as } \text{let rec lookup (x::env) = function VZ -> x | VS v -> lookup env v}
\]

\[
\text{let rec eval0 env = function}
\]

\[
\text{| V v -> lookup env v | B b -> b | L e -> fun x -> eval0 (x::env) e | A (e1,e2) -> (eval0 env e1) (eval0 env e2)}
\]

\[
\text{let rec eval env = function}
\]

\[
\text{| V v -> lookup env v | B b -> UB b | L e -> UA (fun x -> eval (x::env) e) | A (e1,e2) -> match eval env e1 with UA f -> f (eval env e2)}
\]

Fig. 2. OCaml code illustrating the tag problem

We use de Bruijn indices to simplify the comparison with Pašalić et al.’s work [23].

4 We thank Martin Sulzmann and Walid Taha for helpful discussions. Sam Staton, Pieter Hofstra, and Bart Jacobs kindly provided some useful references. We thank anonymous reviewers for pointers to related work.
Following [23], we try to implement an interpreter function eval0, Fig. 2(b). It takes an object term such as test1 above and gives us its value. The first argument to eval0 is the environment, initially empty, which is the list of values bound to free variables in the interpreted code. If our OCaml-like metalanguage were untyped, the code above would be acceptable. The L e line exhibits interpretive overhead: eval0 traverses the function body e every time (the result of evaluating) L e is applied. Staging can be used to remove this interpretive overhead [23, §1.1–2].

However, the function eval0 is ill-typed if we use OCaml or some other typed language as the metalanguage. The line B b says that eval0 returns a boolean, whereas the next line L e says the result is a function, but all branches of a pattern-match form must yield values of the same type. A related problem is the type of the environment env: a regular OCaml list cannot hold both boolean and function values.

The usual solution is to introduce a universal type [23, §1.3] containing both booleans and functions, Fig. 2(c). We can then write a typed interpreter, Fig. 2(d), whose inferred type is u list -> exp -> u. Now we can evaluate eval [1] test1 obtaining UB true. The unfortunate tag UB in the result reflects that eval is a partial function. First, the pattern match with UA f in the line A (e1,e2) is not exhaustive, so eval can fail if we apply a boolean, as in the ill-typed term A (B true, B false). Second, the lookup function assumes a nonempty environment, so eval can fail if we evaluate an open term A (L (V (VS VZ)), B true). After all, the type exp represents object terms both well-typed and ill-typed, both open and closed.

If we evaluate only closed terms that have been type-checked, then eval would never fail. Alas, this soundness is not obvious to the metalanguage, whose type system we must still appease with the nonexhaustive pattern matching in lookup and eval and the tags UB and UA [23, §1.4]. In other words, the algebraic data types above fail to express in the metalanguage that the object program is well-typed. This failure necessitates tagging and nonexhaustive pattern-matching operations that incur a performance penalty in interpretation [23] and impair optimality in partial evaluation [33]. In short, the universal-type solution is unsatisfactory because it does not preserve typing.

It is commonly thought that to interpret a typed object language in a typed metalanguage while preserving types is difficult and requires GADTs or dependent types [33]. In fact, this problem motivated much work on GADTs [24, 37] and on dependent types [11, 23]. Yet other type systems have been proposed to distinguish closed terms like test1 from open terms [9, 21, 34], so that lookup never receives an empty environment. We discuss these proposals further in §5.

1.2 Our final proposal

We represent object programs using ordinary functions rather than data constructors. These functions comprise the entire interpreter, shown below.

```
let varZ env = fst env  let b (bv:bool) env = bv
let varS vp env = vp (snd env)  let lam e env = fun x -> e (x,env)
let app e1 e2 env = (e1 env) (e2 env)
```

We now represent our sample term (λx.x) true as let testf1 = app (lam varZ) (b true). This representation is almost the same as in §1.1, only written with lowercase identifiers. To evaluate an object term is to apply its representation to the empty environment, testf1 (), obtaining true. The result has no tags: the interpreter patently uses no tags and no pattern matching. The term b true evaluates to a boolean and the term lam varZ evaluates to a function, both untagged. The app function applies lam varZ without pattern matching. What is more, evaluating an open term such as app (lam (varS varZ)) (b true) gives a type error rather than a run-time error. The type error correctly complains that the initial environment should be a tuple rather than (). In other words, the term is open.

In sum, by Church-encoding terms using ordinary functions, we achieve a tagless evaluator for a typed object language in a metalanguage with a simple Hindley-Milner type system. In this final rather than initial approach, both kinds of run-time errors in §1.1 (applying a nonfunction and evaluating an open term) are reported at compile time. Because the new interpreter uses no universal type or pattern matching, it never results in a run-time error, and is in fact total. Because this safety is obvious not just to us but also to the metalanguage implementation, we avoid the serious performance penalty [23] of error checking.

Our solution is not Church-encoding the universal type. The Church encoding of the type u in §1.1 requires two continuations; the function app in the interpreter above would have to provide both to the encoding of e1. The continuation corresponding to the UB case of u must either raise an error or loop. For a well-typed object term, this error continuation is never invoked, yet it must be supplied. In contrast, our interpreter has no error continuation at all.

The evaluator above is wired directly into the functions b, lam, app, and so on. We explain how to abstract the interpreter so as to process the same term in many other ways: compilation, partial evaluation, CPS conversion, and so forth.

1.3 Contributions

The term “constructor” functions b, lam, app, and so on appear free in the encoding of an object term such as testf1 above. Defining these functions differently gives rise to different interpreters, that is, different folds on object programs. Given the same term representation but varying the interpreter, we can

- evaluate the term to a value in the metalanguage;
- measure the size or depth of the term;
- compile the term, with staging support such as in MetaOCaml;
- partially evaluate the term, online; and
- transform the term to continuation-passing style (CPS), even call-by-name (CBN) CPS, so as to isolate the evaluation order of the object language from that of the metalanguage.5

5 Due to serious lack of space, we refer the reader to the accompanying code for this.
We have programmed our interpreters in OCaml (and, for staging, MetaOCaml [19]) and standard Haskell. The complete code is available at http://okmij.org/ftp/packages/tagless-final.tar.gz to supplement the paper. For simplicity, main examples in the paper will be in MetaOCaml; all examples have also been implemented in Haskell.

We attack the problem of tagless (staged) typed-preserving interpretation exactly as it was posed by Pašalić et al. [23] and Xi et al. [37]. We use their running examples and achieve the result they call desirable. Our contributions are as follows.

1. We build interpreters that evaluate (§2), compile (or evaluate with staging) (§3), and partially evaluate (§4) a typed higher-order object language in a typed metalanguage, in direct and continuation-passing styles.
2. All these interpreters use no type tags, patently never get stuck, and need no advanced type-system features such as GADTs, dependent types, or intensional type analysis.
3. The partial evaluator avoids polymorphic lift and delays binding-time analysis. It bakes a type-to-type map into the interpreter interface to eliminate the need for GADTs and thus remain portable across Haskell 98 and ML.
4. We use the type system of the metalanguage to check statically that an object program is well-typed and closed.
5. We show clean, comparable implementations in MetaOCaml and Haskell.
6. We specify a functor signature that encompasses all our interpreters, from evaluation and compilation (§2) to partial evaluation (§4).
7. We point a clear way to extend the object language with more features such as state.\(^6\)
8. We describe an approach to self-interpretation compatible with the above. Self-interpretation turned out to be harder than expected.\(^6\)

Our code is surprisingly simple and obvious in hindsight, but it has been cited as a difficult problem ([32] notwithstanding) to interpret a typed object language in a typed metalanguage without tagging or type-system extensions. For example, Taha et al. [33] say that “expressing such an interpreter in a statically typed programming language is a rather subtle matter. In fact, it is only recently that some work on programming type-indexed values in ML [38] has given a hint of how such a function can be expressed.”\(^7\) We discuss related work in §5.

To reiterate, we do not propose any new language feature or new technique. We use features already present in mainstream functional languages—Hindley-Milner type system with either an inference-preserving module system or constructor classes, as realized in ML and Haskell 98—and techniques which have all appeared in the literature (in particular, [32, 38]), to solve a problem that was stated in the published record as unsolved and likely unsolvable in ML or Haskell 98 without extensions. The simplicity of our solution and its use of only mainstream features make it more practical to build typed, embedded DSLs.

2 The object language and its tagless interpreters

Figure 1 shows our object language, a simply-typed \(\lambda\)-calculus with fixpoint, integers, booleans, and comparison. The language is close to Xi et al.’s [37], without their polymorphic lift but with more constants so as to more conveniently express Fibonacci, factorial, and power. In contrast to §1, we encode binding using higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS) [20, 25] rather than de Bruijn indices. This makes the encoding convenient and ensures that our object programs are closed.

2.1 How to make encoding flexible: abstract the interpreter

We embed our language in (Meta)OCaml and Haskell. In Haskell, the functions that construct object terms are methods in a type class \(\text{Symantics}\) (with a parameter \(\text{repr}\) of kind \(* \to *\), main examples in the paper will be in MetaOCaml; all examples have also been implemented in Haskell.

6 Again, please see our code.

7 Comparing \(\text{Symantics}\) with Fig. 1 shows how to represent every typed, closed object term in the metalanguage. Moreover, the representation preserves types.

**Proposition 1.** If an object term has the object type \(t\), then its representation in the metalanguage has the type forall \(\text{repr}\). \(\text{Symantics}\) \(\text{repr} \Rightarrow \text{repr} \ t\).

Conversely, the type system of the metalanguage statically checks that the represented object term is well-typed and closed. If we err, say replace \(\text{int}\ 7\) with \(\text{bool}\ True\) in \(\text{testpowfix7}\), Haskell will complain there that the expected type \(\text{Int}\) does not match the inferred \(\text{Bool}\). Similarly, the object term \(\lambda x. xx\) and...
module type Symantics = sig type ('c, 'dv) repr
val int : int -> ('c, int) repr
val bool : bool -> ('c, bool) repr
val lam : ('c, 'da) repr -> ('c, 'db) repr -> ('c, 'da -> 'db) repr
val app : ('c, 'da -> 'db) repr -> ('c, 'da) repr -> ('c, 'db) repr
val fix : ('x -> 'x) -> ('c, 'da -> 'db) repr as 'x
val add : ('c, int) repr -> ('c, int) repr -> ('c, int) repr
val mul : ('c, int) repr -> ('c, int) repr -> ('c, int) repr
val leq : ('c, int) repr -> ('c, int) repr -> ('c, bool) repr
val if_ : ('c, bool) repr -> ('c, 'x) repr
end

module EX(S: Symantics) = struct open S
module R = struct type ('c,'dv) repr = 'dv (* no wrappers *)
let test1 () = app (lam (fun x -> x)) (bool true)let testpowfix () = let int (x:int) = x let bool (b:bool) = blet lam f = f let app e1 e2 = e1 e2let fix f = let rec self n = f self n in selflet add e1 e2 = e1 + e2 let mul e1 e2 = e1 * e2let leq x y = x <= ylet if_ eb et ee = if eb then et () else ee () end
end

lam (fun x -> fix (fun self -> lam (fun n -> if_ (leq n (int 0)) (fun () -> int 1) (fun () -> mul x (app self (add n (int (-1))))))))

let testpowfix7 = lam (fun x -> app (testpowfix (x)) x) (int 7))
end

Fig. 4. A simple (Meta)OCaml embedding of our object language, and examples

As in §1.2, this interpreter is patently tagless, using neither a universal type nor any pattern matching: the operation add is really OCaml’s addition, and app is OCaml’s application. To run our examples, we instantiate the EX functor from §2.1 with R: module EXR = EX(R). Thus, EXR.test1 () evaluates to the untagged boolean value true. It is obvious to the compiler that pattern matching cannot fail, because there is no pattern matching. Evaluation can only fail to yield a value due to interpreting fix. (The source code shows a total interpreter L that measures the size of each object term.) We can also generalize from R to all interpreters; these propositions follow immediately from the soundness of the metalanguage’s type system.

Proposition 2. If an object term e encoded in the metalanguage has type t, then evaluating e in the interpreter R either continues indefinitely or terminates with a value of the same type t.

Proposition 3. If an implementation of Symantics never gets stuck, then the type system of the object language is sound with respect to the dynamic semantics defined by that implementation.

3 A tagless compiler (or, a staged interpreter)

Besides immediate evaluation, we can compile our object language into OCaml code using MetaOCaml’s staging facilities. MetaOCaml represents future-stage expressions of type t as values of type ('c, t) code, where 'c is the environment classifier [6, 34]. Code values are created by a bracket form .<e>., which quotes the expression e for evaluation at a future stage. The escape .~e must occur within a bracket and specifies that the expression e must be evaluated at the current stage; its result, which must be a code value, is spliced into the code being built by the enclosing bracket. The run form .!e evaluates the future-stage code value e by compiling and linking it at run time. Bracket, escape, and run are akin to quasi- quotation, unquotation, and eval of Lisp.

Inserting brackets and escapes appropriately into the evaluator R above yields the simple compiler C in Fig. 5(a). This is a straightforward staging of module R. This compiler produces unoptimized code. For example, interpreting our test1 with Fig. 5(b) gives the code value .<fun x_6 -> x_6> true> of inferred type ('c, bool) C.repr. Interpreting testpowfix7 with Fig. 5(c) gives a code value with many apparent β- and η-redexes, Fig. 5(d). This compiler does not incur
We switch to the data type

4.2 Delaying binding-time analysis

... functions may well be represented... functions. Asai's technique [1, 32]: build a dynamic term alongside every static term.

let int (x:int) = .<x>. let bool (b:bool) = .<b>. let lam f = .<fun x -> .~(f .<x>.)>.

... delay, we turn to Asai's technique [1, 32]: build a dynamic term alongside every static term.

module C = struct type ('c,'dv) repr = ('c,'dv) code

We use switch to the data type

4.2 Delaying binding-time analysis

so that a partially evaluated term always contains a

let module E = EX(C) in E.test1 ()

any interpretable overhead: the code produced for

4.1 Avoiding polymorphic lift

The resulting code obviously contains no tags and no pattern matching. The en-

Surprisingly, we can write a partial evaluator using the idea above, namely to build object terms using ordinary functions rather than data constructors. We present this partial evaluator in a sequence of three attempts. It uses no universal type and no tags for object types. We then discuss residualization and binding-time analysis. Our partial evaluator is a modular extension of the evaluator in §2.2 and the compiler in §3, in that it uses the former to reduce static terms and the latter to build dynamic terms.

4.1 Avoiding polymorphic lift

Roughly, a partial evaluator interprets each object term to yield either a static (present-stage) term (using $\text{R}$) or a dynamic (future-stage) term (using $\text{C}$). To distinguish between static and dynamic terms, we might try to define $\text{repl}$ in the partial evaluator as type \((\text{c}'\text{d}')\text{repr} = \text{S0 of (c}'\text{d}')\text{R}.\text{repr} | \text{EO of (c}'\text{d}')\text{C}.\text{repr}\). Integer and boolean literals are immediate, present-stage values. Addition yields a static term (using $\text{R.add}$) if and only if both operands are static; otherwise we extract the dynamic terms from the operands and add them using $\text{C.add}$. We use $\text{C.int}$ to convert from the static term \((\text{c}'\text{int})\text{R}.\text{repr}\), which is just $\text{int}$, to the dynamic term.

Whereas $\text{mul}$ and $\text{leq}$ are as easy to define as $\text{add}$, we encounter a problem with $\text{if}_\text{.}$ Suppose that the first argument to $\text{if}_\text{.}$ is a dynamic term (of type \((\text{c}'\text{bool})\text{C}.\text{repr}\)), the second a static term (of type \((\text{c}'\text{a}')\text{R}.\text{repr}\)), and the third a dynamic term (of type \((\text{c}''\text{a}')\text{C}.\text{repr}\)). We then need to convert the static term to dynamic, but there is no polymorphic "lift" function, of type \(\text{a} \rightarrow (\text{c}'\text{a}')\text{C}.\text{repr}\), to send a value to the future stage [34, 37].

Our $\text{Symantics}$ only includes separate lifting methods $\text{bool}$ and $\text{int}$, not a parametrically polymorphic lifting method, for good reason: When compiling to a first-order target language such as machine code, booleans, integers, and functions may well be represented differently. Thus, compiling polymorphic lift requires intensional type analysis. To avoid needing polymorphic lift, we turn to Asai’s technique [1, 32]: build a dynamic term alongside every static term.

4.2 Delaying binding-time analysis

We switch to the data type $\text{type (c}'\text{d}')\text{repr} = \text{P1 of (c}'\text{d}')\text{R}.\text{repr}$ option $\ast (\text{c}'\text{d}')\text{C}.\text{repr}$ so that a partially evaluated term always contains a dynamic component and sometimes contains a static component. By distributivity, the two alternative constructors of an $\text{option}$ value, $\text{Some}$ and $\text{None}$, tag each partially evaluated term with a phase: either present or future. This tag is not an object type tag: all pattern matching below is exhaustive. Because the future-stage component is always present, we can now define the polymorphic function $\text{let abstr1 (P1 (\_),(\_))) = \text{dyn of type (c}'\text{d}')\text{repr} \rightarrow (\text{c}'\text{d}')\text{C}.\text{repr}}$ to extract it without requiring polymorphic lift into $\text{C}\text{.repr}$.
Unlike P1.repr of int or bool. That is, we need a nonparametric data type, something akin to type-indexed functions and type-indexed types, which Oliveira and Gibbons [22] dub the typecase design pattern. Thus, typed partial evaluation, like typed CPS transformation, inductively defines a map from source types to target types that performs case distinction on the source type. In Haskell, typecase can be equivalently implemented either with GADTs or with type-class functional dependencies [22]. The accompanying code shows both approaches, neither portable to OCaml. In addition, the problem of nonexhaustive pattern-matching reappears in the GADT approach because GHC 6.6.1 cannot see that a particular type of a GADT value precludes certain constructors. Thus GADTs fail to make it syntactically apparent that pattern matching is exhaustive.

4.3 The "final" solution

Let us re-examine the problem in §4.2. What we would ideally like is to write type ('c,'dv) repr = P1 of (repr_pe ('c,'dv)) Rrepr option * ('c,'dv) Crepr where repr_pe is the type function defined by

repr_pe ('c,int) = ('c,int); repr_pe ('c,bool) = ('c,bool)
repr_pe ('c,'a->'b) = ('c,'a) repr -> ('c,'b) repr

Although we can use type classes to define this type function in Haskell, that is not portable to MetaOCaml. However, these three typecase alternatives are already present in existing methods of Symantics. A simple and portable solution thus emerges: we bake repr_pe into the signature Symantics. We recall from Figure 4 in §2.1 that the repr type constructor took two arguments 'c and 'dv. We add an argument 'sv for the result of applying repr_pe to 'dv. Figure 6 shows the new signature.

module type Symantics = sig type ('c,'sv,'dv) repr
val int : int -> ('c,int,int) repr
val lam : (('c,'sa,'da) repr -> ('c,'sb,'db) repr as 'x)
  -> ('c,'x,'da -> 'db) repr
val app : ('c,'x,'da -> 'db) repr
  -> ('c,'sa,'da) repr -> ('c,'sb,'db) repr as 'x)
val fix : ('x -> 'x) -> ('c,'sa,'da) repr
  -> ('c,'sb,'db) repr
  -> ('c,'da -> 'db) repr
val add : ('c,'int,int) repr
  -> ('c,int,int) repr
  -> ('c,int,int) repr
val if_ : ('c,bool,bool) repr
  -> (unit->'x) -> (unit->'x) -> ('c,'sa,'da) repr
  as 'x) end

Fig. 6. A (Meta)OCaml embedding of our object language that supports partial evaluation (bool, mul, leq and fix are elided)

The interpreters R, L and C above only use the old type arguments 'c and 'dv, which are treated by the new signature in the same way. Hence, all that needs to change in these interpreters to match the new signature is to add a phantom type argument 'sv to repr. For example, the compiler C now begins module C = struct type ('c,'sv,'dv) repr = ('c,'dv) code with the rest the same. In contrast, the partial evaluator P relies on the type argument 'sv.

Figure 7 shows the partial evaluator P. Its type repr literally expresses the type equation for repr_pe above. The function abstr extracts a future-stage code value from the result of partial evaluation. Conversely, the function pdyn injects a code value into the repr type. As in §4.2, we build dynamic terms alongside any static ones to avoid polymorphic lift.

The static portion of the interpretation of app ef ea checks to see if ef has only a dynamic part, we residualize. Many sophisticated approaches have been developed to decide how much to unfold [17], but this issue is orthogonal to our presentation.

Any partial evaluator must decide how much to unfold recursion. Our code naïvely unfolds fix whenever the argument is static. In the accompanying source code is a conservative alternative P.fix that unfolds recursion only once, then residualizes. Many sophisticated approaches have been developed to decide how much to unfold [17], but this is orthogonal to our presentation.

Given this implementation of P, our running example let module E = EX(P) in E.test1 () evaluates to (P.st = Some true; P.dy = .<true>.) of type ('a, bool, bool) Prepr. Unlike with C in §3, a β-reduction has been statically performed to yield true. More interestingly, whereas testpowfix7 compiles to a code value with many β-redexes in §3, the partial evaluation let module E = EX(P) in E.testpowfix7 gives the desired result

{P.st = Some <fun>;
P.dy = .<fun x -> x * (x * (x * (x * (x * x))))>.)}

All pattern-matching in P is syntactically exhaustive, so it is potent to the meta-language implementation that P never gets stuck. Further, all pattern-matching occurs during partial evaluation, only to check if a value is known statically,
never what type it has. In other words, our partial evaluator tags phases (with `Some` and `None`) but not object types.

## 5 Related work

Our initial motivation came from several papers [23, 24, 33, 37] that use embedded interpreters to justify advanced type systems, in particular GADTs. We admire all this technical machinery, but these motivating examples do not need it. Although GADTs may indeed be simpler and more flexible, they are unavailable in mainstream ML, and their implementation in GHC 6.6.1 fails to detect exhaustive pattern matching. We also wanted to find the minimal set of widespread language features needed for tagless type-preserving interpretation.

Even a simply typed λ-calculus obviously supports self-interpretation, provided we use universal types [33]. The ensuing tagging overhead motivated Taha et al. [33] to propose tag elimination, which however does not statically guarantee that all tags will be removed [23].

Pašalić et al. [23], Taha et al. [33], Xi et al. [37], and Peyton Jones et al. [24] seem to argue as follows that a self-interpreter of a typed language cannot be tagless or Jones-optimal: (1) One needs to encode a typed language in a typed language based on a sum type (at some level of the hierarchy); (2) A direct interpreter for such an encoding of a typed language in a typed language requires either advanced types or tagging overhead; (3) Thus, an indirect interpreter is necessary, which needs a universal type and hence tagging. While the logic is sound, we (following Yang [38]) showed that the first step’s premise is not valid.

Danvy and López [8] discuss Jones optimality at length and apply HOAS to typed self-interpretation. However, their source language is untyped. Therefore, their object-term encoding has tags, and their interpreter can raise run-time errors. Nevertheless, HOAS lets the partial evaluator remove all the tags. In contrast, our object encoding and interpreters do not have tags to start with and obviously cannot raise run-time errors.

Our partial evaluator establishes a bijection \(\text{repr}_{\text{pe}}\) between static and dynamic types (the valid values of 'sv and 'dv), and between static and dynamic terms. It is customary to implement such a bijection using an injection-projection pair, as done for interpreters [4, 27], partial evaluation [7], and type-level functions [22]. As explained in §4.3, we avoid injection and projection at the type level by adding an argument to \(\text{repr}\). Our solution could have been even more straightforward if MetaOCaml provided total type-level functions such as \(\text{repr}_{\text{pe}}\) in §4.3—simple type-level computations ought to become mainstream.

At the term level, we also avoid converting between static and dynamic terms by building them in parallel, using Asai’s method [1]. This method type-checks in Hindley-Milner once we deforest the object term representation. Put another way, we manual apply type-level partial evaluation to our type functions (see §4.3) to obtain simpler types acceptable to MetaOCaml.

Sumii and Kobayashi [32] also use Asai’s method, to combine online and offline partial evaluation. They predote us in deforesting the object term representation to enable tagless partial evaluation. We strive for modularity by reusing interpreters for individual stages [31]: our partial evaluator \(\mathbb{P}\) reuses our tagless evaluator \(\mathbb{R}\) and tagless compiler \(\mathbb{C}\), so it is patent that the output of \(\mathbb{P}\) never gets stuck. It would be interesting to try to derive a \(\text{cogen}\) [35] in the same manner.

It is common to implement an embedded DSL by providing multiple interpretations of host-language pervasives such as addition and application. It is also common to use phantom types to rule out ill-typed object terms, as done in Lava [5] and by Rhiger [29]. However, these approaches are not tagless because they still use universal types, such as Lava’s `Bit` and `NumSig`, and Rhiger’s `Raw` (his Fig. 2.2) and `Term` (his Chap. 3), which incur the attendent overhead of pattern matching. The universal type also greatly complicates the soundness and completeness proofs of embedding [29], whereas our proofs are trivial. Rhiger’s approach does not support typed CPS transformation (his §3.3.4).

We are not the first to implement a typed interpreter for a typed language. Läufer and Odersky [18] use type classes to implement a metacircular interpreter (rather than a self-interpreter) of a typed version of the SK language, which is quite different from our object language. Their interpreter appears to be tagless, but they could not have implemented a compiler or partial evaluator in the same way, since they rely heavily on injection-projection pairs.

Fiore [10] and Balat et al. [3] also build a tagless partial evaluator, using delimited control operators. It is type-directed, so the user must represent, as a term, the type of every term to be partially evaluated. We shift this work to the type checker of the metalanguage. By avoiding term-level type representations, our approach makes it easier to perform algebraic simplifications (as in §4.3).

We encode terms in elimination form, as a coalgebraic structure. Pfennig and Lee [26] first described this basic idea and applied it to metacircular interpretation. Our approach, however, can be implemented in mainstream ML and supports type inference, typed CPS transformation and partial evaluation. In contrast, Pfennig and Lee conclude that partial evaluation and program transformations “do not seem to be expressible” even using their extension to \(\varepsilon\omega\), perhaps because their avoidance of general recursive types compels them to include the polymorphic lift that we avoid in §4.1.

Our encoding of the type function \(\text{repr}_{\text{pe}}\) in §4.3 emulates type-indexed types and is related to intensional type analysis [13, 14]. However, our object language and running examples in HOAS include \texttt{fix}, which intensional type analysis cannot handle [37]. Our final approach seems related to Washburn and Weirich’s approach to HOAS using catamorphisms and anamorphisms [36].

We could not find work that establishes that the typed \(\lambda\)-calculus has a final coalgebra structure. (See Honsell and Lenisa [15] for the untyped case.)

We observe that higher-rank and higher-kind polymorphism lets us type-check and compile object terms separately from interpreters. This is consistent with the role of polymorphism in the separate compilation of modules [30].

## 6 Conclusions

We solve the problem of embedding a typed object language in a typed metala-guage without using GADTs, dependent types, or a universal type. Our family of interpreters include an evaluator, a compiler, a partial evaluator, and CPS transformers. It is patent that they never get stuck, because we represent object
types as metalanguage types. This work makes it safer and more efficient to embed DSLs in practical metalanguages such as Haskell and ML.

Our main idea is to represent object programs not in an initial algebra but using the existing coalgebraic structure of the λ-calculus. More generally, to squeeze more invariants out of a type system as simple as Hindley-Milner, we shift the burden of representation and computation from consumers to producers: encoding object terms as calls to metalinguage functions (§1.2); build dynamic terms alongside static ones (§4.1); simulating type functions for partial evaluation (§4.3) and CPS transformation. This shift also underlies fusion, functionalization, and amortized complexity analysis.

Our representation of object terms in elimination form encodes primitive recursive folds over the terms. We still have to understand if and how non-primitively recursive operations can be supported.
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Abstract. Multi-stage programming (MSP) is a paradigm for developing generic software that does not pay a runtime penalty for this generality. This is achieved through concise, carefully-designed language extensions that support runtime code generation and program execution. Additionally, type systems for MSP languages are designed to statically ensure that dynamically generated programs are type-safe, and therefore require no type checking after they are generated.

This hands-on tutorial is aimed at the reader interested in learning the basics of MSP practice. The tutorial uses a freely available MSP extension of OCaml called MetaOCaml, and presents a detailed analysis of the issues that arise in staging an interpreter for a small programming language. The tutorial concludes with pointers to various resources that can be used to probe further into related topics.

1 Introduction

Although program generation has been shown to improve code reuse, product reliability and maintainability, performance and resource utilization, and developer productivity, there is little support for writing generators in mainstream languages such as C or Java. Yet a host of basic problems inherent in program generation can be addressed effectively by a programming language designed specifically to support writing generators.

1.1 Problems in Building Program Generators

One of the simplest approaches to writing program generators is to represent the program fragments we want to generate as either strings or data types ("abstract syntax trees"). Unfortunately, both representations have disadvantages. With the string encoding, we represent the code fragment \( f (x,y) \) simply as \"f (x,y)\". Constructing and combining fragments represented by strings can be done concisely. But there is no automatically verifiable guarantee that programs constructed in this manner are syntactically correct. For example, \"f (.,y)\" can have the static type \textit{string}, but this string is clearly \textit{not} a syntactically correct program.

With the data type encoding the situation is improved, but the best we can do is ensure that any generated program is syntactically correct. We cannot use data types to ensure that generated programs are well-typed. The reason is that data types can represent context-free sets accurately, but usually not context sensitive sets. Type systems generally define context sensitive sets (of programs). Constructing data type values that represent trees can be a bit more verbose, but a quasi-quotation mechanism [1] can alleviate this problem and make the notation as concise as that of strings.

In contrast to the strings encoding, MSP languages statically ensure that any generator only produces syntactically well-formed programs. Additionally, statically typed MSP languages statically ensure that any generated program is also well-typed.

Finally, with both string and data type representations, ensuring that there are no name clashes or inadvertent variable captures \textit{in the generated program} is the responsibility of the programmer. This is essentially the same problem that one encounters with the C macro system. MSP languages ensure that such inadvertent capture is not possible. We will return to this issue when we have seen one example of MSP.

1.2 The Three Basic MSP Constructs

We can illustrate how MSP addresses the above problems using MetaOCaml [2], an MSP extension of OCaml [9]. In addition to providing traditional imperative, object-oriented, and functional constructs, MetaOCaml provides three constructs for staging. The constructs are called Brackets, Escape, and Run. Using these constructs, the programmer can change the order of evaluation of terms. This capability can be used to reduce the overall cost of a computation.

Brackets (written \texttt{.<...>.}) can be inserted around any expression to delay its execution. MetaOCaml implements delayed expressions by dynamically generating source code at runtime. While using the source code representation is not the only way of implementing MSP languages, it is the simplest. The following short interactive MetaOCaml session illustrates the behavior of Brackets:\footnote{Supported by NSF ITR-0113569 and NSF CCR-0205542.}

```ocaml
# let a = 1+2;;val a : int = 3
# let a = .<1+2>.;;val a : int code = .<1+2>.
```

Lines that start with \# are what is entered by the user, and the following line(s) are what is printed back by the system. Without the Brackets around \texttt{1+2}, the addition is performed right away. With the Brackets, the result is a piece of code representing the program \texttt{1+2}. This code fragment can either be used as part of another, bigger program, or it can be compiled and executed.

\footnote{Some versions of MetaOCaml developed after December 2003 support environment classifiers [21]. For these systems, the type \texttt{int code} is printed as \texttt{('a,int) code}. To follow the examples in this tutorial, the extra parameter \texttt{'a} can be ignored.}
In addition to delaying the computation, Brackets are also reflected in the type. The type in the last declaration is `int code`. The type of a code fragment reflects the type of the value that such code should produce when it is executed. Statically determining the type of the generated code allows us to avoid writing generators that produce code that cannot be typed. The code type constructor distinguishes delayed values from other values and prevents the user from accidentally attempting unsafe operations (such as `1 + .<5>.`).

**Escape** (written `..`...) allows the combination of smaller delayed values to construct larger ones. This combination is achieved by “splicing-in” the argument of the Escape in the context of the surrounding Brackets:

```plaintext
# let b = .<.~a * .~a >. ;;
val b : int code = .<(1 + 2) * (1 + 2)>.
```

This declaration binds `b` to a new delayed computation `(1+2)*(1+2)`.

**Run** (written `!`...) allows us to compile and execute the dynamically generated code without going outside the language:

```plaintext
# let c = .! b;;
val c : int = 9
```

Having these three constructs as part of the programming language makes it possible to use runtime code generation and compilation as part of any library subroutine. In addition to not having to worry about generating temporary files, static type systems for MSP languages can assure us that no runtime errors will occur in these subroutines (c.f. [17]). Not only can these type systems exclude generation-time errors, but they can also ensure that generated programs are both syntactically well-formed and well-typed. Thus, the ability to statically type-check the safety of a computation is not lost by staging.

### 1.4 Organization of This Paper

The goal of this tutorial is to familiarize the reader with the basics of MSP. To this end, we present a detailed example of how MSP can be used to build staged interpreters. The practical appeal of staged interpreters lies in the fact that they can be almost as simple as interpreter-based language implementations and at the same time be as efficient as compiler-based ones. To this end, Section 2 briefly describes an idealized method for developing staged programs in a programming language that provides MSP constructs. The method captures a process that a programmer iteratively applies while developing a staged program. This method will be used repeatedly in examples in the rest of the paper. Section 3 constitutes the technical payload of the paper, and presents a series of more sophisticated interpreters and staged interpreters for a toy programming language. This section serves both to introduce key issues that arise in the development of a staged interpreter (such as error handling and binding-time improvements), and to present a realistic example of a series of iterative refinements that arise in developing a satisfactory staged interpreter. Section 4 concludes with a brief overview of additional resources for learning more about MSP.

### 1.3 Basic Notions of Equivalence

As an aside, there are two basic equivalences that hold for the three MSP constructs [18]:

- `..<e>.. = e`
- `! .<e>.. = e`

Here, a value `v` can include usual values such as integers, booleans, and lambdas, as well as Bracketed terms of the form `.<e>..`. In the presentation above, we use `e` for an expression where all Escapes are enclosed by a matching set of Brackets. The rules for Escape and Run are identical. The distinction between the two constructs is in the notion of values: the expression in the value `.<e>` cannot contain Escapes that are not locally surrounded by their own Brackets. An expression `e` is unconstrained as to where Run can occur.

### Avoiding accidental name capture

Consider the following staged function:

```plaintext
# let rec h n z = if n=0 then z else .<.~(fun x -> .~(h (n-1) .<x+ .~z>).)) n>.;;
val h : int -> int code -> int code = <fun>
```

If we erase the annotations (to get the “unstaged” version of this function) and apply it to `3` and `1`, we get `7` as the answer. If we apply the staged function above to `3` and `<1>..`, we get the following term:

```plaintext
<.(fun x_1 -> (fun x_2 -> (fun x_3 -> x_3 + (x_2 + (x_1 + 1))) 1) 2) 3>.
```

Whereas the source code only had `fun x -> ...` inside Brackets, this code fragment was generated three times, and each time it produced a different `fun x_i -> ...` where `i` is a different number each time. If we run the generated code above, we get `7` as the answer. We view it as a highly desirable property that the results generated by staged programs are related to the results generated by the unstaged program. The reader can verify for herself that if the `xs` were not renamed and we allowed variable capture, the answer of running the staged program would be different from `7`. Thus, automatic renaming of bound variables is not so much a feature; rather, it is the absence of renaming that seems like a bug.

### 2 How Do We Write MSP Programs?

Good abstraction mechanisms can help the programmer write more concise and maintainable programs. But if these abstraction mechanisms degrade performance, they will not be used. The primary goal of MSP is to help the programmer reduce the runtime overhead of sophisticated abstraction mechanisms. Our
hope is that having such support will allow programmers to write higher-level and more reusable programs.

2.1 A Basic Method for Building MSP Programs

An idealized method for building MSP programs can be described as follows:

1. A single-stage program is developed, implemented, and tested.
2. The organization and data-structures of the program are studied to ensure that they can be used in a staged manner. This analysis may indicate a need for “factoring” some parts of the program and its data structures. This step can be critical step toward effective MSP. Fortunately, it has been thoroughly investigated in the context of partial evaluation where it is known as binding-time engineering [7].
3. Staging annotations are introduced to explicitly specify the evaluation order of the various computations of the program. The staged program may then be tested to ensure that it achieves the desired performance.

The method described above, called multi-stage programming with explicit annotations [22], can be summarized by the slogan:

A Staged Program = A Conventional Program + Staging Annotations

We consider the method above to be idealized because, in practice, it is useful to iterate through steps 1-3 in order to determine the program that is most suitable for staging. This iterative process will be illustrated in the rest of this paper. But first, we consider a simpler example where the method can be applied directly.

2.2 A Classic Example

A common source of performance overhead in generic programs is the presence of parameters that do not change very often, but nevertheless cause our programs to repeatedly perform the work associated with these inputs. To illustrate, we consider the following classic function in MetaOCaml: [7]

```ocaml
let rec power (n, x) =
  match n with
  0 -> 1 | n -> x * (power (n-1, x));;
```

This function is generic in that it can be used to compute \( x \) raised to any nonnegative exponent \( n \). While it is convenient to use generic functions like \( \text{power} \), we often find that we have to pay a price for their generality. Developing a good understanding of the source of this performance penalty is important, because it is exactly what MSP will help us eliminate. For example, if we need to compute the second power often, it is convenient to define a special function:

```ocaml
let power2 = fun x -> power (2,x);;
```

Here, we have taken away the formal parameter \( x \) from the left-hand side of the equality and replaced it by the equivalent “\( \text{fun} \ x \to \text{power} \ (2, \text{x}) \)” on the right-hand side. To use the function \( \text{power2} \), all we have to do is to apply it as follows:

```ocaml
let answer = power2 (3);;
```

The result of this computation is \( 9 \). But notice that every time we apply \( \text{power2} \) to some value \( x \) it calls the \( \text{power} \) function with parameters \( (2, x) \). And even though the first argument will always be \( 2 \), evaluating \( \text{power} \ (2, \text{x}) \) will always involve calling the function recursively two times. This is an undesirable overhead, because we know that the result can be more efficiently computed by multiplying \( x \) by itself. Using only unfolding and the definition of \( \text{power} \), we know that the answer can be computed more efficiently by:

```ocaml
let power2 = fun x -> 1*x*x;;
```

We also do not want to write this by hand, as there may be many other specialized power functions that we wish to use. So, can we automatically build such a program?

In an MSP language such as MetaOCaml, all we need to do is to stage the power function by annotating it:

```ocaml
let rec power (n, x) =
  match n with
  0 -> .<1>. | n -> .<.~x * .~(power (n-1, x))>.;;
```

This function still takes two arguments. The second argument is no longer an integer, but rather, a \( \text{code of type integer} \). The return type is also changed. Instead of returning an integer, this function will return a \( \text{code of type integer} \). To match this return type, we insert Brackets around the \( \text{power} \) recursive call to \( \text{power} \) and are fairly unobtrusive. Also, we are able to type check the code both outside and inside the Brackets in essentially the same way that we did before.

The staging constructs can be viewed as “annotations” on the original program, and are fairly unobtrusive. Also, we are able to type check the code both outside and inside the Brackets in essentially the same way that we did before. If we were using strings instead of Brackets, we would have to sacrifice static type checking of delayed computations.

After annotating \( \text{power} \), we have to annotate the uses of \( \text{power} \). The declaration of \( \text{power2} \) is annotated as follows:

```ocaml
let power2 = .! .<fun x -> ."(power (2,x))">.;;
```

Evaluating the application of the \( \text{Run} \) construct will compile and if execute its argument. Notice that this declaration is essentially the same as what we used to define \( \text{power2} \) before, except for the staging annotations. The annotations say that we wish to construct the code for a function that takes one argument (\( \text{fun} \ x \to \) ). We also do not spell out what the function itself should do; rather, we use the \( \text{Escape} \) construct (\( ." \) ) to make a call to the staged \( \text{power} \). The result
of evaluating this declaration behaves exactly as if we had defined it “by hand”
to be \( \text{fun } x \rightarrow 1 \times x \). Thus, it will behave exactly like the first declaration of
\text{power2}, but it will run as though we had written the specialized function by
hand. The staging constructs allowed us to eliminate the runtime overhead of
using the generic power function.

3 Implementing DSLs Using Staged Interpreters

An important application for MSP is the implementation of domain-specific
languages (DSLs) \([4]\). Languages can be implemented in a variety of ways. For
example, a language can be implemented by an interpreter or by a compiler.
Compiled implementations are often orders of magnitude faster than interpreted
ones, but compilers have traditionally required significant expertise and took
orders of magnitude more time to implement than interpreters. Using the method
outlined in Section 2, we can start by first writing an interpreter for a language,
and then stage it to get a staged interpreter. Such staged interpreters can be
as simple as the interpreter we started with and at the same time have performance
comparable to that of a compiler. This is possible because the staged interpreter
comes effectively a translator from the DSL to the host language (in this case
OCaml). Then, by using MetaOCaml’s Run construct, the total effect is in fact
a function that takes DSL programs and produces machine code\(^2\).

To illustrate this approach, this section investigates the implementation of
a toy programming language that we call \text{lint}. This language supports integer
arithmetic, conditionals, and recursive functions. A series of increasingly more
sophisticated interpreters and staged interpreters are used to give the reader
a hands-on introduction to MSP. The complete code for the implementations
described in this section is available online \([10]\).

3.1 Syntax

The syntax of expressions in this language can be represented in OCaml using
the following data type:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{type exp} & \triangleq \text{Int of int} \mid \text{Var of string} \mid \text{App of string \times exp} \\
& \quad \mid \text{Add of exp \times exp} \mid \text{Sub of exp \times exp} \\
& \quad \mid \text{Mul of exp \times exp} \mid \text{Div of exp \times exp} \mid \text{Ifz of exp \times exp \times exp}
\end{aligned}
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{type def} & \triangleq \text{Declaration of string \times string \times exp} \\
\text{type prog} & \triangleq \text{Program of def list \times exp}
\end{aligned}
\]

Using the above data types, a small program that defines the factorial function
and then applies it to 10 can be concisely represented as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{Program} & \triangleq \{ \text{Declaration} \\
& \quad ("\text{fact}", "x", \text{Ifz(Var "x"}, \\
& \quad \quad \text{Int 1}, \\
& \quad \quad \text{Mul(Var"x"),} \\
& \quad \quad \quad (\text{App ("fact", Sub(Var "x", \text{Int 1}))}))})
\}
\end{aligned}
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \quad \text{App ("fact", \text{Int 10})}
\end{aligned}
\]

OCaml lex and yacc can be used to build parsers that take textual represen-
tations of such programs and produce abstract syntax trees such as the above. In
the rest of this section, we focus on what happens after such an abstract syntax
tree has been generated.

3.2 Environments

To associate variable and function names with their values, an interpreter for
this language will need a notion of an environment. Such an environment can be
conveniently implemented as a function from names to values. If we look up a
variable and it is not in the environment, we will raise an exception (let’s call it
\text{Yikes}). If we want to extend the environment (which is just a function) with an
association from the name \( x \) to a value \( v \), we simply return a new environment
(a function) which first tests to see if its argument is the same as \( x \). If so, it
returns \( v \). Otherwise, it looks up its argument in the original environment. All
we need to implement such environments is the following:

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \text{exception Yikes} \\
& \text{(\* env0, fenv : 'a \rightarrow 'b \*)} \\
& \text{let env0 = fun x -> raise Yikes} \\
& \text{let fenv0 = env0} \\
& \text{(\* ext : ('a \rightarrow 'b) \rightarrow 'a \rightarrow 'b \rightarrow 'a \rightarrow 'b \*)} \\
& \text{let ext env x v = fun y -> if x=y then v else env y}
\end{aligned}
\]

The types of all three functions are polymorphic. Type variables such as \( 'a \)
and \( 'b \) are implicitly universally quantified. This means that they can be later
instantiated to more specific types. Polymorphism allows us, for example, to
define the initial function environment \text{fenv0} as being exactly the same as the
initial variable environment \text{env0}. It will also allow us to use the same function
\text{ext} to extend both kinds of environments, even when their types are instantiated
and \text{fenv0} to the more specific types such as:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{env0 : string \rightarrow int} \\
\text{fenv0 : string \rightarrow (int \rightarrow int)}
\end{aligned}
\]

3.3 A Simple Interpreter

Given an environment binding variable names to their runtime values and func-
tion names to values (these will be the formal parameters \text{env} and \text{fenv}, respec-
tively), an interpreter for an expression \( \bullet \) can be defined as follows:
let rec eval1 e env fenv =
match e with
| Int i -> i
| Var s -> env s
| App (s,e2) -> (fenv s)(eval1 e2 env fenv)
| Add (e1,e2) -> (eval1 e1 env fenv)+(eval1 e2 env fenv)
| Mul (e1,e2) -> (eval1 e1 env fenv)* (eval1 e2 env fenv)
| Div (e1,e2) -> (eval1 e1 env fenv)/ (eval1 e2 env fenv)
| Ifz (e1,e2,e3) -> if (eval1 e1 env fenv)=0
then (eval1 e2 env fenv)
else (eval1 e3 env fenv)

This interpreter can now be used to define the interpreter for declarations and programs as follows:

let rec peval1 p env fenv =
match p with
| Program ([],e) -> eval1 e env fenv
| Program (Declaration (s1,s2,e1)::tl,e) ->
let rec f x = eval1 e1 (ext env s2 x) (ext fenv s1 f)
in peval1 (Program(tl,e)) env (ext fenv s1 f)

In this function, when the list of declarations is empty ([], we simply use eval1 to evaluate the body of the program. Otherwise, we recursively interpret the list of declarations. Note that we also use eval1 to interpret the body of function declarations. It is also instructive to note the three places where we use the environment extension function ext on both variable and function environments.

The above interpreter is a complete and concise specification of what programs in this language should produce when they are executed. Additionally, this style of writing interpreters follows quite closely what is called the denotational style of specifying semantics, which can be used to specify a wide range of programming languages. It is reasonable to expect that a software engineer can develop such implementations in a short amount of time.

Problem: The cost of abstraction. If we evaluate the factorial example given above, we will find that it runs about 20 times slower than if we had written this example directly in OCaml. The main reason for this is that the interpreter repeatedly traverses the abstract syntax tree during evaluation. Additionally, environment lookups in our implementation are not constant-time.

3.4 The Simple Interpreter Staged

MSP allows us to keep the conciseness and clarity of the implementation given above and also eliminate the performance overhead that traditionally we would have had to pay for using such an implementation. The overhead is avoided by staging the above function as follows:

let rec eval2 e env fenv =
match e with
| Int i -> i
| Var s -> env s
| App (s,e2) -> ((fenv s) (eval2 e2 env fenv))
| Add (e1,e2) -> (eval2 e1 env fenv) + (eval2 e2 env fenv)
| Mul (e1,e2) -> (eval2 e1 env fenv) * (eval2 e2 env fenv)
| Div (e1,e2) -> (eval2 e1 env fenv) / (eval2 e2 env fenv)
| Ifz (e1,e2,e3) -> if (eval2 e1 env fenv)=0
then (eval2 e2 env fenv)
else (eval2 e3 env fenv)

In this function, when the list of declarations is empty ([]), we simply use eval2 to evaluate the body of the program. Otherwise, we recursively interpret the list of declarations. Note that we also use eval2 to interpret the body of function declarations. It is also instructive to note the three places where we use the environment extension function ext on both variable and function environments.

If we apply peval2 to the abstract syntax tree of the factorial example (given above) and the empty environments env0 and fenv0, we get back the following code fragment:

let rec f = fun x -> if x = 0 then 1 else x * (f (x - 1)) in (f 10).

This is exactly the same code that we would have written by hand for that specific program. Running this program has exactly the same performance as if we had written the program directly in OCaml.

The staged interpreter is a function that takes abstract syntax trees and produces MetaOCaml programs. This gives rise to a simple but often overlooked fact [19,20]:

A staged interpreter is a translator.

It is important to keep in mind that the above example is quite simplistic, and that further research is need to show that we can apply MSP to realistic programming languages. Characterizing what MSP cannot do is difficult, because of the need for technical expressivity arguments. We take the more practical approach of explaining what MSP can do, and hope that this gives the reader a working understanding of the scope of this technology.
3.5 Error Handling

Returning to our example language, we will now show how direct staging of an interpreter does not always yield satisfactory results. Then, we will give an example of the wide range of techniques that can be used in such situations.

A generally desirable feature of programming languages is error handling. The original implementation of the interpreter uses the division operation, which can raise a divide-by-zero exception. If the interpreter is part of a bigger system, we probably want to have finer control over error handling. In this case, we would modify our original interpreter to perform a check before a division, and return a special value None if the division could not be performed. Regular values that used to be simply v will now be represented by Some v. To do this, we will use the following standard datatype:

```plaintext
type 'a option = None | Just of 'a;;
```

Now, such values will have to be propagated and dealt with everywhere in the interpreter:

```plaintext
let rec eval3 e env fenv =
  match e with
  Int i -> Some i
  | Var s -> Some (env s)
  | App (s,e2) -> (match (eval3 e2 env fenv) with
    Some x -> (fenv s) x
    | None -> None)
  | Add (e1,e2) -> (match (eval3 e1 env fenv, eval3 e2 env fenv) with
    (Some x, Some y) -> Some (x+y)
    | _ -> None)
  | Div (e1,e2) -> (match (eval3 e1 env fenv, eval3 e2 env fenv) with
    (Some x, Some y) ->
      if y=0 then None
      else Some (x/y)
    | _ -> None)
  | Ifz (e1,e2,e3) -> (match (eval3 e1 env fenv) with
    Some x -> if x=0 then
      (eval3 e2 env fenv)
    else
      (eval3 e3 env fenv)
    | None -> None)
  ...
```

Compared to the unstaged interpreter, the performance overhead of adding such checks is marginal. But what we really care about is the staged setting. Staging eval3 yields:

```plaintext
let rec eval4 e env fenv =
  match e with
  Int i -> .<Some i>.
  | Var s -> .<Some ."(env s)>.
  | App (s,e2) -> .<(match ."(eval4 e2 env fenv) with
    Some x -> ."(fenv s) x
    | None -> None)>.
  | Add (e1,e2) -> .<(match ."(eval4 e1 env fenv),
    ."(eval4 e2 env fenv)) with
    (Some x, Some y) -> Some (x+y)
    | _ -> None)>.
  | Div (e1,e2) -> .<(match ."(eval4 e1 env fenv),
    ."(eval4 e2 env fenv)) with
    (Some x, Some y) ->
      if y=0 then None
      else Some (x/y)
    | _ -> None)>.
  | Ifz (e1,e2,e3) -> .<(match ."(eval4 e1 env fenv) with
    Some x -> if x=0 then
      ."(eval4 e1 env fenv)
    else
      ."(eval4 e3 env fenv)
    | None -> None)>.
```

Problem: The cost of error handling. Unfortunately, the performance of code generated by this staged interpreter is typically 4 times slower than the first staged interpreter that had no error handling. The source of the runtime cost becomes apparent when we look at the generated code:

```plaintext
<let rec f =
  fun x ->
    (match (Some (x)) with
      Some (x) ->
        if (x = 0) then (Some (1))
        else
          (match
            ((Some (x)),
              (match
                ((Some (x)),
                  (match ((Some (x)), (Some (1))) with
                    (Some (x), Some (y)) ->
                      (Some ((x - y))))
                  _ -> (None)) with
                  Some (x) -> (f x)
                | None -> (None)) with
                (Some (x), Some (y)) ->
                (Some ((x * y))))
              _ -> (None)) in
            (match (Some (10)) with
                Some (x) -> (f x)
                | None -> (None))
```
The generated code is doing much more work than before, because at every operation we are checking to see if the values we are operating with are proper values or not. Which branch we take in every match is determined by the explicit form of the value being matched.

**Half-solutions.** One solution to such a problem is certainly adding a preprocessing analysis. But if we can avoid generating such inefficient code in the first place it would save the time wasted both in generating these unnecessary checks and in performing the analysis. More importantly, with an analysis, we may never be certain that all unnecessary computation is eliminated from the generated code.

### 3.6 Binding-time Improvements

The source of the problem is the if statement that appears in the interpretation of Div. In particular, because \( y \) is bound inside Brackets, we cannot perform the test \( y=0 \) while we are building for these Brackets. As a result, we cannot immediately determine if the function should return a None or a Some value. This affects the type of the whole staged interpreter, and affects the way we interpret all programs even if they do not contain a use of the Div construct.

The problem can be avoided by what is called a binding-time improvement in the partial evaluation literature [7]. It is essentially a transformation of the program that we are staging. The goal of this transformation is to allow better staging. In the case of the above example, one effective binding time improvement is to rewrite the interpreter in continuation-passing style (CPS) [5], which produces the following code:

```plaintext
(* eval5 : exp -> (string -> int) -> (string -> int -> int) -> (int option -> 'a) -> 'a *)
let rec eval5 e env fenv k =
  match e with
  | Int i -> k (Some i)
  | Var s -> k (Some (env s))
  | App (s,e2) -> eval5 e2 env fenv
    (fun r -> match r with
      Some x -> k (Some ((fenv s) x))
    | None -> k None)
  | Add (e1,e2) -> eval5 e1 env fenv
    (fun r ->
      eval5 e2 env fenv
      (fun s -> match (r,s) with
        (Some x, Some y) -> k (Some (x+y))
        | _ -> k None)) ...
  | Div (e1,e2) ->
    eval5 e1 env fenv
    (fun r ->
      eval5 e2 env fenv
      (fun s -> match (r,s) with
        (Some x, Some y) -> if y=0 then k None
        else k (Some (x/y))
        | _ -> k None)) ...

(* pevalK5 : prog -> (string -> int) -> (string -> int -> int) -> (int option -> int) -> int *)
let rec pevalK5 p env fenv k =
  match p with
  | Program ([],e) -> eval5 e env fenv k
  | Program (Declaration (s1,s2,e1)::tl,e) ->
    let rec f x = eval5 e1 (ext env s2 x) (ext fenv s1 f) k
    in pevalK5 (Program(tl,e)) env (ext fenv s1 f) k
  exception Div_by_zero;;

(* peval5 : prog -> (string -> int) -> (string -> int -> int) -> int *)
let peval5 p env fenv =
  pevalK5 p env fenv (function Some x -> x
    | None -> raise Div_by_zero)
```

In the unstaged setting, we can use the CPS implementation to get the same functionality as the direct-style implementation. But note that the two algorithms are not the same. For example, performance of the CPS interpreter is in fact worse than the previous one. But when we try to stage the new interpreter, we find that we can do something that we could not do in the direct-style interpreter. In particular, the CPS interpreter can be staged as follows:

```plaintext
(* eval6 : exp -> (string -> int code) -> (string -> (int -> int) code) -> (int code option -> 'b code) -> 'b code *)
let rec eval6 e env fenv k =
  match e with
  | Int i -> k (Some .<i>.)
  | Var s -> k (Some (env s))
  | App (s,e2) -> eval6 e2 env fenv
    (fun r -> match r with
      Some x -> k (Some .<(fenv s) .~x>.)
    | None -> k None)
  | Add (e1,e2) -> eval6 e1 env fenv
    (fun r ->
      eval6 e2 env fenv
      (fun s -> match (r,s) with
        Some x -> k (Some ."."(fenv s) ."x".)
        | None -> k None)
    | Add (e1,e2) -> eval6 e1 env fenv
      (fun r ->
        eval6 e2 env fenv
        (fun s -> match (r,s) with
          (Some x, Some y) -> k (Some ."."x + ."."y.)
          | _ -> k None)) ...
    | Div (e1,e2) ->
      eval6 e1 env fenv
      (fun r ->
        eval6 e2 env fenv
        (fun s -> match (r,s) with
          (Some x, Some y) -> k (Some ."."x + ."."y.)
          | _ -> k None)) ...
    | Div (e1,e2) ->
      eval6 e1 env fenv
```

In the unstaged setting, we can use the CPS implementation to get the same functionality as the direct-style implementation. But note that the two algorithms are not the same. For example, performance of the CPS interpreter is in fact worse than the previous one. But when we try to stage the new interpreter, we find that we can do something that we could not do in the direct-style interpreter. In particular, the CPS interpreter can be staged as follows:
Let's consider the function `eval6` and `eval2` with their definitions:

```fsharp
(fun r ->
  eval6 e2 env fenv
)(fun s -> match (r, s) with
  (Some x, Some y) ->
    if y = 0 then k None
    else k (Some x / y)
  | _ -> k None)
| Ifz (e1, e2, e3) -> eval6 e1 env fenv
(fun r -> match r with
  Some x -> if x = 0 then eval6 e2 env fenv k
  else eval6 e3 env fenv k
  | None -> k None)
```

The improvement can be seen at the level of the type of `eval6`: the `option` type occurs outside the code type, which suggests that it can be eliminated in the first stage. What we could not do before is to escape the application of the continuation to the branches of the `if` statement in the `Div` case. The extra advantage that we have when staging a CPS program is that we are applying the continuation multiple times, which is essential for performing the computation in the branches of an `if` statement. In the unstaged CPS interpreter, the continuation is always applied exactly once. Note that this is the case even in the `if` statement used to interpret `Div`: The continuation does occur twice (once in each branch), but only one branch is ever taken when we evaluate this statement. But in the staged interpreter, the continuation is indeed duplicated and applied multiple times.

The staged CPS interpreter generates code that is exactly the same as what we got from the first interpreter as long as the program we are interpreting does not use the division operation. When we use division operations (say, if we replace the code in the body of the fact example with `fact (20/2)`), we get the following code:

```fsharp
<let rec f =
  fun x -> if (x = 0) then 1 else (x * (f (x - 1)))
in if (x = 0) then (raise (Div_by_zero)) else (f (20 / 2))>
```

### 3.7 Controlled Inlining

So far we have focused on eliminating unnecessary work from generated programs. Can we do better? One way in which MSP can help us do better is by allowing us to unfold function declarations for a fixed number of times. This is easy to incorporate into the first staged interpreter as follows:

```fsharp
(* eval7 : exp -> (string -> int code) -> (string -> int code -> int code) -> int code *)
let rec eval7 e env fenv =
  match e with
  | App (s, e2) -> fenv s (eval7 e2 env fenv)

(* repeat : int -> ('a -> 'a) -> 'a -> 'a *)
let rec repeat n f =
  if n = 0 then f else fun x -> f (repeat (n-1) f x)

(* peval7 : prog -> (string -> int code) -> (string -> int code -> int code) -> int code *)
let rec peval7 p env fenv =
  match p with
  | Program (t1, e) -> eval7 e env fenv
  | Program (Declaration (s1, s2, e1)::tl, e) ->
    let rec f x =
      let body cf x =
        eval7 e1 (ext env s2 x) (ext fenv s1 cf) in
      repeat 1 body (fun y -> .<f .~y>. .<x>.)
    in .<f .~x>. (peval7 (Program(tl, e)) env
      (ext fenv s1 (fun y -> .<f .~y>.) .<x>).)
```

The code generated for the factorial example is as follows:

```fsharp
<let rec f =
  fun x -> if (x = 0) then 1 else (x * (f (x - 1)))
in if (x = 0) then (raise (Div_by_zero)) else (f (20 / 2)).
```

This code can be expected to be faster than that produced by the first staged interpreter, because only one function call is needed for every two iterations.

### Avoiding Code Duplication

The last interpreter also points out an important issue that the multi-stage programmer must pay attention to: code duplication. Notice that the term `x-1` occurs three times in the generated code. In the result of the first staged interpreter, the subtraction only occurred once. The duplication

---

3 This means that converting a program into CPS can have disadvantages (such as a computationally expensive first stage, and possibly code duplication). Thus, CPS conversion must be used judiciously [8].
of this term is a result of the inlining that we perform on the body of the function. If the argument to a recursive call was even bigger, then code duplication would have a more dramatic effect both on the time needed to compile the program and the time needed to run it.

A simple solution to this problem comes from the partial evaluation community: we can generate let statements that replace the expression about to be duplicated by a simple variable. This is only a small change to the staged interpreter presented above:

```ocaml
let rec eval8 e env fenv =
  match e with
  ... same as eval7 except for
  | App (s,e2) -> .<let x = .~(eval8 e2 env fenv)
    in .~(fenv s .<x>.). ... 
```

Unfortunately, in the current implementation of MetaOCaml this change does not lead to a performance improvement. The most likely reason is that the bytecode compiler does not seem to perform let-floating. In the native code compiler for MetaOCaml (currently under development) we expect this change to be an improvement.

Finally, both error handling and inlining can be combined into the same implementation:

```ocaml
(* eval9: exp -> (string -> int code) -> (string -> int code -> int code)
    -> (int code option -> 'b code) -> 'b code *)
let rec eval9 e env fenv k =
  match e with
  ... same as eval6, except
  | App (s,e2) -> eval9 e2 env fenv
    (fun r -> match r with
      Some x -> k (Some ((fenv s) x))
    | None -> k None)

(* pevalK9 : prog -> (string -> int code)
    -> (string -> int code -> int code)
    -> (int code option -> int code) -> int code *)
let rec pevalK9 p env fenv k =
  match p with
  Program ([],e) -> eval9 e env fenv k
  | Program (Declaration (s1,s2,e1)::tl,e) ->
    .<let rec f x =
      .~(let body cf x =
        eval9 e1 (ext env s2 x) (ext fenv s1 cf) k
      in repeat 1 body (fun y -> .<f .~y>.).<x>.)
      in .~(pevalK9 (Program(t1,e)) env
        (ext fenv s1 (fun y -> .<f .~y>.)) k)>.
```

3.8 Measuring Performance in MetaOCaml

MetaOCaml provides support for collecting performance data, so that we can empirically verify that staging does yield the expected performance improvements. This is done using three simple functions. The first function must be called before we start collecting timings. It is called as follows:

```ocaml
Trx.init_times ();;
```

The second function is invoked when we want to gather timings. Here we call it twice on both power2 (3) and power2' (3) where power2' is the staged version:

```ocaml
Trx.timenew "Normal" (fun () ->(power2 (3)));;
Trx.timenew "Staged" (fun () ->(power2' (3)));
```

Each call to Trx.timenew causes the argument passed last to be run as many times as this system needs to gather a reliable timing. The quoted strings simply provide hints that will be printed when we decide to print the summary of the timings. The third function prints a summary of timings:

```ocaml
Trx.print_times ();;
```

The following table summarizes timings for the various functions considered in the previous section:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description of Interpreter</th>
<th>Fact10</th>
<th>Fib20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>OCaml implementations</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval1</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>1.570%</td>
<td>1.736%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval2</td>
<td>Simple staged</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval3</td>
<td>Error handling (EH)</td>
<td>1.903%</td>
<td>2.138%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval4</td>
<td>EH staged</td>
<td>417%</td>
<td>482%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval5</td>
<td>CPS, EH</td>
<td>2.470%</td>
<td>2.814%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval6</td>
<td>CPS, EH, staged</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval7</td>
<td>Inlining, staged</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval8</td>
<td>Inlining, no duplication, staged</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval9</td>
<td>Inlining, CPS, EH, staged</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timings are normalized relative to handwritten OCaml versions of the DSL programs that we are interpreting (Fact10 and Fib20). Lower percentages mean faster execution. This kind of normalization does not seem to be commonly used in the literature, but we believe that it has an important benefit. In particular, it serves to emphasize the fact that the performance of the resulting specialized programs should really be compared to specialized hand-written programs. The fact that eval9 is more than 20 times faster than eval3 is often irrelevant to a programmer who rightly considers eval3 to be an impractically inefficient implementation. As we mentioned earlier in this paper, the goal of MSP is to remove unnecessary runtime costs associated with abstractions, and identifying the right reference point is essential for knowing when we have succeeded.

---

4 System specifications: MetaOCaml bytecode interpreter for OCaml 3.07+2 running under Cygwin on a Pentium III machine, Mobile CPU, 1133MHz clock, 175 MHz bus, 640 MB RAM. Numbers vary when Linux is used, and when the native code compiler is used.
The sequence of interpreters presented here is intended to illustrate the iterative nature of the process of exploring how to stage an interpreter for a DSL so that it can be turned into a satisfactory translator, which when composed with the Run construct of MetaOCaml, gives a compiler for the DSL.

A simplifying feature of the language studied here is that it is a first-order language with only one type, int. For richer languages we must define a datatype for values, and interpreters will return values of this datatype. Using such a datatype has associated runtime overhead. Eliminating the overhead for such datatypes can be achieved using either a post-processing transformation called tag elimination [20] or MSP languages with richer static type systems [14]. MetaOCaml supports an experimental implementation of tag elimination [2].

The extent to which MSP is effective is often dictated by the surrounding environment in which an algorithm, program, or system is to be used. There are three important examples of situations where staging can be beneficial:

- We want to minimize total cost of all stages for most inputs. This model applies, for example, to implementations of programming languages. The cost of a simple compilation followed by execution is usually lower than the cost of interpretation. For example, the program being executed usually contains loops, which typically incur large overhead in an interpreted implementation.

- We want to minimize a weighted average of the cost of all stages. The weights reflect the relative frequency at which the result of a stage can be reused. This situation is relevant in many applications of symbolic computation. Often, solving a problem symbolically, and then graphing the solution at a thousand points can be cheaper than numerically solving the problem a thousand times. This cost model can make a symbolic approach worthwhile even when it is 100 times more expensive than a direct numerical one. (By symbolic computation we simply mean computation where free variables are values that will only become available at a later stage.)

- We want to minimize the cost of the last stage. Consider an embedded system where the sin function may be implemented as a large look-up table. The cost of constructing the table is not relevant. Only the cost of computing the function at run-time is. The same applies to optimizing compilers, which may spend an unusual amount of time to generate a high-performance computational library. The cost of optimization is often not relevant to the users of such libraries.

The last model seems to be the most commonly referenced one in the literature, and is often described as “there is ample time between the arrival of different inputs”, “there is a significant difference between the frequency at which the various inputs to a program change”, and “the performance of the program matters only after the arrival of its last input”.

Detailed examples of MSP can be found in the literature, including term-rewriting systems [17] and graph algorithms [12]. The most relevant example to domain-specific program generation is on implementing a small imperative language [16]. The present tutorial should serve as good preparation for approaching the latter example.

An implicit goal of this tutorial is to prepare the reader to approach introductions to partial evaluation [3] and partial evaluation of interpreters in particular [6]. While these two works can be read without reading this tutorial, developing a full appreciation of the ideas they discuss requires either an understanding of the internals of partial evaluators or a basic grasp of multi-stage computation. This tutorial tries to provide the latter.

Multi-stage languages are both a special case of meta-programming languages and a generalization of multi-level and two-level languages. Taha [17] gives definitions and a basic classification for these notions. Sheard [15] gives a recent account of accomplishments and challenges in meta-programming. While multi-stage languages are “only” a special case of meta-programming languages, their specialized nature has its advantages. For example, it is possible to formally prove that they admit strong algebraic properties even in the untyped setting, but this is not the case for more general notions of meta-programming [18]. Additionally, significant advances have been made over the last six years in static typing for these languages (c.f. [21]). It will be interesting to see if such results can be attained for more general notions of meta-programming.

Finally, the MetaOCaml web site will be continually updated with new research results and academic materials relating to MSP [11].
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Mixed quotes are quotes that appear to mix mention and use, or direct and indirect quotation, such as (1).

(1) Quine says that quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature.’ (Davidson 1979)

This paper argues that mixed quotation is a general phenomenon that pervades the interpretation of language. In fact, most of our speech consists of mixed quotes of ourselves and each other. Of course, because the vast majority of utterances do not call for quotation marks in print, this point is only plausible if we broaden the notion of mixed quotation to include many of them. My first order of business is thus to explain a broader notion of mixed quotation. I then use this notion to analyze naming and quantification.

1. The essence of mixed quotation

Informally speaking, I take a mixed quote to mean what someone uses the quoted expression to mean (Geurts and Maier 2003). For example, (1) means that Quine says that quotation has the property that Quine uses ‘has a certain anomalous feature’ to mean. The quoted expression need not be grammatical, as (2) shows.

(2) The president said he has an ‘eclectic’ reading list. (Maier 2007)

This sentence means that the president said he has a reading list with the property that he uses ‘eclectic’ to mean.

In a sense, mixed quotation internalizes the semantic interpretation function—the familiar double square brackets \([\ ]\) for denotation—and relativizes it to a speaker, be it Quine or the president. Of course, the use of a mixed quote often accomplishes far more than presupposing that someone uses the quoted expression to mean something and denoting that meaning. For example, the speakers of (2) and (3) can distance themselves from the speakers they quote, perhaps by triggering the implicature that they would not themselves use the quoted expressions in the same ways.

(3) I am sorry to have used an ‘epithet’.

Nevertheless, I focus here on the idea that a mixed quote means what someone uses the quoted expression to mean, and only promise to treat the other accomplishments of a mixed quote as different ways to use it (Cappelen and Lepore 2003).

My formal treatment of this idea is motivated by two empirical facts: first, mixed quotes can be nested; second, they can apply to constructions, not just expressions.

1.1. Nested mixed quotes

Mixed quotation can be nested (iterated), just as pure quotation can be.

(4) The politician said she is ‘sorry to have used an ‘epithet’’.

On one reading, (4) means that the politician said she has the property that she uses the phrase ‘sorry to have used an ‘epithet’’ to mean. Presumably—that is, assuming that the politician is a normal English speaker—this property is to be sorry to have used an element of the set that someone unspecified uses the word ‘epithet’ to mean. The outer quotation level in (4) distinguishes the speaker’s sense of ‘sorry’ from the politician’s; the inner level distinguishes the politician’s sense of ‘epithet’ from others’. The outer level may even contain only the inner level, as in (5).

(5) The politician said she is sorry to have used an ‘ ‘epithet’ ‘.

The fact that one mixed quote can contain another already follows from the fact that a mixed quote can contain any form, not necessarily a grammatical expression in any language. Yet it is worth noting that the speaker of the outer quote presumably uses the inner quote to mean what someone uses the inner-quoted expression to mean, because this presumption lets us explain why the meaning of (4) involves what someone uses the word ‘epithet’ to mean.

1.2. Mixed quotes of constructions

A construction can be quoted, just as an ordinary expression can be.

(6) The politician admitted that she ‘lied [her] way into [her job]’.

(7) It is a long story how I lied my way into this despicable position of deception.

(8) lied my way into this despicable position of deception

Thanks to the square brackets in (6) or their spoken counterpart, the sentence is true if the politician said (7) as a normal English speaker. More precisely, the sentence
is true just in case the politician admitted that she the property \( gyz \), where \( g \) is the ternary relation that she used the construction ‘lied . . . way into . . . ’ to mean, \( y \) is her, and \( z \) is her job. Intuitively, what is quoted in (6) is not an expression such as (8), but a construction that combines the subexpressions ‘my way’ and ‘this despicable position of deception’ to form (8). The same construction also combines the meanings of the subexpressions to form the meaning of (8).

An ordinary expression can be treated as a special case of a construction, namely a nullary one—a construction that takes no input. The binary construction quoted in the example above is a canonical non-nullary construction, but less canonical ones can be mixed-quoted as well, subject to the practical and pragmatic difficulty of punctuating and intoning the quotes so as to convey the speaker’s intention.

(9) John doesn’t know much French, but he thinks he does and tries to show it off whenever possible. At dinner the other day, he ordered not ‘[some dessert] à la mode’ but ‘à la mode [some dessert]’.

On one reading, (9) can be true if John ordered using the words ‘à la mode apple pie’ but not ‘apple pie à la mode’. That is, the second mixed quote in (9) is of a unary construction. The form of the construction maps expressions to expressions: it puts ‘à la mode’ before a dessert name. The meaning of the construction maps desserts to the examples above is a canonical non-nullary construction, but less canonical ones can be mixed-quoted as well, subject to the practical and pragmatic difficulty of punctuating and intoning the quotes so as to convey the speaker’s intention.

(10) Mary allowed as how her dog ate ‘odd things, when left to his own devices’. (Abbott 2003)

The mixed-quoted non-constituent in (10) includes not just the noun phrase ‘odd things’ and the adverbial phrase ‘when left to his own devices’ but also Mary’s juxtaposing them, indicated in writing by quoting a comma. Maier’s quote-breaking analysis (2007) decomposes the quoted non-constituent into two phrases and thus overlooks their juxtaposition. Instead, we can treat the mixed quote as one of a unary construction that builds a verb phrase from a transitive verb, say the verb phrase ‘ate odd things, when left to his own devices’ from the transitive verb ‘ate’, or the verb phrase ‘devoured odd things, when left to his own devices’ from the transitive verb ‘devoured’. One attempt at notating such an analysis is (11).

(11) Mary allowed as how her dog ‘[ate] odd things, when left to his own devices’.

(12) Fido devoured odd things, when left to his own devices.

(13) Whereas under human supervision Fido ate odd things, when left to his own devices he would only eat Nutrapup.

On this analysis, (10) holds if Mary says (12), but not if Mary only says (13).

1.3. Distinguishing syntactic and semantic interjection

Conventional punctuation using square brackets fails to distinguish between two ways to interrupt a quote and interject words used from the perspective of the quoter. The first way, exemplified above, is for the meaning of the interjected words to combine semantically with the (rest of the) quote: in (6), the meaning of ‘her’ and ‘her job’, say the politician and her job, may serve as arguments to some functional meaning of the construction ‘lied . . . way into . . . ’. The second way, exemplified below, is for the meaning of the interjected words to combine syntactically with the (rest of the) quote.

(14) The secret guide suggested that interested eaters ‘kiss up to [name redacted], class of 2008, for a good meal’ at the Ivy.

(15) Randal L. Schwartz writes: ‘Something like this, perhaps? [some typical R. Schwartz code, short, simple, clear, efficient, etc. . . .]’

The secret guide in (14) did not suggest that interested eaters kiss up to a name; it used, not mentioned, a redacted name. Schwartz in (15) actually wrote some typical code, not (just) referred to it.

To avoid this ambiguity of square brackets, we notate semantic interjection %[like this] and syntactic interjection ~[like this]. We further distinguish mixed quotes from pure and direct quotes by notating mixed quotes ![like this] and pure and direct quotes [like this]. For example, we notate (14) and (15) as follows.

(16) The secret guide suggested that interested eaters ![kiss up to ~[name redacted], class of 2008, for a good meal] at the Ivy.

(17) Randal L. Schwartz writes: ![Something like this, perhaps? ~[some typical R. Schwartz code, short, simple, clear, efficient, etc. . . .]]

This notation follows that of multistage programming languages (Taha 2004) and suggests that mixed quotation internalizes semantic interpretation. It becomes crucial when we discuss quantification in §2.2.

1.4. A formal model of grammatical constructions

Mixed quotes of mixed quotes and of constructions motivate the following model of grammatical constructions in which to discuss the form and meaning of mixed quotation.

Fix a set \( X \) of syntactic objects (forms) and a set \( Y \) of semantic objects (meanings). An \( n \)-ary construction is an ordered pair \( \langle f, g \rangle \) where \( f \) is a partial function from \( X^n \) to \( X \) and \( g \) is a partial function from \( Y^n \) to \( Y \). We can apply the construction \( \langle f, g \rangle \) to the constituents \( (x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_n, y_n) \), each a form-meaning pair, to build the form-meaning pair \( \langle f(x_1 \ldots x_n), g(y_1 \ldots y_n) \rangle \), as long as \( f \) is defined at \( x_1 \ldots x_n \) and \( g \) is defined at \( y_1 \ldots y_n \). For clarity, we sometimes write \( x_{1..n} \) instead of \( x_1 \ldots x_n \).
These definitions leave it wide open what forms and meanings are. A fan of
Heim and Kratzer (1998) might take each lexical entry to be a nullary construction
pairing a phrase structure with a denotation, Merge and function application to be a
binary construction, and Move and predicate abstraction to be a unary construction.
A fan of Steedman (1996) might take each lexical entry to be a nullary construction
nullary constructions ‘Mary’ and ‘John’. In fact, one construction use may be justified
equivalent in multiple ways: Alice justifies ‘Mary saw John’ by composing ‘Mary’ with
‘– saw John’ as much as she does by composing ‘Mary saw –’ with ‘John’ (Barker 2007).

A grammar \( R \) is a set of constructions that satisfies two closure conditions.

Identity The pair of identity functions \( \langle \lambda x. x, \lambda y. y \rangle \) is in \( R \) as a unary construction.

Composition If \( \langle f, g \rangle \) is an \((n+1)\)-ary construction in \( R \), and if \( \langle f', g' \rangle \) is an \(n'\)-ary
construction in \( R \), then the \((n+n')\)-ary construction
\[
\langle \lambda x_{1...i-1}x'_{i...n}x_{i+1...n+1}, f x_{1...i-1}(f' x_{1...i,n})x_{i+1...n+1}, \\
\lambda y_{1...i-1}y'_{i...n}y_{i+1...n+1}, g y_{1...i-1}(g' y_{1...i,n})y_{i+1...n+1} \rangle
\]
is also in \( R \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, n+1 \). If we identify expressions with nullary constructsions,
than application is a special case of composition.

This definition is inspired by operads without permutation (May 1997).
The grammar generated by a set of constructions \( S \) is the smallest grammar contain-
ing \( S \). The closure conditions let us treat mixed quotes of primitive constructions
(those in \( S \)) and derived constructions (those in \( R \) but not \( S \)) alike. For example, any
reasonable grammar of English in this model probably contains a nullary construction
whose form component is ‘Mary saw John’. Once one speaker uses this construction,
another may then quote it—be it the composition of a binary construction ‘– saw –’
with the nullary constructions ‘Mary’ and ‘John’ or of a whole bunch of Merge, Move,
and lexical constructions.

We can now be a bit more specific about what it means for a speaker to use a
form to mean something, or to use a construction. We assume that the use of language
pairs forms with meanings, be it subjectively in an idiolect or objectively in a language
game. For example, Alice in her use of language might pair the form ‘Mary saw John’
with the meaning that Mary saw John, and the president in his use of language might
pair the form ‘I have an eclectic reading list’ with the meaning that he (de se) has an
eclectic reading list. When a speaker \( s \) pairs the form \( x \) with the meaning \( y \), we say
that \( s \) uses \( x \) to mean \( y \), or that \( s \) uses the nullary construction \( \langle x, y \rangle \).

But that is not all. A speaker often justifies the use of a construction by applying
the closure conditions above to other constructions. For example, our model English
speaker Alice justifies the nullary construction ‘Mary saw John’ (here we noteate a
construction by its form) by composing some binary construction ‘– saw –’ with the
nullary constructions ‘Mary’ and ‘John’. In fact, one construction use may be justified
in multiple equivalent ways: Alice justifies ‘Mary saw John’ by composing ‘Mary’ with
‘– saw John’ as much as she does by composing ‘Mary saw –’ with ‘John’ (Barker 2007).

If \( s \) uses a construction and justifies it by applying the closure conditions to other
constructions, then \( s \) also uses those other constructions. That is, if we draw the
justification of a used construction as a parse or proof tree whose nodes are primitive
constructions, then any connected part of the tree depicts a used construction as well.

1.5. Mixed quotes, formally

I analyze mixed quotes as constructions of the form
\[
\langle Qf, \ i.g. x \ uses \ the \ construction \ \langle f, g \ \rangle \ \rangle.
\]

Here \( f \) and \( Qf \) are two partial functions from \( X^n \) to \( X \), related in some systematic
way \( Q \) yet to be specified, so the set \( X \) of forms needs to express the intonation or
punctuation of quotation. The meaning component of this construction is anaphoric
to some discourse referent \( x \) and presupposes that the speaker \( x \) uses \( f \) to mean a
partial function \( g \) from \( Y^n \) to \( Y \). These anaphoric and presuppositional dependencies
are part of the construction’s meaning and remain to be resolved—either semantically
as the meaning is composed with other meanings, or pragmatically as the resulting
utterance is used in discourse. On this analysis, then, the set \( Y \) of meanings needs to
express these dependencies, and mixed quotes are not constructions of the form
\[
\langle Qf, \ g \ \rangle
\]
where some speaker \( x \) uses the construction \( \langle f, g \rangle \).

There are multiple \( Q \)'s, corresponding to different strategies of resolving these
dependencies. To take a simple example from written English, suppose that the forms
in \( X \) are strings. Sticking to single quotation marks, we can then define
\[
Qf_{x_{1...n}} = \tilde{\iv} (f(\tilde{x}_1 \cdots \tilde{x}_n)) \cdots (f(\tilde{x}_n \cdots \tilde{x}_1)) \cdots
\]
where overlines cover literal strings and the operator \( \wedge \) denotes string concatenation. Given this \( Q \), we can analyze the written form of (4) and (6) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
(22) & \quad (\lambda x. \text{The politician said she is } \wedge x) \\
& \quad (Q((\lambda x. \text{sorry to have used an } \wedge x)(Q \text{ epithet}))) \\
& \quad = \text{The politician said she is 'sorry to have used an 'epithet'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(23) & \quad (\lambda x. \text{The politician admitted that she } \wedge x) \\
& \quad (Q(\lambda x, x_2. \text{lied } \wedge x_1 \wedge \text{way into } \wedge x_2 \text{her her job}) \\
& \quad = \text{The politician admitted that she 'lied [her] way into [her job]'}
\end{align*}
\]

The corresponding meaning components match the paraphrases given above under (4) and (6), if we assume the most obvious ways to resolve the anaphoric and presuppositional dependencies: the politician and her utterances (3) and (7), respectively. Some contexts make it more natural to resolve these dependencies in other ways, for example if the politician was asked by a talk show host whether 'you are sorry to have used an 'epithet’ or whether 'you lied your way into your job'. Whatever their context and however their dependencies are resolved, these examples demonstrate that we can analyze nested mixed quotes and mixed quotes of constructions.

My central claim is that the grammar of human language is largely generated by mixed-quote constructions. To be more precise, every primitive construction is a mixed quote (of the form (19)), a pure quote (such as \( Qf, f \)), or a coinage (where all bets are off).

1.6. Mixed quotes of formal languages

For intuition, it may help to draw a parallel between this treatment of mixed quotation and the practice of code switching between natural and formal languages, such as embedding formulas in English sentences. In the examples below, we omit the quotation marks that some typographic conventions call for.

\[
\begin{align*}
(24) & \quad P \Rightarrow Q \text{ and } P \text{ together entail } Q. \\
(25) & \quad \Gamma(2) \text{ contains 2.} \\
(26) & \quad \text{Alice said } \forall x \in \mathbb{R}. x^2 = -x^2. \\
(27) & \quad \text{Alice said what mathematicians use } \forall x \in \mathbb{R}. x^2 = -x^2 \text{ to mean.} \\
(28) & \quad \text{Alice said } \Gamma(2) \text{ is negative.} \\
(29) & \quad \text{Alice said what mathematicians use } \Gamma(2) \text{ to mean is negative.}
\end{align*}
\]

The embedding of formulas in the English sentences (24) and (25) are arguably cases of pure quotation: these sentences mention some formulas but do not use them. Our analysis of mixed quotation amounts to paraphrasing the mixed quotes in (26) and (28) in terms of the pure quotes in (27) and (29), respectively. These paraphrases preserve a de-re/de-dicto ambiguity: Alice’s errors may be due to her ignorance about numbers or her ignorance about mathematical notation; the latter possibility requires interpreting the descriptions ‘what mathematicians use \( \forall x \in \mathbb{R}. x^2 = -x^2 \) to mean’ and ‘what mathematicians use \( \Gamma(2) \) to mean’ de dicto.

Formulas can be quoted in a formal language as well as a natural language, for instance using Gödel numbering, a systematic mapping between formulas and integers. Given a Gödel numbering, the truth and provability of a formula in a logic can then be defined as arithmetic predicates. These predicates are the formal analogues of the meaning component of (19) and the paraphrases in (27) and (29). The ability to interpret one language in another enables linguistic creativity and reflection, so that first-order predicate logic may draw from not just the semantics but also the syntax of modal logic, so that Kolmogorov complexity is defined up to a constant, and so that the same low-level computer chip may run programs written in various high-level languages.

2. The prevalence of mixed quotation

In a mixed quote as in a pure quote, the quoted speaker may be generic, hypothetical, or institutional, and the quoted use may be generic, hypothetical, or habitual (Geurts and Maier 2003). Mixed quotation is thus a versatile source of constructions: in principle, the analysis in (19) gives rise to mixed quotes that draw their meanings from any construction use by any speaker, be it real or imagined, in the past, present, or future. It is thus perhaps unsurprising that mixed quotation can serve many purposes in the use and transmission of language.

2.1. Naming and other causes

A mild instance of prevalent mixed quotation is names according to a causal theory of reference (Kripke 1980). When Alice uses ‘Aristotle’ to mean Aristotle, unless she is baptizing Aristotle by coining the name, she relies on a previous use of the name to mean Aristotle. In other words, the nullary construction that pairs the name with the person is a mixed quote. This mixed quote is slightly unusual in two regards, but neither invalidates this analysis of names as mixed quotes.

i. The quoted form (say \( \overline{\text{Aristotle}} \)) and unquoted form (say \( \overline{\text{Aristotle}} \)) sound and look exactly the same, so one may be concerned as to how the hearer of Alice’s utterance can know to parse ‘Aristotle’ as a quote. But there are precisely few ways for ‘Aristotle’ to appear in a English sentence, among which this parse is likely to be the top candidate.

ii. Alice and the other participants in the conversation may not recall a specific
occasion on which a specific speaker used the name to mean Aristotle, so the referent of x in (19) may be indeterminate. But like any other discourse referent, x can have its dependencies resolved as long as it is known that there exists a speaker (even an institutional one such as the English language) and a use (even a generic one such as usually). Such mixed quotes are common: the quote in (3) could be one, for example.

The use of ‘Aristotle’ that Alice mixed-quotes is either specifically the initial baptism of Aristotle or another mixed-quote of a use of ‘Aristotle’, and so on. The chain of naming occasions formed by mixed quotation is like a causal chain of naming, except a generic event does not usually appear on a causal chain. Research on reflection in programming languages (Smith 1982) shows how to compactly represent a long chain of mixed quotation

\[
(30) \text{![}!x[\ldots \text{Aristotle} \ldots]]
\]

with a stable meaning and a stable form. None of this discussion hinges on the actual existence of Aristotle; Sherlock Holmes would have done just as well.

If names are mixed quotes, they seem to take scope differently from ordinary mixed quotes (Michael Johnson, p.c.).

(31) Quine might have said that quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature’.

(32) It might have been the case that Aristotle was not named ‘Aristotle’.

One reading of (31) does not entail that anyone used the words ‘has a certain anomalous feature’, so it seems possible to resolve the presupposition of the ordinary mixed-quote there within the scope of ‘might’. In contrast, it does not seem that (32) has a false reading, so it seems necessary to resolve the presupposition that the name ‘Aristotle’ is used to mean someone outside the scope of ‘might’.

When a linguist writes ‘We assume the following notion of c-command . . .’ followed by the rest of a paper, that rest of the paper is a mixed quote of a speaker who uses ‘c-command’ to mean that notion, much as the sentence (2) could appear in a fairy tale that begins, ‘Once upon a time, there was a president who likes to insert vowels when he pronounces words . . .’.

Why stop at names and definitions? This ‘copy-and-paste’ syntax and semantics works across the board, so the sentence (33) can be cobbled together solely by composing mixed quotes as in (34).

(33) Aristotle saw his sister.

(34) ![%!x[\ldots ![Aristotle] \ldots]] saw %![%!x[\ldots ![him]]’s sister]]

The punctuation in (34) notates walking up and down a tree of causation to curate forms and meanings from various speakers.

The analysis (34) assumes that the mixed-quoted expression ‘him’ is used to mean an anaphoric dependency. Similarly, in order for us to analyze Alice’s use of ‘I’ to mean herself as a mixed quote of Bob’s use of ‘I’ to mean himself, we must assume that the mixed-quoted use of ‘I’ means a context dependency on the first person, even though Bob also use the same form to mean himself.

If ordinary constructions such as ‘– saw –’ are mixed quotes, they seem to allow wh-extraction and quantifying-in as in (35), which quotation is famed to not allow as in (36) (Quine 1953).

(35) a. Who did ![%!x[\ldots ![Aristotle] \ldots]] see %![%]?
b. ![%!x[\ldots ![Aristotle] \ldots]] saw %![nobody]

Perhaps it is not impossible, merely difficult, for extraction and quantification to take place across a quote, especially a mixed quote. After all, examples such as (15) above are prima facie instances of quantifying into a quote, and the examples below suggest that wh-extraction is possible out of a mixed-quoted construction (Ernie Lepore, p.c.).

(36) a. Who said ‘what’ contains six letters?
b. \( \exists x. \top \)

\( \top \)

The examples below suggest that wh-extraction is possible out of a mixed-quoted construction.

(37) What did Bush say Rove would ![protect us from \( \sim \![_] \) in these turbulent times]?

(38) Who said Rove would ![protect us from \( \sim \![what] \) in these turbulent times]?

2.2. Quantification and polarity

A quantifier can be thought of as a meta-construction, along the lines of abstract categorial grammars (de Groote 2002) and its noble line of intellectual ancestors: ‘everybody’ maps a unary construction to a nullary construction.

\[
(39) \{ \lambda f. f \text{ everybody}, \lambda g. \forall y.g y \}
\]

This idea let us analyze ‘everybody saw Mary’ and ‘Mary saw everybody’, by applying (39) to the composition of ‘– saw –’ and ‘Mary’. However, (39) alone does not generate ‘everybody saw everybody’ because it only applies to unary constructions. To resolve this issue, it may seem natural to allow ‘quantifying in’ any argument position of an n-ary construction, mapping it to an \((n-1)\)-ary construction (Hendriks 1993).

\[
(40) \{ \lambda f x_{1..k-1}y_{k+1..n}. f x_{1..k-1}, \text{everybody} x_{k+1..n}, \lambda g y_{1..k-1}y_{k+1..n}. \forall y.g y_{1..k-1}y y_{k+1..n} \}
\]

However, an analogy between surface scope in quantification and left-right evaluation in other linguistic side effects such as anaphora and questions (Shan and Barker 2006) suggests only ‘quantifying in’ the last argument, that is, setting \( k \) above to \( n \).

\[
(41) \{ \lambda f x_{1..n-1}. f x_{1..n-1}, \text{everybody}, \lambda g y_{1..n-1}. \forall y.g y_{1..n-1}y \}
\]
If we analyze ‘everybody’ as (41) and ‘somebody’ analogously, then we generate only the surface-scope readings of (42) and (43).

(42) Somebody saw everybody.
(43) Everybody saw somebody.

Where does inverse scope come from, then? Mixed quotation offers one answer: we can generate inverse scope if we can quote the (wider) scope of the later quantifier as a construction, excluding that quantifier itself. For example, we can analyze (42) as (44) if we can mixed quote the unary construction ‘somebody saw ¬1, hereby used to mean the property of having been seen by somebody. The resulting interpretation can be glossed as (45) (which is coherent, unlike (46)—pace Quine (1960, 1953)).

(44) ![Somebody saw %[everybody]]
(45) For everybody y, the sentence ![Somebody saw %[y]] is true.
(46) For everybody y, the sentence ![Somebody saw %[y]] has eight letters.

To analyze a sentence with three quantifiers that take inverse scope with respect to each other, we would need nested mixed quotation. Perhaps some scope parallelism between quantifiers in discourse can be explained by the ease of quoting a construction recently used.

Because the more-quoted quantifier takes narrower scope in the example above, one might worry about cases where a mixed-quoted quantifier takes inverse scope over an unquoted quantifier, such as (47).

(47) The dean asked that a student ‘accompany every professor’. (Cumming 2003)

In fact, because written quotation marks may not indicate every level of actual quotation, we can treat such examples as long as we allow syntactic interjection, as discussed in §1.3. Using the notation introduced there, the inverse-scope reading desired in (47) is analyzed in (48). Only the outermost pair of brackets in (48) manifests itself as a pair of quotation marks in (47).

(48) The dean asked that ![if ![∼11[a student]]] accompany %[every professor]]]

A quick and dirty way to ‘evaluate’ quotation constructions such as (48) is to remove ![interpreted brackets enclosing no interjection] and cancel out ∼11[syntactically interjected pure-quotes] inside quotes.

This account of inverse scope lets us explain why polarity licensing requires not just that the licensor take scope over the licensee, but also that the licensor precede the licensee if they are classmates (Ladusaw 1979). For example, whereas (49) has a surface-scope reading, (50) does not have an inverse-scope reading.

(49) Alice introduced nobody to anybody.
(50) *Alice introduced anybody to nobody.

Our explanation assumes that a clause like ‘Alice introduced anybody to Bob’ and a construction like ‘Alice introduced anybody to %[…]’ are not quotable, even though they can appear as part of a larger quotable item (for example when preceded by ‘nobody thinks’). Intuitively, they are not quotable because they are incomplete: they are unacceptable as utterances by themselves. This intuition can be enforced in one of two ways: either assign a different syntactic category or semantic type to a constituent that contains an unlicensed polarity item (Fry 1997), or always insert a licensor and a licensee in one fell meta-construction such as the following.

(51) \{ λ.f \text{nobody} \text{anybody}, \lambda.g.¬∃yz.gyz \}

If there is no construction ‘Alice introduced anybody to %[…]’ to quote, then the strategy for generating inverse scope in (44) fails. This failure can be observed from the fact that the paraphrase (53) of (52), analogous to (45), is unacceptable.

(52) *![Alice introduced anybody to %[nobody]]
(53) *For nobody y, the sentence ![Alice introduced anybody to %[y]] is true.
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